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SIR:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that upon the annexed

affidavit of GEORGE SASSOWER, ESg., sworn to on the 1 6th

day of June , 1982, and upon all the proceedings had

heretofore herein, the undersigned will cross-move this

Court at a Stated Term of the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court of the State of New Yorkr or the 18t.h day

of June I L982, at 9:30 orclock in the forenoon of that

day or aS soon thereafter as counsel may be heard for an

Order of this Court nullifying all of the disciplinary

proceedings against respondent nunc Pro tune, expunging

all records of same, and such other, further, and/or

different relief as to this court may seem just and
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proper in the premises, includingr ds incidental to the

aforesaid nullification the following relief as part of
the fullest possible investigation of the matter:

1. A request to the Honorable !1i1ton Mo11en,

Presiding Justice of the Supreme Court, Second Judicial
Department, that he investigate and forward to this

Court such confidential report as deemed proper and

appropriate with respect to the allegations contained in

this affidavit regarding the alleged misconduct of

Surrogate Ernest L. Signorelli and his Court and, in

particular, (a) Surrogate Signorelli's alleged violation

of confidentiality provisions contained in Judiciary Law

S90 with respect to respondent and his wife; (b) all

substantiation, if any, for tLre material contained in

such pubtished statement explicitly intended for the

recommended disciplinary investigation and prosecution

against,respondent and his wife; (c) a1I material

information transmitted and withheld, if anY, by or on

behalf of the Surrogate from the Grievance Committee and

its attorneys during all stages of this proceedi.g; (d)

explanation for the absence of filed documents, records,

and stenographic minutes taken by official court

reporters; (e) the nexus, vel non, between the conduct

of the Surrogate and respondent's resort to the courts
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for rel ief; ( f ) explanation for the de1 iberate
scheduling by the Surrogate and his judicial retinue of

court appearances by respondent in Surrogate's Court

when he and they knew that respondent was physically

incapacitated, elsewhere engaged, and in particular, in

the First Department, and for the imposition of punitive

action against respondent and his family for being

incapacitated or engaged elsewhere; (g) explanation for

undue interference or direction by the Surrogate into

the practices of the Suffolk County Sheriffrs Office,

the Office of the State Attorney General, Grievance

Committee, and its attorneys (h) explanation and

amplification of the testimony given before Honorable

Aloysius J. Melia by Surrogate Ernest L. Signorelli; and

(i) any and alI other matters which the Presiding

Justice believes proper and appropriate;

2. A request that the Commission of Judicial

Conduct forward to this Court a confidential report

containing such information as deemed appropriate and

hel_pfuI for the disposition of this proceeding with

respect to the conduct and testimony of Surrogate Ernest

L. Signorelli and his court;
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3. A direction that the Grievance Committee, and

independently its attorneys, forward to this Court or
request Honorable Milton lvlo11en, Presiding Justice of

the Appellate Division, Second Judicial Department, that

he direct them to forward to this Court a complete,

candid, and comprehensive confidential- report of the

proceedings against respondent and his wife, Doris L.

Sassower, Esq., insofar as they relate to Surrogate

Ernest L. Signorelli, his appointees, and the

Surrogaters Court, Suffolk County.

4. A request that the Attorney General forward to

this Court a confidential report containing such

information as deemed appropriate and proper in this

matter , and , in part i cuI ar , aI I non-pr iv i1 eged

conversations had with or on behalf of Surrogate Ernest

L. Signorelli and whether, in their opinion, he

improperly inj ected himsel f in a Habeas Corpus

proceeding brought by respondent, and in the appeal

there from.
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An Order directing the Sheriff of Suffolk

County and the Suffolk County Attorney to forward to

this Court a complete, candid and comprehensive report

of its activities regarding respondent, and any improper

judicial involvement therein, in particular, explaining

( 1 ) their repeated forays into Westchester County and

New York City in order to arrest respondent when he was

amenable to submit to such arrest at the convenience of

the Sheriff in the Courthouse of the Bronx, New Yorkr or

Westchester counties; (2) their failure to obey a Writ

of Habeas Corpus demanding the immediate release of

respondent; ( 3 ) the incarceration of respondent's wife

and daughter, for serving such Writ of Habeas Corpus;

and ( 4 ) the physical treatment of respondent while he

was in its custody.

6. An Order requesting that Honorable Frank A-

Gulotta forward to this Court any and all information

( or misinf ormation ) conveyed to Hi,s ..Honor by or on
L-/-

behalf of Surrogate Ernest L. Signo$LelIi regarding the

inca-rceration of respondent.

7 . An Order d irecting Surrogate Ernest L.

Signorelli to forward to this Court a duly verified,

complete, cand id and comprehensive sworn report

regarding all of the matters requested of others herein,

5.

,'-,,
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together with his involvement or that of his Court,

directly or indirectly, in cases in other courts wherein

respondent was involved.

Dated: White Plains, New York
June 16, 1982

Yours, etc. ,
GEORGE SASSOWER, Esq.
Attorney for Respondent
283 Soundview Avenue,
White Plains, N.Y. 10606
914-328-0440

To: Gary L. Casella, Esq.
Attorney for Petitioner.

Richard E. Grayson, Esg.
Associated Counsel for Petioner

Hon. Milton Mo1len
Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division

Commission on Judicial Cond'uct.
Surrogate Ernest L. Signorelli
Hon. Frank A. Gulotta

Associate Justice of the Appellate Division
Hon. Robert Abrams

Attorney General of the State of New York
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In the Matter of George Sassower r drr
Attorney and Counsellor-at-taw:

GRTEVANCE COMI'TITTEE FOR THE NINTH
JUDICIAL DISTRICT,

Pet it ioner,

-against-
GEORGE SASSOWER,

Respondent.

.x

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:
couNTY oF WESTCHESTER )

GEORGE SASSOWER, Esq. r first being duly sworn,

deposes, and says:

1. These cross-motion papers are initially being

served on (1) Presiding Justice Milton Mollen of the

Appellate Division, Second Department, {2) The

Commission on Judicial Conduct, and (3) Richard E.

Grayson, Esg., Assistant Counsel for the Grie"vance

Corirmittee of the Ninth ,Judicial District.



A preemptive impound ing of the files,
documents, and stenographic minutes of the surrogate's
Court, Suffolk County, in the Estate of Eugene paul

Kelly (rndex No. 736 p 1972) by the presiding Justice or

the commission is clearly calred for on this affidavit,
as well as the sworn testimony incorporated in this
aff idav it -

Richard E. Grayson, Esg. handled this matter

on behalf of the Grievance Committee. I am certain, he

wi11, if requested, cooperate in responding to any

inquiry.

With the Court I s permission 7 dfter the
Presiding Justice and the Commission have had the

opportunity to impound these records, inventory themr oE

take such other action as it deems appropriate, I shaLl

cause such service to be made on the others named in the

Notice of Motion. Until such time, f request that the

three above-named recipients strictly preserve the

confidentiality of the material contained herein.
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Based on gross deception, if not outright

fraud, p€rpetrated on this Court and Grievance

Committee, as carefully documented in this affidavit, I
respectfully reguest that this Court grant an Order

nullifying all the disciplinary proceedings against me

nunc pro tunc, expunging all records of same, including

the further relief specified in the notice of
cross-motion.

I can appreciate the natural skepticism of

this Court to accept at face value documents and an

experience so unusual in nature. May I remind this Court

that similar documentation was presented to the

Gr j.evance Committee, but .to their subsequent

embarassment, they chose to accept the words of the

Surrogate instead.

3. I will not, in this affidavitr sdy anything

about Judge Melia which I did not express during the

hearing sessions to the Grievance Committee Attorneys.

On Judge Meliar w€ were always in complete accord.

2.
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A reading of the early testimony shows very

strong protests on my part to the prejudicial material
being introduced by petitioner which had, at best, only

minimal probative value. After the first few sessions I
did not even bother with pro forma objections, for as

both sides promptly recognized, we had a judge who had

integrity, was very perceptive, and had the ability to

render a verd ict transcend ing his own initial
convictions.

The conduct and testimony of Surrogate Ernest

L. Signorelli and Charles Z. Abuza, Esg. together
demonstrate that all the charges were without merit.

The information contained in this affidavit
withstood the test of credibility before Judge Melia.

4. The disquieting matters in this affidavit can

no longer be quieted. I respectfully suggest that this
Court confirm the veracity of the information set forth
and then contain it by remedying the situation.

5. The information obtained through a

supplemental investigatory order wiIl confirm the

propriety of the relief requested: i.e., that these

entire disciplinary proceedings should be vacated as a

manifest imposition, not to mention fraud, upon this
Court.
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Any other disposition than a declaration that

the entire proceedings were null and void pb initio pays

undeserved tribute to Surrogate Signorelli, who duped

the Grievance Committee, as weIl as others, who, in

turn, duped the Court ( charges for all unre.Iated

Signorelli complaints were withdrawn by the Grievance

Committee itself).
This d iscipl inary proceed ing is part of

Surrogate Signorelli's strategem of retribution because

I sought the assistance of the courts for what

"government (Signorelfi) was doing" to me.

Access to the courts should not be obstructed

by governmental power of retribution.

In the hierarchy of judicial values, this

Court must strike out loudly and clearly at the

attempted rape of fundamental constitutional and ethical

princ iples

The Grievance Committee attorneys themselves

are at a loss to suggest, even with hindsight, what

ditferent or other actions I should, or cou1d, have

taken.
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It must be remembered thatr ds Judge MeIia

reported, none of the charges presented against me

involved "moraI turpitude" or moral " impropriety,'
c.-..."

( Ref eree's Report p. 2) , in itseJ-fg., suggesting some

unseen force behind this most vigorously p.ressed

proceeding.

Inci,Cental to the rel ief reguested here in
whereby these grievance proceedings be nullified ab

.initio, I respectfully request this Court to grant the

following further relief:

1 . A request to the Honorable Milton l,to11en,

Presiding Just j.ce of the Supreme Court, Second Jud icial
Department, that he investigate and forward to this
Court such confidential report as he believes proper and

appropriate with respect to the allegations contained in

this affidavit regarding the alleged misconduct of
Surrogate Ernest L. Signorelli and his Court and, in

particular, (a) Surrogate Signorelli's atleged violation
of conf idential ity provisions contained in ,JuQiciary Law

590 with respect to respondent and his wife; (b) all
substantiation, if dny, for the material contained in

such published statement explicitly intended for the

recommended disciplinary investigation and prosecution

against respondent and his wife, ( c) all material
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information transmitted and withheld, if dny, by or on

behalf of the Surrogate from the Grievance Committee and

its attorneys during aIl stages of this proceeding; (d)

explanation for the absence of filed documents, records,

and stenographic minutes taken by official.court

reporters, (e) the nexus, ve1 non, between the conduct

of the Surrogate and respondentrs resort to the courts

for relief; ( f) explanation for the deliberate

scheduling by the Surrogate and his judicial retinue
"*coura 

ao_! appearances by respondent in Surrogaters Court

when he knew that respondent was physically

incapacitated, elsewhere engaged, and in particular, in

the First Department, and for th9 imposition of punitive

action against respondent and his family for being

incapacitated or engaged elsewhere; (g) explanation for

undue interference or direction by the Surrogate into

the practices of the Suffolk County Sheriff 's Off ice,

the Office of the State Attorney General, Grievance

Committee, and its attorneys (h) explanation and

amp_lification of the testimony given before Honorable

Aloysius J. Melia by Surrogate Ernest L. Signorelli; and

(i) any and all other matters which the Presiding

Justice believes proper and appropriate;

L/
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2. A request that the Commission of Judicial
Conduct forward to this Court a confidential report
containing such information as it believes appropriate

and helpful for the disposition of this proceeding with
respect to the conduct and testimony of Surrogate Ernest

L. Signorelli and his court;

3. A direction that the Grievance Committee, and

independently its attorneys, forward to this Court or

request Honorable Milton Mo11en, Presiding Justice of

the Appellate Division, Second Judicial Department, that

he direcL them to forward to this Court a fuII, candid,

and comprehensive confidential report of the proceedings

against respondent and his wife, Doris L. Sassower,

Esq., insofar as they relate to Surrogate Ernest L.

Signorelli, his appointees, and the Surrogaters Court,

Suffolk County.
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4. A request that the Attorney General forward to
this court a confidential report containing such

information as he believes appropriate and proper in
this matter, and, in particurar, all non-privireged
conversations had with or on beharf of surrogate Ernest
L. Signorelli and whether, in their opinion, he

improperly inj ected himsel f in a Habeas corpus
proceeding brought by respondent, and in the appeal
therefrom.

5. An Order directing the Sheriff of Suffolk
county and the suffolk county Attorney to forward to
this court a furl and comprehensive report of its
activities regarding respondent, and any improper
judiciar invorvement therein, in particular explaining
( 1 ) their repeated forays into westchester county and

New York city in order to arrest respondent when he was

amenabre to submit to such arrest at the convenience of
the sheriff in the courthouse of the Bronx, New yorkr or
Westchester counties ; (2) their failure to obey a Writ
of Habeas corpus demanding the immediate release of
respondent; (3) the incarceration of respondent's wife
and daughter, without any amenities, for serving such

writ of Habeas corpus; and (4) the physicar treatment of
respondent while he was in its custody.
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6. An Order requesting that Honorable Frank A.

Gulotta forward to this Court any and aI1 information
(or misinformation) conveyed to His Honor by or on

behalf of Surrogate Ernest L. Signorelli regarding the

incarceration of respondent.

7. An Order directing Surrogate Ernest L.

Signorelli to forward to this Court a fuI1, complete,

and comprehensive sworn report regarding all of the

matters requested of others herein, together with his
involvement or that of his Court, directly or
indirectly, in cases in other courts wherein respondent

was involved.

The true administration of justice and a

proper disposition of this matter requires this Court

have sueh information.

This affidavit deals with some of the more

important questions raised about this proceeding.

A. THE MANDATE OF PRESIDING JUSTICE MILTON IVIOLLEN

1. On March 3, 1978, there was published in the

New-York Law Journal a lengthy sua sponte pronouncement

by Surrogate Ernest L. Signorelli, eoncluding as

foI lows :

" I am accordingly directing the Chief Clerk
to forward'a copy of this decision to the
Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division,
Second Jud icial Department, for such
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disciplinarv acton as he
ssowei

and Doris Sassower. "

2. As Surrogate Signorelli admitted, there $ras no

motion pending before him at the time of his tirade
dated February 24r 1978 (Oct.22,1981, SM 60), nol did

he adjudicate any rights in controversy. It was nothing

but a fabricated, misleading, and deceitful statement

grievance complaint against George and Doris Sassower,

which he knew or assumed would be published in the New

York Law Journal (Oct. 21,1981, SM 61), as indeed, in

due course, it was.

This "published statement'r was rendered at a

time when there was personal lit,igation between myself

and Surrogate Signorelli in the federal courts. Its
underlying, ulterior motives (over and beyond defaming

us) were to retaliate against me for certain 1ega1

positions that I had taken, vis-a vis his improper

actionsr tss more fully detailed hereinafter, to compel

me to abandon my legaI rights, and to influence

improperly pending litigation in other courts wherein he

was a party.
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Surrogate Signorelli admitted that he knew at

the time that all professional complaints against

attorneys were statutorily mandated to be confidential
(Oct 22, 1981, SM 63-64 ). The misuse of legal
prerogatives is not a defense in a civil suit for
damages (Wil1iams v. Wi1liams, 23 N.Y.2d 592, 298

N.Y.S.2d 473), and is certainly not a defense in a

disciplinary proceeding that might be brought against

this judicial transgressor.

3. By letter dated February 24, 1978, the Clerk

of Surrogate's Court, Suffolk County, sent the Presiding

Justice the following letter:

"Dear Judge Mollen

Pursuant to the d irection of the
Surrogate, I enclose herewith a copy of the
Surrogaters decision in the above entitled
matter. tt

By letter dated March 3, 1978, a copy of which

was received by the Grievance Committee on March 6,

1978, the following letter was sent:

"Honorable Ernest L. Signorelli
Surrogat,e Suffolk County- County Center
Riverhead, New York 11901

Re: Estate of Eugene Paul KeIIy, deceased
File No. 736P L972
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Dear Surrogate Signorelli:
I am in receipt of a copy of your

decision in the above stated matter, dated
February 24, 1978, which decision alleges
professional misconduct on the part of George
Sassower and Doris Sassower, attorneys-at-Iahr.

My office has contacted the Joint Bar
AssociaLion Grievance Committee for the Ninth
Judicial District and determined that the
Committee is aware of the s ituat ion you
described. Please be assured that appropriate
action will be taken.

Thank you for bringing this matter to my
attention.

Very truly yours,

MILTON MOTLEN
Presiding Justice"

I do not contend that this seemingly routine

letter of Mr. Justice Mollen was intended to prejudge

the merits of Surrogate Signorelli's complaintr ot

express agreement with Surrogate Signorelli's conclusion

concerning the appropriateness of disciplinary action,

or to unduly influence the recipient.

4.
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Received by the youthful employees of
petitioner, however, the communication came from one of
the most important persons in their universe. It could

not, and was not, treated as j ust another of the

numerous complaints that the Grievance Comm'ittee

receives. It was a complaint by a judge and transmitted
from the citadel. This letter hras "the burning bush"

(Exodus 223) .

The letter of transmittal by the Presiding

Justice of the Second Judicial Department could be

interpreted by the recipient as a tacit approval of
Surrogate Signorelli's published statement, that the

Presiding Justice had considered the accusations

detailed by Surrogate Signorelli, and believed

"disciplinary action ... appropriate".

To the petitioner, the Presiding Justice's
letter became a mandate to prosecute.

5. AIbert Einstein taught us that force warps

space and matter. Psychiatrists and common experience

te11 us that even subtle forces and pressures can

distort and warp human minds and judgment to commit, dt

times, the most inexplieable acts (e.g. People v.
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Jagnj ic, B5 A. D.2d 1 35,

Grievance Committee v.
S. 2d 439 ltst Dept. ] ;

B5 A.D.2d 102, 447

N.Y.S.2d 566 [4th Dept.] ).
Petitioner's employees are for the most part

young, intelligent, educated, dedicated, and decent', but

vis-a-vis the profession, they suffer from a

predisposition to believe the worst of an attorney
complained against.

In their work, practice, and surroundingsr

they exclusively concern themselves with professional

derelicts and dereliction in the profession.

Given the nature of their work, it would be

unnatural for them to fabricate intentionally or to

commit any ethi.cally of fensive act.

Nevertheless, in their prosecutions against my

wife and myself, these perhaps overly idealistic and

rightous individuals, came to believe they $rere on a

jihad. With blinded reasoning and without the pretense

of any investigation of any serious nature, they filed

demonstrably fabricated charges of misconduct, virtually

swallowing most of the Surrogaters array of fabricated

accusations.

447 N.Y.

Grant,
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Most of these concocted charges have already

been thrown out by this Court and are repeated herein
only to refresh recollection. Further examples will
hereinafter be shown. They are set forth only to

illustrate the twisted state of mind of petitionerrs

employees at the time, and not as a reflection on their
integrity:

E. A Judge, in a decision, sua pponte, directed

my wife to deposit some escrow money in a "high interest

bearing account".

without

A reasonable person would aecept the statement

attaching to it any further significance.
A suspicious person. might inquire as to

my wife actually obeyed the decision of thewhe ther

Court.

A mentally aberrated person would conclude

soleIy from the aforesaid statement in a decision,

without any further inquiry or additional evidence

whatsoever, that my wife (1) never obeyed the Courtrs

direction, and (2) swear out professional misconduct

charges against her based upon such imagined failure.
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In point of fact r my wife r or her own

initiative, had voluntarily deposited the escrow money

in a "high interest bearing account" upon receipt

--approximately six months before the decision of the

Court was ever rendered. Because of such unsolicited

deposit by my wife in a "high interest bearing account",

this relief or authorization was noL even requested in

any of the submitted papers. The comment by the Court

was therefore completely gratuitous.

This closed-mindedness by petitioner's

employeees reached its epitome when, in opposition to a

motion for summary judgment in this Court, wherein the

depository and account number were supptied by my wife,

petitioner, without any contrary information, actually

opposed summary disposition, stating "iespondent has

shown neither the petitioner nor the Court that this

escrow sum was in a high interest bearing account".

In dismissing that Charge, this Court stated:

" Charge 19 alleges that respondenL failed
to place certain escrow funds in a high
interest account although directed by a j udge

- to do so in his decision of June L6, 1980.
Leaving aside the question whether a decision,
as opposed to an order, constitutes a lawful
direction to respondent, respondent reveals
that the funds were kept by her in a high
interest bearing .account since.-pecember 20,
L979 and has provided petitioner and the court
with the account number. Accordingly, this
charge is dismissed."
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b. When the extensively and long used Blumberg

boiler plate clause in its standard printed form

retainer agreement becomes the subject of charges

against my wife, this Court must certainly recognize

that there are undisclosed forces behind the proceedings

against us.

As to these charges, this Court stated:

"Charges B, L2, and 14 allege that respondent
has a clause in several of her retainer
agreements whereby the elients have agreed not
to settle the case wiLhout the retained
attorneyrs consent. The use by respondent of
this boiler-plate phrase in the Blumberg form
retainer agreement, primarily application to
suits for money damages, does not form a
proper basis for disciplinary proceedings.
These charges are dismissed."

e. When non-refundable feesr €rs low as $1r500,

received by my wife in matrimonial cases, become the

subject charges by the petitioner of illegality and

unconscionability, obviously something is wrong.

To these charges, this Court stated:

" Charges 4, 7, 10, 11, and 13 allege thal
respondent entered into several retainer
agreements providing that a portion of the
attorneyrs fee ($1r500, $1r500, $2r300,
$2r500, and $5r000) was nonrefundable. In the
absence of shocking or clearly unjustifiable
circumstances demonstrating overreachingr w€
do not find the per se use of this clause,
apparently in .widespread use, adversely
reflects on her fitness to practice Iaw, or is
the proper bas is for a d iscipl inary
proceeding. See Gross v. Russo, 47 A.D.2d 655.
rhese chaiges arffi
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This Court apparently suspected something was

amiss, for, in its decision in my wife's proceedings, it

further stated (##4L27 | 4352):

" Fina1ly, respondent has cross-moved for
the imposition of sanctions against petitioner
and those staff members respons ible for.
bringing 20 meritless charges against her,
including L7 found by this court to be so
frivolous as to warrant summary dismissal. We
deem this branch of respondent's cross-motion
to be more appropriately within the
jurisdiction of the Appellate Division, Second
Department, and accordingly deny it without
prejudice to respondentrs filing a complaint
against the petitioner, or members of its
staff, in that court."

6. I do not contend that it was solely the letter

of Mr. Justice Mo1len which transmuted relatively

innocent matters to gargantuan charges of misconduct.

There were other events fueling the momentum. But, his

letter of transmittal to the Grievance Committee proved

to be a powerful initi tial propellent, which neither

could arrest, without a needlessfacts, 1aw, nor reason,

plenary hearing.

d.
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A Court which te1ls us that a landlord or

janitor might be able to perceive the nexus between a

defective ceiling and a child scalding itself to death

in a bathtub (Muhaymin v. Negron, A. D. 2d , 447

N.Y.S.2d 457 [1st Dept.] ), should be sufficiently

sensitive to surely perceive that a Ietter of

transmittal from the Pres iding Justice could be

interpreted as a man{ate to the recipient. This is

particularly probable, when the sender, Judge

Signorelli, is expressly thanked by the Presiding

Justice of the Appeltate Division for imparting this

unsolicited information against my wife and myself.

Readily to be differentiated is the lay letter

of complaint sent to the ApPeIlate Division. In those

cases, petitioner presumably, realizes that the letter

of transmittal is of no intended special significance,

and the lay person is, likewise presumably, unaware as

to where to address a comPlaint.
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Had Mr. Justice Mollen been more discerning

His Honor would have recognized that one as supposedly

knowledgeable as Surrogate SignoreIli, of the fact that
complaints against lawyers are more properly made

directly to the Grievance Committee, had obviously
channelled his complaint against myself and my wife
through Judge MoIlen for an unrevealed, invidious
reason

The inappropriateness of this "holy warrr

against me becomes evident when it, is recognized that

the petitioner conceded, and the Refere.e explicitly

fqgnd (Refereers Report p. 2lz

"that none of these charges involve acts of
moral turpitude. There is 'no claim that the
respondent siphoned off a clientrs assets nor
was guilty of overreaching, nor any similar
impropriety.

Indeed, to dater D€ither the respondent
as executor of the Kelly estate, nor his wife
as attorney, has received any fee or expenses
for a great deal of work performed."

As we sha1l see, Iago had found his Othello!
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B. THE COURSE JUSIICE IvIOLLEN SHOULD HAVE PURSUEp

1. Had Mr. Justice Mollen been more sensitive to
our rights as attorneys and the statutory mandate, he

would have informed Surrogate Signorelli, in no

uncertain terms, that the 1aw gave to the Appel.late

Division the exclusive prerogative of determining

whether the veil of secrecy was to be lifted prior to

conviction (Judiciary Law S90[10] ), and that, in fact,
Surrogate Signorelli had flagrantly violated the law by

his published disclosures.

The Presiding Justice of the Appellate
Division whieh recognized that even a privately written
Ietter, could become the subject of a tort claim (Halio

v. Lurie, 15 A.D.2d 62, 222 N.Y.S.2d 759 [2d Dept.]),
should have immediately recognized the emotional trauma

and devastating effect that the broadcasting of the

Signorelli charges, in violation of the statutory
mandate of confidentiality, would have upon my wife and

mysel f .
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The precision

Presiding Justice GERALD

and brevity by

NOLAN posed the

which former

question and

, &t 66, 763) ,gave the answer in Halio v. Lurie Isupra]

bears repeating:

"Whether there may be recovery for the
intentional .infliction of mental distress
without proof of the breach of any duty other
than the duty to refrain from inflicting it.
We see no reason why there should not be. "

Presiding Justice lvlo11en, in !raec v5rrla,

recognized, in his letter to Surrogate Signorell-i, that
what was publ ished was " allege Id] professional

misconduct .. . Iagainst] attorneys-at-law" and surely

must have realized that Surrogate Signorelli was under a

statutory duty'rto refrain from" publishing it.

2. Certainly, ( as shown by the unsuccessful

proceedings against my wif e) , Ivlr. Justice lvlollen ought

to have been conscious of the fact that conviction does

not automatically fo11ow disciplinary charges and should

have immediately taken steps to direct all judges under

his j urisdiction to be aware that, under no

circumstances, should public disclosure be made about

any disciplinary complaint without his prior approval.
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The outcome of the proceeding against my wife
should now, at least, bring home to His Honor not only
that the explicit language of the statute must be

obeyed, but thaL this statutory provision has

substantial merit. The 1ega1 presumption of innocence

should be applied in spirit and letter, to the accused

lawyer who, tike the accused Iayman, must be held
entitled to all the protection provided by 1aw.

Parenthetically, it appears that nothing has

been learned by the presiding Justice from the
proceedings against my wife, sincer on April LZ, L9g2l

there was published on the first page of the New york

Law Journal a disciplinary comptaint by a judge against

two second Department attorneys. This probabry wourd not

have occurred had a strong directive been issued (at
leasL after Hon. Milton Mollen h,as personally informed,
as he was, of the dismissal of all charges against my

wife) to all nisi prius judges regarding professionar

complaints.
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3. I sincerely and respectfully suggest that Mr.

Justice Mollen and Mr. Justice Murphy consider, from the
unjustified, wasted legar and judiciar effort invorved
in the proceed ings against my wif e r r€rninding the
judicially supported New york Law Journal, that ndtrring

they or their courts have said or done shourd be

construed as authorization to publish complaints against
attorneys from any state judicial sourcer except the
Appellate Division and the court of Appeals, and that
any such pubrication is at its own peril (shiles v. News

Syndicater 2T N.y.2d 9r 313 N.y.S.2d 104, cert. den.400
u. s. ggg , 91 s. ct . 454 | 27 L. Ed.2d 450 ) .

4. As hereinabove stated, Mr. Justice l,lo1len

should have grasped, when he received the complaint from

surrogate signorelli, or shortly thereafter, that there
$/ere ulterior motives behind his sending such complaint
to Presiding Justice Mollen

At the time, there was an appeal pending in
that court by surrogate signorelri against me. To aid
his- case, he sought to get his ,now proven false
accusations before that court, thereby prejudicing the

appellate tribunal aga j.nst me. Surrogate Signorell i
successfully breached the judiciaf integrity of the

AppelIate Division, Second Department, for, in affirming
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my right to habeas corpus relief against an obvious

i11ega1 incarceration, some of the false statements

contained in Surrogate Signorelli's published statement

which he improperly f orwarded to Judge lvlo11en, were

gratuitously incorporated therein (65 A.D.2d 756-t 409

N.Y.S.2d 762)r rotvrithstanding such statements were

never part of the Record on Appeal or included in the

Briefs.

When I objected to such glaring impropriety in

my motion to reargue, and in subsequent proceedings,

sought to have that irrelevant false material redacted

from such published decision, Mr. Justice lvlollen f ailed

to recognize that such extraneous material came, not

from the record, but from Surrogate ' SignoreII i's
published complaint which Surrogate Signorelli had sent

to him back in February 1978.

Mr. Justice Mol1en should have then recognized

that he had been "taken in" by Surrogate Signorelli and

the fact of his sending such complaint to him directly.
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It was obvious then, and more so nour, that
Surrogate Signorelli purposely directed his defamation

of my wife and myself to the Appellate Division, rather

than to the Grievance Committee, for its greater impact,

and to improperly influence and inflame the AppellAte

Division against .me.

5. I intend to show in this affidavit, by clear,
convincing, and unimpeachable proof, mainly fron the

sworn testimon,y of Surrogate SignoTelli himself, that

the published charges he made $rere false and contrived.

It is also clear that Surrogate's Court,

Suffolk County, under the stewardship of Surrogate

SignoreIli, pruned and then deFtroyed or secrqted

various important documents and. transcripts qf that

Court.

In view of the manifest transgression of

Surrogate Signorelli in publishing his unsupported

complaints of unethical conduct against my wife and

myself for the outside world to read, and in view of the

falsity of all the charges contained therein many

admitted so by the testimony of Surrogate Signorelli

himself, or documents filed in his Court -- it is clear

that Mr. Justice Mol1en should not haver ds he did,
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expressed a "thank you' to Surrogate Signorelli for

"bringing to Ihis] attention" the "professional
misconduct" complaint against my wife and myself, but

instead returned it to him with, dt least, a severe

admonition that he had violated the law in publishing

his complainti rebuked him for attempting to unduly

influence the Appellate Division in a pending appeal;

and informed him that the Appellate Division was not a

"message center" for the transmittal of complaints to

the Grievanee Committee and that he hras not its

"middlemant'.

In this affidavit, I intend to show this Court

that Surrogate Signorelli (1) is mentally unbalanced (2)

has published false and irresponsible statements against

my wife and myself, (3) has repeatedly lied under oath,

and ( 4 ) is intellectually and morally unfit to hold any

judicial position.
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The sad incontrovertible result of the

Surrogatefs unprincipled, injudicious behavior is that,
even if I am completely vindicated (as the Referee's

Report recommends), both my wife and I have been dealt

incalculable and irreparable financial and emotional

blows. A11 because of Surrogate Signorelli's blatant
violation of the 1aw, to which Judge Mo11en became an

unwitting accessory.

6. Initially, I wish to show this Court and Judge

Mollen that Surrogate Signorelli, by his own words, knew

that this published "professional misconduct" complaint

against my wife and myself was supposed to be

conf idential. Also that in transmitting to Judge l,lollen

of his "professional misconduct" complaints against my

wife and myself, Surrogate Signorelli deliberately
failed to send to Justice MoIlen certain exculpatory

information that I had requested be sent to the

Appellate Division if complaint were made r ds he

threatened, almost two years before.

-1. The cross-examination of Surrogate Signorelli

reads, in part r Ers follows (Oct . 22, 1981, Slt 60-64 ) :

"Q. When you rendered your February
24, 1978 opinion, was there any p.ending motion
that you were ruling upon? Yes or rror please?
A. Well, it wasntt a motion.
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a. The opinion of February 24,
1978 was published in the New York Law Journal
shortly thereafter, was it not?
A. It was.

O. In such opinion you concluded
with the words rI would be derelict in my duty

0. You knew
rendered your opinion
published, did you not?

THE WfTNESS: I assumed
didn't know that it would

THE WITNESS:
yes.

at the time you
that it would be

it would be, but I'
be published.

That was part of my decision,

going to have to refresh my
Section 90, Subdivision 10,

if I failed to report IGeorge Sassower's]
acErons ... Eo Ene appropffir
aTEEIFTigaqy, act_ion
wife and his former counsel, shoulQ be
similarly ca1led upon to explain her
extraordinary behavior in this matter.

I I Ernr accordingly, directing the Chief
Clerk to forward a copy of this decision to
the pres id ing Justice of the Appellate
Division, Second Judicial Department, for such
disciplinarv action as he mav deem app;6;mEE
wrth reqard to the conduct o eorqe sassohrer
and Doris Sassowerr' is that not correct?

O. You knew, of course, at the
time, did you not, that Judiciary Law, Section
90 , Subd ivision 10 provided for
confidentiality regarding all disciplinary
proceedings prior to conviction?

A. I rm

recollection about
before I answer.

O. WeIl, are you familar with the
provision of the Iaw that all disciplinary
proceedings are deemed confidential prior to
conviction or prior to order of Uhe Appellate
Div is ion?
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A. I qT generally familiar that
thegg_....prgceedings are --,gE;eralTy
confidehtial. "

2. In May, 1976, T was stricken and hospitalized
with the Guillain-Barre Syndrome, which completely
paralyzed my hands and Iegs. As a result thereof , I
could not attend two conferences in Suffolk County

Surrogater s Court in .f une of 1976. Neither was my wife
able to attend such conferences because she was actualry
engaged in other cases, she having also assumed my

practice and obligations during such period of time.
This was made known to the Court by prior phone

communications and by affirmations sent by certified
mail before such scheduled conferences.

Intimidated by Surrogate Signorelli,s threats
I went to the next conference on July 6, I976 in a

semi-paralyzed state. Incrediblyr rny paralysis was, in
Surrogate Signorelli's stated opinionr Do excuse for not

attendi.g, and he threatened to report us both to the

Appellate Division. I requested that he not follow that
route, but if he did he should, in aIl fairness, send

with such comftaint, the affirmations regarding my

paralysis and my wife's other legaI engagements.
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When Surrogate Signorelli made his published

complaint to Judge Mol1en, however, almost two years

1ater, he did not send such affirmations'as I had

requested, that he do in fairness, as shown in the

transcript of JuIy 6t 1976 (Exhibit ',Ae,).

"THE COURT3 . . . refer this matter to the
Appellate Division, and f am going to do that.
And, I direct the Court Reporter to complete
the Minutes the entire transcript and send
it to the Appellate Division.

f don I t know what it takes to get e,ither
you or your wife in court, but f intend to
find out.
l4R. SASSOWER: This matter was on four or f ive

weeks ago ... . At that time I became very
seriously iII; I was hospitalized and I was
put into intensive care. The fact is, this is
the first time that I am supposedly working
since my illness. The next time it was on [two
weeks laterl, I was still iII.

Now, as far as Mrs. Sassower is
concerned, not only has she been doing her
work, but she is taking care of my matLers to
the best of her ability; in fact, f fear for
her health at this time.

As far as the two prior appearances, your
Honor, the Court was notified on both
occasions, both as to the illness and the
inability to appear. They were advised by
phone ca1ls; they were advised by affidavits.
My adversary was advised. I advised Miss
Dubois, and she knew of my illness and my
inabil ity to be here. And, under those
circumstances, and considering that in 25
years of practicing }aw, I don't, think I have
taken off more than one day - one or two days
for i11ness. I have tried cases when I had 105
temperature. I think, your Honor, that it is a
littIe unfair, under the circumstances, for
your Honor to take that position.

Now, I have tried to be brief. I can give
you medical affidavits. I can give you
hospital bi11s. I certainly did not choose
illness, and it was a dreadful e'xperience for
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mei and, in fact, I am sti1l not recovered.
And, if I do fully recover it will be sometime
before that takes pIace.

THE COURT: Where is your wife ,this
morning?
MR. SASSOWER: Your Honor, when I left this

morning, I had intended to take the train out
here, because I didnrt trust myself with the
car. The only way I could get here by train
and be in court on time, viras to take a train
out of Westchester County at L2230 a.m.; that
was the only way to be here on time. So, I
took a chance, and I probably endangered my
own life as well as other people, and drove a
car.

I don I t know I know she has to be in
Supreme Court, New York -whether it lvas today
or tomorroh/, I donrt khow. But to be honest
with your your Honor, when I read the letter,
I did not, and I don't think she interpreted
that letter that wdy, that both of us had to
be here." (pp. 2-6).

'MR. SASSOWER: ... I Lhink, the letter should
have referred to the factr. to be fair about
it, that the Court had in its possession at
the time an affidavit of illness. Now, this
was not contumacious, your Honor, ... The last
time this was on the Calendar - I spoke to Mr.
Sereduke the day before he had my affidavit in
his hand, and he advised me that your Honor
was not available; he couldn't discuss it, with
me. I believe I spoke to him twice that day
-the day before, and I spoke to him the
morning after. Now, I might be in error as to
one telephone call, but I know f spoke to him
once or twice the day before the return date.
He had my affidavit, and I spoke to him the
day after. " (pp. 7-8)
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"THE COURT: With respect to the letter,
sir, I am going to submit this matter to the
Appellate Division. ff you feel I am unfair,
let the Appellate Division decide who is heing
unfair here. Mr. Court Reporter, I direct you
E6@ffi trre transcript.

MR. SASSOWER: Your Honor, in all f airnes,sr
woul.d you r, as part of th i s Record , ma.rk or
deem marked the affidavits that I submitted to

THE COURT: Whatever the Appellate Division
requires of this Court, in connection with
this matter, will be forwarded to the
Appellate Division.' (p. 10)

The cross-examination of Surrogate Signorelli
with respect to the JuIy 6, L976 incident and the

forwarding of his complaint to the Appellate Division is
as follows:

" 'The Court: If you feel I am
unfair, let the Appellate Division decide who
is being unfair here. Mr.' Court Reporter, I
direct you to type up the transcript.
Mr. Sassower: Your Honor, in all

fairness, would your as part of this record,
mark or deem marked the affidavits that I
submitted to this Court on the two prior
occasions?

The Court: Whatever the
Appellate Division requires of this Court in
connection with this matter will be forwarded
to the Appellate Division."' (Oct.22, 198I,
sM 103).

"Q. Now, when you sent this letter
to the Appellate Division, did you send
Exhibits YZ or AA which are affidavits of
actual engagements or affidavits dealing with
the illness that I had encountered at the
time? Yes or no? "{

Mr. SassowerA.
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Q. Yes or no?
THE REFEREE: No, I will permit the Judge to

answer.
t{R. SASSOWER: I want to know if he just sent

certain exhibits with what he sent to the
Appellate Division.

THE REFEREE: I have to assume that what the
Judge says in answer to it to be relevant,
either yes or no or an explanation to a
partial yes or a partial no.
A. 1,1r. Sassower, the only thing

that was sent to the Appellate Division was m

decision.

So the ans$rer is, no?a.
THE

the
REFEREB: Thatrs the answer. He only sent

decision" (Oct . 22, 1981, Sll 105-106 ) .

The body of the affirmation of Doris L.

Sassower, Esg., dated June 2, Lg76, and mailed that same

day (as shown by a Post Off ice Stamp on Certif ied Ivlail

#606838) reads as follows (Exhibit 'Y"):
rr This affirmation is in support of an
application ltol adjourn and fix a new date
for the return of the rCitationr in the above
matter, presently set for the 8th day of June,
L97 6.

That except for THOMAS KETLY r €veryone
necessary to be cited has been timely served.

That sa id THOIIAS KELLY surv ived the
deceased, EUGENE PAUL KELLY, but died
subsequently (date presently unknown), and as
far as affirmant can ascertain there is no

- estate which has been filed or administered.

That it seems that THOMAS KELLY was the
recipient of funds from the Department of
Social Services of the Cit.y of New York and
since they probably would be entitled to the
f unds of THolvtAS KELLY, it is that Department
with whom arrangements wiII have to be made in
this regard.
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Furthermore, the executor, GEORGE
SASSOWER, Ess.was ta

ca
lqgs and his hospitalization.

r That although recovery is indicated, the
length of time is at present uncertain, but
affirmant believes that within two months Mr.
Sassower should have sufficientl@d to
substantially engag ng
activities.

WHEREFORE, affirmant
matter be adjourned for two
complete j urisdiction. "

prays that this
months in order to

When we were notified that the matter was only

adjourned for two we_eks, and not two months, we assumed

that the above affirmation of Doris L. Sassower, Esq.,

was not brought to the attention of the court, since it

was obvious that I could not phisically atLend, and it

was realistically impossible in that short period

time to determine who was to be served on behalf

Thomas Ke1ly, obtain a Supplemental Citation, and have

same served.

Thereforer oD June 17, L976t I executed and

had mailed (Cert.ified Receipt #231355) the following

affiimation, the body of which reads as follows (Exhibit.

"zn)z

" This affirmation is in support of an
appl ication to adjourn the above matter
scheduled for June 22, L976, dt 9:30 EI.fll.
until a date subsequent to July 15, L976.

of

of
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As appears in the annexed affirmation of
DORIS L. SASSOWER, Esg., dated June 2, L976, I
was taken iIl with a polyneurosis which caused
paralysis of my hands and legs.

That although my physicians have advised me
that f am making fine progressr rny motor
nerves controll ing my legs and hips are
completely non-functional. Consequently,
notwithstand ing phys ical thereapy and
exercise r ily muscles in that area are rwasting
away' and until those nerves rejuvenate, I am
becoming more immobile as time progresses.

Add it ional1y, the involvment of my
sensory nerves causes me great pain
particularly after I overexert myself.

Under these circumstances, I will not be
physically able to attend this Court on the
aforementioned date unless these nerves
suddenly become functional.

I do bel ieve that after a scheduled
testing and examination on July 2, L976, T

will be in a better position to advise this
Court more accurately as to my prognosis, but
at the present time from atl that I have read,
seen, and been told, I believe and hope that
by the middle of July, I should be well enough
to attend this Court. ,

Insofar as the scheduled appearance on
June 8, L976, the annexed affirmation was
mailed to this Court on June 2, L976 and on
June 7th, L976, the office of Schacter, Abuza,
& Goldfarb, Esqs., were advised that such
application for adjournment was made.

The said affirmation was returned by the
C1erk of the Court on June 10, L976, and I
regret any inconvenience caused because it was
not brought to the attention of the Court on
June 8, L97 6 o .,,
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I
!

I hope that by the adjourned date that
jurisdiction will be complete and after an
Order is entered on this accounting, I expect
to expedite the Einal Accounting and bring
this matter to a close.

WHEREFORE, affirmant prays that this
matter be adjourned until after JuIy 15,
1976."

Anyone with ordinary sensibility could have

surmised that great additional burdens, both

professionally and personally, were placed upon my wife
4/as a result of my severly traumatic physical disability.

Additionally, it was obvious that jurisdiction was not,

and could not, be completed until service of a

Supplemental Citation on the representative of Thomas

Kel1y and further, that until such time an appearance

could serve no useful purpose.

Nevertheless r my wife's office, received

inquiry about her ability to be present on the return

date of June 22, 1976, and as a result thereof, she

mailed to the Surrogate's Court the following

affirmation (Exhibit'AA") :

- , That by reason of other lega1 engagements
on June 22, L976, dffirmant was not able to
appear in the above matter.

t-,'
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On such date your affirmant $ras scheduled
to appear in Supreme Court: Westchester County
on a Court ordered examination before trial in
the action entitled Barone v. Barone; she also
argued a motion in s@ r of the
same Court in Baecher v. Baecher; and was
scheduled to tr fY Court:
Westchester County in Glick v'. G1ick.

That affirmant did aPpear on all three of
the aforementioned actions on such date

That such information was conveyed to
this Court by telephone prior to June 22,
l-97 6."

Despite the aforesaid, I received a notice

that the matter was adjourned again only for two weeks,

to wit, JuIy 6t 1976. According to surrogate signorelli,

as testified to on october 22r 1981, he had never had

any prior dealings with either me or my wife (s1"1 60) and

no apparent reason for personal animus.

Yet, by reason of our non-attendance on these

two incidents, Surrogate Signorell i $ranted r oll July 6 |

1976, to refer this matter to the Appellate Division.
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As the transcript, of July 6. 1976 also

reveals, there was nothing that the Court desired, that
could not be done through the mails.

Let us now examine the published charges that
were made by Surrogate Signorelli, most of which were so

false and specious that the Grievance Commit,tee itself
did not even include thehin their formal complaint

against us.
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C. THE I,IES PUBLISHED BY SURROGATE SIGNORELLI

'l . I l imit mysel f to only the most elear and

convincing evidence, to wit, the admissions of Surrogate

Signorelli himself or his staff, as well as documentary

evidence of the Surrogaters Court, in establishing that

the pubtication by Surrogate Signorelli is a farrago of

patent Iies against, my wife and myself.

2. This matter was very thoroughly investigated

by petitioner. The fact that most of Surrogate

Signorelli's published accusations of misconduct were

not made the subject of charges shows that even

petitioner, with its prosecutorial outlook against my

wife and myself at the time it drew its petition, found

little or nothing to base charge thereon. There being no

direct charge based upon most of these false published

assertions by Surrogate Signorelli' a great deal of

evidence was not produced with respect thereto, since

they were irrelevant to the hearings against us.

3. Surrogate Signorell i's publ ished

prevarieations are set forth in the sequence in which

they were sent to tlr. Justice }lollen and appeared in the

New York Law Journal on March 3, 1978.
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SIGNORELLI'S PUBLISHED LIE #1

Judge Signorelli opens. his published diatribe
with the announc.ement:

"Because of its unusual history the court is
of the opinionffild serve a
construclivq -pgrtess to retrace the path of

."
1. Except for the bizarre conduct of Surrogate

Signorelli himself, there was nothing "unusual" about

this matter. This opening statement is Surrogate

Signorellirs method of attracting prospective readers'

attention to the publication and to psychologically

attune their minds against my wife and myself.

2. Surrogate Signorelli hardly mentions my first

three years in representing the estate because, as he

weIl knew, I handled it properly and inexpensively.
Thereafterr dS Judge Melia found in his Report, I made

proper decisions. On the contrary, the route desired by

my adversaries was needless, costly, and wasteful (6f).

3. The "constructive purposen his harangue $ras

supposed to serve was never revealed by Surrogate

Signorelli. Actually, it is a shroud designed to obscure

Surrogate Signorellirs own derelictions and sinister

intentions.
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SIGNORELLTIS PUBLISHED LIE # 2

Surrogate Signorellif s published narrative
t,hen states:

" it was d if f icult to serve [George,] Sassower
. .. . The court ultimately issued an order
permitting service by substituted service
after it became apparent that he was evading
servic

The evidence reveals that ( I ) the only

previous time that I had to be served personally, I

volunteered to acknowledge personal service if process

were mailed, and, in fact, I did so; (2) f never refused

to accept service by mail instead of personal service;

(3) I, in fact, stated in a filed affidavit, ante litem

qo!a4, that I would accept service by mail with the same

force and effect as if served personally; (4) contrary
to Surrogate Signorellirs perjured testimony, there is

no extant affidavit by any process server that I was

nevading" service; (5) Surrogate Pierson R. Hildreth,

the judge involved at the time, never stated that I was

"evading" service; (6) I could not have been evading

ser-vice of a citation since I was unaware that it had

been issued until I received it, in the mail, pursuant to

an Order providing for such service; (7) petitioner

investigated this false assertion and'did not include it
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in the charges against ln€r obviously concluding it was

meritless; and (8) Surrogate Signorelli's own elusive
testimony reveals the accusation to ,be meritless.

There is a psychological significance to this
opening deception since the reader assumes that f. have

something to hide by "evading service" (Richardson on

Evidence [10th Ed.] S167, p. 134-136; Fisch on Evidence

Izd Ed.l S238, p. 140-143i II Wigmore on Evidence

lChadbourne Rev. I S27 6, p. 122 et seq. ) . This false
assertion places a veil of suspicion upon us for all
activities thereafter set forth in Surrogate

Signorellir s published statement.

1. Exhibit 'B' is a leLter from the f ir'm of
Arenson, Ge1 inas, Dittmar & Karban, Esqs. dated

Thursday, June 27, 1974 and reads as follows:

"Dear Mr. Sassower

We write with further reference to
todayr s telephone conversation.

We enclose copy of the Citation in the
above [KelIyJ estate . As you suggested,
we wourd appieciate if you woffi
timely service of the said Citation on the
enclosed blue back and return to us. Also
please have Notary Publ ic sign where
ind icated .

rat ion,
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On Monday, July 1, L974 (the very day of

receipt), f executed and returned an admission of

service, duly notarized, as requested (Exhibit 'C").
If I were seeking to avoid service, would I

suggest and accept service by mail in Iieu of per.sonal

service?

The testimony of t'tr. Abuza was to the effect

that he prepared these papers on behalf of the Arenson

f irm and processed them (Oct,. 14, 1981, SI{ 94). Thus, he

vras aware of my cooperation generally, and certainly in

this respect.

2. With respect to accepting mail service, the

testimony by Mr. Abuza is as follows (Oct. 7, 1981, SM

4B-49 ) :

ttQ. Mr. Abuza, with respect to the
citation issued by Surrogaters Court in order
to approve the compromise, is it not a fact
that I admitted personal service of that
citation [even though it was sent through the
mailsl, and I show you a copy of Exhibit C in
evidence to refresh your recollection?
A. YeS.

Q. And sor you didnr t have
serve me Ipersonally] with the citation;
that correct?
A. I assume sor I donrt recall.

to
is
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o. In fact, the correspondence
reveals that it was my suggestion that you not
serve me, 4Lt send me the citation by nail,
Ena'ffi1

e. rt

The Refereers Report states (p. 14):

' I go back to my statement that I find it
difficult to believe anything that Mr. Abuza
saysr unless I find it corroborated in the
documents. He brought these various motions,
admittedly without attempting to get Mr.
Sassowerrs cooperation, either by letter or by

s very strange. But his
ansvrer to that was that there lras really no
point in asking for Mr. Sassowerrs cooperation
because they had a considerable experience
over a period of time in which he did not
cooperate and, in fact, was uncooperative.

Now, he made that statement ad nauseum
and ad inf initum. Yet, he $ras nevffiE
itai

.

Indeed, I do not believe it, to be true
because there is documentation that supports
the contrary view that, indeed, 4r. Sassower
was cooperative and was always wilfJiffi-F

There are too many instances of this in
the record to detail here and I think it is
unnecessary. The conclusion is inescapable."

3. In my ante litem motam affirmation of March

L4, 1975 (Exhibit "WW")7 I stated:

"c. That the attorneys for the petitioner
have been infotmed that t
your depone proc
mailed sime thev would always receive a Notice
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In my ante l item motam af f irmation of ,January

2O, L976 (Exhibit 'CC"), I stated:

court almost every day,
call to my office will

" Affirmant is in
and a simple telephone
reveal my whereabouts.

Furthermore, anytime that I need to be
served personally or on behalf of some of my
clients, I have alw
mail and
Effiaranc€. "
Are such statements made by a person seeking to

'evade' servicer ES Surrogate Signorelli falsely accused

me of doing?

4. Does a hearsdy, extra-judicial statement by a

process server that he was at my home on Tuesday,

January 7, L975, Thursday, January 9, L975, and Friday,

January 10, 1975 [without the time of the days being

mentionedl (Exhibit 'UUo Iden.) sufficient to justify

Surrogate Signorellirs published defamation that I was

'evading" service?

The process server also stated in an affidavit

that he vras at my home on Saturday, November 23, L974 at

4:0-0 PM; Wednesday, November 27, L974r Ett 10:30 AM; and

Friday, November 29, L974 at 8:40 PM and did not find me

at home (Exhibit uTTn Iden.), which is hardly unusual

for such dates and times.
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The fact is that during that period, I was

trying cases almost every day and I naturally would

Ieave home early in the morning and come home very late

in the evening (Referee's Report, p. 49a-49b)..

5. Judge Hildreth, the then Surrogate of Suffolk

County, never stated or indicated that I was attempting

to evade service at that or any other time. He merely

permitted substituted service based upon the two

aforesaid affidavits of the process server and the

aff idavit of trlr. Abuza.

5. If there were any merit to this published

accusation, is there any doubt that the Grievance

Committee would have included. it in its petition as

still another charge against me? The inference is

obvious from the fact that the Grievance Committee did

,,"t u;."o'ro* 

courd r be evading service of a citation

which I never knew had been issued, until I received it

in the mail, pursuant to an Order permitting mail

ser_v ice?
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8. The testimony on this matter by Surrogate

Signorelli h,as as follows (Oct. 22, 1981, SM 55-70):

"Q.
conclude
Unquote.
A. WelI, among other things is an

affidavit, f believe, Mr. Sassower, in the.
file from a process server which was filed
with the Court in conjunction or in support of
a motion to serve you by substituted service
":.:n. 

ground that you were evading service.

O. ...Did the Surrogate who
presided at the time in anything he wrote
state that I was, quote, 'evadingr process?
THE REFEREE: You are talking about Judge

Hildreth?
l,lR. SASSOWER: Right.
Q. Did he ever say that I was

evading service? Yes or no?
A. I have no knowledge of whether

he ever did or said that. I have no knowledge.

O. WelI, you have the entire file
before you at the time you wrote your February
24, 1978 [published diatribe] , did you not?

IFrom W]hat, sources did you
that I was quote 'evading service'?

Whether or not the file
that Judge Hildreth stated that?

Thatr s right.
I didnrt come across anything

A.
re flects

Q.
A.

like that ...

o.
my affirmation

A.
Q.

evidence.
A.
THE REFEREE:

...I direct
of March L4,
March 14th
L975, which

May f see it,
Sure.

your attention
1975.

is Exhibit WW

please?

to

l_n
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o. Wherein I state that the
opposing attorneys had been informed that f
need not be served personally, but I have
always offered to receive process by mail and
within a few days thereafter serve a notice of
appearance, is that correct? Is that contained
in the affidavit of March L4, L975?
A. As I read Paragraph C I you do

say that r yes

O. Now, the issue of whether I was
or h,as not evading service in January of 1975
was not before you on February 24, 1978, is
that not correct?
A. Everything that a fiduciary

does in the performance of his duties, as it
.:::"a" the estate, is always before me.

Q. WelI, before you rendered your
opinion of February 24, 1978, did you look at
my affidavit of March L4, L975?

A.
o.

Mr. Sassower --
Yes or no.

THE REFEREE: If you recall. I will let you
explain.

A. I donrt distinctly recall. I
can only tel1 you that before I render an
opinion, I make it my business to read
anything and everything thatrs associated with
the particular motion or matter before me.

a. Well, did you read my affidavit
... of March 14, 1975 before you made that
statement on February 24, 1978? Yes or no?
A. If your affidavit was duly

filed and in the file at the time I rendered
the decision, f probably read it, yes.

l{R. SASSOWER: Mr . Grayson, will you concede
t,hat this affidavit was taken from the
Surrogate's Court file and was microfilmed?

(Document handed to Mr.Grayson)
MR. SASSOWER: By the Surrogate I s Court?
.. . ..a
THE REFEREE: I think itrs so stipulated

earl ier.
It{R. GRAYSON:

1975.
Yes, microfilmed March 27,
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A. But since March I8, L975,
it has always been - i.n the f ile of the
Surrogaters Court, Suffolk County, is that not
correct?
A. If this was taken from our

filer y€s, it r{as.

THE REFEREE: Mr. Sassovrer [ 's] . . . position
is that he made an offer to accept service by
mail at any time. Not{, his question is:
Whether or not there is anvthi in the

urroq aEe s at wou lno1ca eatan
to accept service

THE WITNESS: I don't know o any such
documents. "

The constitutional proposition was succinctly

set forth in Wisconsin v. Constantineau (400 U.S. 433,

437,91 S.Ct.507,510r 27 t.Ed.2d 515,519), where the

Court stated:.

" where a personts gooil name, reputation,
honor, or integrity is at stake because of

This appellee [like me] was not afforded a
chance to defend herself. She nay have been
the victim of an official's caprice. OnIy when
the whole proceedings leading to the pinning
of an unsavory label on a person are aired can
oppressive results be prevented.'
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Absent a finding of fault, the lawmakers of

this State have determined .that only the Appellate

Division may disclose charges of professional
misconduct, for they have decidedr ds Mr. Chief Justice

Cardozo eloquently noted in People ex. rel. Karlin v.

Culkin (248 N.Y. 465t 478), that:

"the fair fame of a lawyer, however innocent
of wrongdoing, is at the mercy of the tongue
of the ignorance or malice. Reputation in such
a calling is a plant of tender growth, and its
bloom, once lost is not easily restored.
The remedy is to make inquisition a secret one
in its preliminary stages."

In Bounds v. Smith (430 U.S. 817, 826, 97

S.Ct. 1491 , 1497, 52 L.Ed.2d '72, 82), the Court stated:

"It is not enough to answer that the court
will evaluate the facts pI'eaded in 1ight. of
the relevant 1aw. Even the most dedicated
trial judges are bound to overlook meritorious
cases without the benefit of an adversary
presentation. "

An adversarial presentation' is even more

essential when the issues are factually, rather than

IegaIIy, based since while the Court is presumed to know

the law, it, is not presumed to know the facts.
- The factually. based published defamation was

made without notice or without opportunity to be heard.

't'

(

L /- 4u_ \-.
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AS

sentenced me

it without
rendered a

absentia.

hereafter shown, when Surrogate Signorelli

to be incarcerated for thirty days, he did

ever charging il€r and held a heari.g,
verd ict, and imposed sentence, all in

SIGNORELLIIS PUBTISHED LIE # 3

In his published opinion, Surrogate Signorelli
proclaimed that:

"On the return date of
U rgel
a..tt

I

the c itaton, namely \//
Sassower defaulted

The unchallenged documentary evidence in the

Surrogatefs Court reveals that I did not default on such

motion, but in fact, opposed same (Exhibit "WW").

Coming immediately after the fabricated

assertion that I was "evading" service, this further
false statement that I "defaulted", escalates the

readerrs doubts regarding ny conduct.

The testimony of Surrogate Signorelli, in

cross-examination on this subject, was as follows (Oct.

22, 1981, Stl 71-721 2

'0. Does the order of Mr. Justice
Hildreth specifically incorporate as part of
his order, mv af f idavit of Dlarch 14, 1975 asnl.s Orcler, my att1clavlt of Marcn 14, rv /5 as
beinq in opposition to the motion? Yes or no?belng ln opposltlon to tne mot.lon? Yes or no,

t
a minute. Mr. Sassower
your question.
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Q.
is it not

Yes or r1o. Is it in therer or
in t,h

A11 right. 31-A apparently is a

Saying that it' s on, by.-mulua!
is that not correct?

Thatrs what your''!.Stter says.

He has such a recitation.

Q. Thatr s aII'.
In opposing the motion returnable tlarch L7,

1975, I did precisely, specifically, and,

unquestionably, everything required of me as appeared on

the face of the citation, to wit, nfile written
objections". The citation further specifically provided

that I was 'not obliged to appear in person".

SIGNORELLIIS PUBLISHED LIE # 4

Continuing in this publ ished d iatribe,
Surrogate Signorelli, further falsely stated:

"At [George] Sasso@ the said
a March g,

A.

L976'orderl was adjourned on three separate
occasions ana

The testimony of Surrogate Signorelli on this
subject was as follows (Oct.22,1981, SM 73-74)z

"Q. ... I draw your attention to
Exhibits 3I-A , 32 and 33, and ask you where
you got such information for your opinion of
February 24, 1978?

^: 
'

Ietter b Mr. Kellv to the Surroqaters Court
aski or an ournmenE ror a perloo o

s a letter from you.

o.
request,
A.
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o.
the other
A.

o.

Right. With a carbon copy to
s ide?

Thatrs what your letter says.

Right. And 33.
A. And 33, itrs again a letter

from ttr. Xelly statin
-:-adjournment because he claims you are
cooperating with him.'

The third request for an adjournment seems to

have also been at the request of all parties involved
(Exhibit 'YYn ) .

SIGNORELTIIS PUBLISHED LIE * 5

Cont inu ing his publ ished character

assassination, Surrogate Signorelli stated:

" Ithe motion] was finally submitted for
decision o.. . By an order dated lvlarch 25,
L976 Sassower was removed as fiduciary and
determined to be in contempt of court but
permitting him an additionaf thirty days from
the date thereof to purge himself by filing
his account. r

The extensive evidence on this subject

conclusively reveals that ( 1 ) I submitted my accounting

in December 1975, with a copy admittedly received Qy the

Schacter firm at about that time (Exhibit "FF")i (21

various affidavits and affirmations intended to be used

on this motion which led to the aforementioned Order,

were missing in the file of Surrogaters Court, although

the Schacter firm admittedly had copies of themi and (3)

everyone, including the SurroguU"' and the court
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personnel, considered me to be the executor for a year

after the later-contrived claim of removal, as the

Grievance Committee itself now concedes.

Surrogate Signorelli also admitted that on

October 21, L97 6 ( seven months after my alleged

removal), he ndirected me to culminate the sale of the

deciased's real property" (Oct. 30, 1981, SM 11). yet,

four months following such direction, i.e., on March L7,

1977, dfter I entered into a contract of sale pursuant

to h is earl ier d irection r Surrogate S ignorel 1 i
incredibly stated that I had no authority to do so and

nullified the transaction (Oct. 30, 1981, SM 13).

As the Referee-Jound (Report p. 61):

" 'Indeed, in this period r orr October 2L,
L975r oh the record, the Surrogate ordered the
respondent to seIl the house. He could only do
so as executor. (Ex. BP)

The respondent prepared and entered into
a contract to seIl on December 2t L976. The
Surrogate then aborted the dea1.

More than a year later,
aQditional taxes, the Public
sold the house to the same part for the same
pr]-ce.

As the Referee also found (Report p. 60-61)

was not named to

'.-:"ur 
laterr orr

after paying
Administrator

" The PubIic Administrator
replace the respondent until
March 25, L977. (Ex. 24)
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In the intervening year r court
transcripts of proceedings before the
Surrogate, amply demonstrate that participants
in the proceedings considered the respondent
to still be the executor.

Abuza so testif ied here. Though he $ras
the one who brought the motion to have
respondent removed, he believed, that when the
respondent filed an accounting within the 30
day period, that he had been restored as

. executor as weII, and acted accordingly.

Wruck, a special guardian and others, so
referred to the respondent on several
occasions in the record of proceedings before
the t:::onu.".

On July 6, L976, papers were prepared by
the respondent in the court room, by court
personnel, and signed by the Surrogate. These
papers purportedly still recognized the
respondent as executor. (Ex. CD) (Ex. AR)"

Because of the excessive volume, only some of

the testimony will be set forth. It should be noted,

however, that all the evidence and testimony points to

the same concluslon.

Some of the pertinent testimony of Judge

Signoretli, on his cross-examination related to this

subject, is as follows (Oct. 22, 1981, SM 74'79):

"Q. ... I show you Exhibits FF, CC,
EE, and DD. And is it not correct but that
these documents were not included or
considered in the decision made by you on
January 28, L976, which is zZ nor are they
recited in the order of ttlarch..f , L976, which
is Exhibit 34? Is that not correct? And
may the record ind icate that the four
affidavits or affirmations were taken from Mr.
Abuza
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o:'
the order.

o.
decision?

A.
u:::"'on'

Q.

I don I t see that recitation in

Nor is it recited in your

No, it's not recited in the

... Can you teII us now whether
those four affidavits or affirmations were
considered when you entered your order of
March 9, L976?
A. Well, the only way I can answer

that, if they are in the file, I would have
had to consider them.

Q. Okay, now, can you look at the
f iIe to tell us if those four aff idavits vrere
in your file?
A. I see here an affirmation by

Samuel Schacter which is dated January 9,
L976. ... Ift] appears to be the only one
.:::'" in the file

O. Wilt you concede that CC, DD,
and EE are not

A. If you mean, by that question,
that only Mr. Schacter's affirmation is in
there
THE REFEREE: YeS.
A. Looking at this file, that

would appear to be correct.

O. And you have the original file
with you this morning?
A. I have the file before m€.r
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The affirmation of SamueI Schacter, dated

January g , 197 6 ( Exhibit "FF" ) , which was in the

Surrogaters Court file, in part,, states:

"While on the surface it would appear that,
since ltlr. Sassower has now filed his-Ac-ggun!,

The examination of Surrogate Signorelli also

reveals the following (Oct. 30, 1981, SIl 20)z

"MR. SASSOWER3 ... in front of Flr. Abuza, who
was Mr. Schacterts partner at one time: tWhen

this motion was in courtrr referring.to the
motion which led to the order of March 9,
L976, I personally spoke to Mr. Schacter and
he said, r[rlelI, you are sending him the
accounting, the motion will be withdrawn.r Is
that correctlY read?
THE REFEREE: It is in the record.rr

Petitioner, the Grievance Committee, in its

l'lemorandum, states (Pg. 7lz

"The Grievance Committee is cognizanF that
testim t to
the f act that respondent was, in fa-clr-lhglght!

this

of (bv most not a e attorneys a
urroqate involve as the executor even

aTter the service of t e Marc ,1 order
removing him.'

Surrogate Signorelli' s relevant

point isr 
.as 

'follows:

"Q. And did You sign it,
order it [on JuIy 6, L9761?
A. It aPPears that I so

ir.

testimony on

and so

ordered
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Q.
says,

And did you
I am the executor

note on it that
of the estate

it.
of

Eugene Paul Kelly?
A. Thatrs what it says.
MR. SASSOWER: I offer this document in

evidence dated July 5, 1975." [Exh. "AR"]

THE REFEREE: YOU WETE SA
the fact that cE?affiwer was execut6Fl

2,
1981,,SM 107-10r

'rMR. SASSOWER: . . .I want the earl iest :lg!9,
the first date f w

'il; REFEREE : we I I , r th i nk, read ing between
the lines, what Mr. Sassower is saying, that
subject to that order, that he, in effectr was
recognized, stil1, as the continuing executor.
That's his argument. Am I correct about that?
tIR. SASSOWER: Absolutely, your Honor.
THE WITNESS: Was there an order vacating

that provision, sir?
THE REFEREE: Thatrs argument. So in support

of his positi'on, he's asking for any other
document subsequent to the order.

THE WITNESS: I see a letter here from Merwin
Woodward ICIerk of the Court], addressed to
h im.

Give us
March 16

the date.
1977.

THE REFEREE: NOW if the Grievance Committee
doesnr t set forth an ear er date, t en that's
the at's e ear est

t. 22, 198 ,SM

0.
A.

,THE REFEREE: At the moment, the Petitioner
here is stuck ,

. "l
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A.
certificate of

"Q. I show you this document, and
ask you what that purports to be a photostated
copy of?

(Document handed to the witness.)
This purports to be a copy of a
letters testamentarv issued b

the cour

o. Thank you.
MR. SASSOWER: Offer into evidence certificate

of letters testamentary.

MR. SASSOWER: Dated March 14, 197J.

MR. GRAYSON: No objection.
MR. SASSOWER: It shows issuance of letters

testamentarv to
THE REFEREE: It speaks for itself.
MR. GRAYSON: Speaks for itself.
(Certificate marked Respondentrs Exhibit rASl

in evidence)" [Oct. 22, 1981, Stt 120-121].
rrTHE REFEREE: Then we come to the question,
... did you re
purpose of making the sale?

rea ropert e esE,aEe o usene Paul
Ke on Ena es or no

a

o. I In t,he] the transcript of
March L7, L977. Did you not state at that time
that I rhad no authoriEy to enter inlo that
agreement I , meaning the contract of sale of
the real property in view of your orderi yes
or no?

A.
say that.

Yes, the answer is yes. I did
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Q-. And did you further st,ate in so
many words that it was improper of me to have
entered into the contract of 'sale of real
property on March L7, L977?
A. I think ny words in this

transcript speak for themselves when I said,
'He had no authority to enter into that
agreement in view of my order.r " (Oct. 30,
1981, SM 10-13) .

'Q. And
noted on the face
A. It

in what capacity was I
sheet?

says, ' Attorney for
petitioners. r

A. And does it not also give my
title in the proceeding?
A. Executor of the estate of

Eugene PauI Ke11y. " ( Oct . 22, I981 , SM
102-103)

'Q. Sir, could you tell us whether
an alternate executor or executrix $ras
designated by Eugene PauI Ke1ly in his will or
codicil, which was admitted to probate?
A. Yes.

Q. Could you teIl us who that
alternate was?
A. Doris SassoHrer.

;:' Did the court send any notice
to her prior or subsequent to March 9, L976 of
any motion wherein my'removal was being asked
for?

aaa

THE REFEREE: Was anything sent to Doris
Sassower is the question.

THE WITNESS: I donrt see anything here, no.
It was sent to you.. Apparently he addressed
it to you
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Q.
upon her?

Were any motion papers served

Q. hlere there any rnotion papers at
any time served upon her advising her that I
vras going to be removed or had been removed,
and you may consult your assistant if you
wish.

THE WITNESS: I don I t see anythirg , youf
Honor.

THE REFEREE: All right.

Q. Sir, is it, true that upon the
removal or disqualification of an executor,
the alt,ernate has the right to be substituted
by such fiduciary or at least noticed and
given an opportunity to be heard why she
should not be so designatedi yes or Dor sir?
A. The answer to that questionr ds

an alternate executor, she does have a prior
right, to apply for letters."

(Oct,. 30, 1981, SM 37-411

Charles Z. Abuzars "Affirmation of Legal

Services" dated February 6, 1978'(Exhibit 'RR') states:

" IO] n or about January 9, L976 affirmant
received a purported account dated December
20, L975. ... tAlffi'rmant prepared
supplemental papers dated January 9, L976 to
punish MR. SASSOWER for contempt .. . "

There is nothing in this affirmation by

Charles Z. Abuza, Esq.7 for that, date seeking my removal

as part of the relief requesteil. There is nothing in the

affirmation of Samuel Schacter, Esq.r dated January 9,

Lg76 about removal (Exhibit 'FF'), nor is there anything

about removal in the affirmation of Charles Z. Abuza,

Esq., dated January 22, Lg76 (Exhibit'DD').
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CIearly, my removal was not sought on the

submission of this motion. Nor did anyone, including
Surrogate Signorelli, construe the decision and order of

the Surrogaters Court as effecting my remov.al until he

contrived such false assertion one year later. .

It is a cardinal rule of construction that the

best evidence of what a statute, orderr or contract
__r h n-t...+"*

meansrri-is t*+e-manner the parties themselves construe it
t:,/

; ,*a-*ean by their actions and conduct.

In (City of New York v. New Yorb City Ry. 9o.,
193 N.Y. 543, 548-549), the Court stated:

"When the parties to a contract of doubtful
meaningr guided by self-interest, enforce it
for a long time by a cons.istent and uniform
course of conduct, so as to g ive it a
practical meqning, the courts will treat it as
having that'meani.g, even if as an original
proposition they might have given it a
different one. (cases cited). So, when the
meaning of a statute is doubtful, a practical-
construction by those for whom the law was
enacted, or by public officers whose duty it
was to enforce it, acquiesced in b1t all for a
long period of time, in thd language of Mr.
Justice Nelson, 'is entitled to great if not
controlling influence.' Chicago v. Sheldon, 9
Wa}l 176 U.S.l 50, 54o ... It is held to have
great weight even in the construction of the- Constitution itself (cases cited)."

l-"
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SIGNORELLIIS PUBTISHED LIE # 6

Surrogate Sig.norelli continues in his

published aspersion:

"AIthough the citation was made returnable
June 8, L976, it was adjourne4 on,a number of
occasions and a supplemental citation was
TAffi'returnable July 27, L976."

The citation was originally returnable on June

8, L976, dt which time I had become paralyzed and I so

advised the Court.

If one survives Guillane-Barre, the usual

minimum time of recovery at that timef wis about three \----

months. since I had been iI1 (and hospitalized in

intensive care) for about three weeksr mY wife, by

aff irmation (which the court'falsel,y denied having'

received), request.ed an adjournment for two months. The

Court adjourned the matter for two weeks.

Two weeks later, when it was on the calendar

for June 22, Lg76, I wasr 615 predicted, still paralyzed.

By affirmation and phone calls (which the Court again

falsely denied any knowledge of ) , I requested an

adjournment until after July 15, L976. The Court granted

another adjournment, but again for only two weeks, until

,:fy 6, L976, with a warning that because of my June

Lg16 absences (by reason of my "uii 
paralysis), it was

going to refer this matter to the Appellate Division.
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On July 6 | L976, T. personally travelled the

great distance to Surrogaters Court 1n Riverhead from

Westchester Countyr notwithstanding my aforesaid
paralyzed condition, and a Supplemental Citation was

issued for July 27, L976 in order to serve the

representative of the one remaining party to be served.

1. Two adjournments are not, as Surrogate

Signorelli described it, a "number of adjournments', if

the English language has any meaning (Websterrs Third

New International Dictionary, p. 15501 col. 1t).

2. T$ro adjournments from June I, L976 to July 6,

L976t ot twenty-eight days, is not an inordinate length

of time, particularly considering the circumstances --my

hospitalization under intensive iare and- paralysis. This

ailment was well known at the time the Surrogate wrote

his published statement, as it became, il the interim,

the unintended result of the swine-flu vaccinations.

3. Nowhere mentioned by the Surrogate, and

obviously intentionally omittecl by him in his published

statement, is the fact that I was seriously ill during

this twenty-eight day period. Also conspicuously omitted

is the fact that both my wife and myself had submitted
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affirmations duly requesting the two adjournments for

good cause shownT i.€.7 seivere medical disability on my

part and actual engagement on the part of my wife.
This omission of any reference to the

extenuating circumstances clearly beyond my control_, as

well as to the aforementioned affirmations, reveal an

unscrupulous, conscious attempt by Surrogate Signorelli

to deceive the reader by painting a false, distorted,

and damning picture of my wife and myself.

This deceit was specifically directed to the

Appellate Division, whenr on July 6, L976, the Surrogate

threatened to report my two absences to the Appellate

Division. I reguested that 'in aIl fairness", if such

$rere t,o be his disposition, tre should accompany his

intended complaint, wittr the affirmations that had been

submitted bv my wife and myself (anp at that time

admittedly in the Surrogaters possession).

In fail ing thereafter to submit such

affirmations to Justice MoIlen'when he transmitted his

published complaint,, Surrogate Signorelli intended to

and did deceive and mislead Justice MoIlen, the

Appellate Division, as well as the Grievance Committee.
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4. Surrogate Signorell i and/or his Court

personnel recognized the egregious nature of their
conduct, becauser ds part of their obvious cover-up,

they wllfu1Iy destfoyed or secreted the affirmations
that we had sent by certified mail and they deliberately
slppressed or oblitSrated evidence of phone meisaoes

received by the Court, when they turned their files over

to the Grievance Committee for prosecution (Righar9son,

suprar 5l67, p.134-136; Fisch, supra, S238, p.140-143;

fI Wigmore, supra, 5276, p. 122 et seq).

Under nSignorelli's Published Lie *8n (infra),

further evidence is set forth of the criminal conduct of
Surrogate Signorelli and/or his entourage (PenaI Law

SI75.20 et seq. ) with respect to . this published

falsehood .

As a result of this deception upon the

Grievance Committee, a whofly spurious charge was

presented against my wife, as proven by the established

facts.

Overlooked by Surrogate Signorelli and/or the

Surrogate's Court in their scandalous nWaterglate" caper

whereby they secreted our affirmations and records of

our phgne ca11s, were the transcribed court proceedings

of July 6, tg76. This event, and the fact that it was
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stenographically transcribed, they missed in their

chronology of events (Exhibit n50"). That transcript

contained admissions by the Surrogaters Court that,

indeed, it did receive our affirmations and did receive

our telephone calls

I have yet to meet, and never expect to meet,

anyone who is informed of the actions of Surrogate

Signorelli during the June-July L976 period in this

matter, his action on March 17, L977, and his repeated

deliberate scheduling of the KelIy matter in the

Surrogatets Court when he was informed r would be

elsewhere actually engaged, including engagements in

appellate courts, who would not consider him to be

viciously cruel. and dangerously deranged. The

destruction or secretion of documents reveals that

Surrogate Signorelli andr/or his Court were fully aware

of the heinous nature of his conduct and how far they

were willing to go to suppress the evidence of it.

1. One reads .faster than he thinks and certainly

fas_ter than he analyzes. Consequently, the reaper's mind

is struck by the words nit was adjourned on a number of

occasions". However, the period between the return of

the citation and the return of the supplemental citation

was only one month and nineteen calendar days. such a
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short period of time does not permit a great number of

adjournmentsr Ers the mind and imagination might easily,

but, erroneously, conjure up by normal or fast reading.

SIGNORELLIIS PUBLISHED tIE. # 7

The publication then extends the distortion:

"After an additional adjournment to September
7 , L97 6 t )urisdiction was completed,
objections filed and the matter was
aclordingly placed on the Reserve Trial and
Hearing Calendai and scheduled for conference
Tor SepEember 21 , 197 6. The matter $ras
adjourned on five seParate ocgSsions to lvlareh
2t L977."

By this time the reader obtains the distinct,

but mistaken r impression that the constant and

continuing adjournments were directly due to the

misfeasance or malfeasance of George Sassower.

1. It is dnly when you slowly read and analyze

the succeeding paragraph, that an experienced litigator

might realize that the impression given by Surrogate

Signorelli was misleading.

That paragraPh states:

'i on March ;, Lg77, the guardian ad litem
and counsel Ia signorell i apPointee]- lor a
legatee filed objections to his IGeorge
Sassowerl account. The guardian ad litem had
not filed objections sooner in the hope that a
conference would result in a settlement of the
proceeding.'
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Obviously, to a reader familiar with court

practice, the proceeding could not have been placed on

any Reserve Trial and Hearing Calendar on September 7,

L976, when objections vrere filed by the Court-appointed

guardian on llarch 2t L977 (six months later).

22 NYCRR S t830.21 (c) Provides:

" The [Surrogaters] court may direct that
as to any matter the trial or hearing date be
fixed only after a party shalI file in
duplicaEiA-note of issue with a st'atement of
readiness .. .'.

Thus, the matter could not have been properly

plaeed on the nReserve Trial and Hearing CaIenddE'r

because a Note of Issue and Statement of Readiness were

not f iled until June 13, 1977 r €ls Surrogate Signorelli

himself admitted (oct. 30, 1981, s!'l 65-66 ) .

2a. September 2L, L976 The record does not

reveal, nor do I presently have documentary evidence of

what. occurred on that dater €xcept that Charles Z.

Abuza, Esg. in his affidavit of legal services (Exhibit
,RR, for Iden.) states that I submitted an affirmation

dated September 16t Lg76 requesting an adjournment and

my own diary shows an engagement in supreme court,

Westchester CountY.
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b. October 2L, 1976 Exhibit nBP' reveals my

presence in Surrogaters Court, Suffolk County, and the

"directionr of Surrogate Signorelli that I should

"culminate the sale of the real propertyn.

c. January L7, 1977 There is a letter from

Siben e Siben, Esqs., dated January 10, L977 requ6sting

an adjournment because Henry W. Frank, Esq., nust leave

town because of health. This firn lists 23 members on

its Suffolk County letterhead and no question was raised

by the Surrogaters Court, as to hrhy another member could

not attend the conference. But when I, a single
practitioner, was paralyzed, I was directed to come from

Westchester County.

d. February 8, 1977 There is a letter from

Charles Z. Abuza, Esq. , dated E ebruary 1 , L977 t

requesting an adjournment.

3. Obviously, since I was a mere executorr arry

impasse was due to disagreements between claimants and

the residuary legaLees.

The Repori of the Referee and the testimony

cle-arly reveals that it is T., the executor, who is and

always was, trying to resolve differences within the
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Kelly clan and receiving littLe or no cooperation from

the parties, their attorneys, or the accountant for Lhe

decedent

4. This quoted portion, like the rest of
Surrogate Signorellirs published assault, is intended to

expose the nextraordinary'and wrongful conduct of
George Sassower. Surrogate Signorelli's published

criticism was intended to convey to the reader that it
was I who requested or caused this matter to be

adjourned five times, a plainly untrue inference, and

that there was something sinister about the five
adjournments t,hat I supposedly requested or caused.

srGNoREtLrrs PUBLTSHED LrE t8
Surrogate SignoreIl i, not content with

blackening of my name, then proceeded to smear, with the

same wicked brushr rny attorney-wife. He.struck, PearI

Harbor 1ike, without warning or advance notice of any

kind to her (or me) of his intentions, not to mention

the opportunity to respond prior to publicat,ion thereof.

here was nothing actively pending at that
time in the Surrogaters Court calling for a decision.
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This published attack followed immediately

after a telephone call made from the Chambers of Chief

Ludge .IACOB IIIISHLER at the express d irectiog_of lhe

Chief Judge to Surrogate Signorelli's representative.

The direction of the Chief Judge to Surrogate

Signorelli, in essence, was that the Surrogate either

mend his waysr f€cuse himself, or else he, the chief

Judge, would seriously conSider federal interventionr ds

I was requesting.

surrogate signorelli's representative returned

to the federal courtroom shortly thereafter, and

reported that he had spoken to surrogate signorelli.

Surrogate Signorelli clearly intended, if this

was going to be his tast Hurrah with the ostensible

protection of civil judicial immunity, that it be a

mortal blow

Taking a page straight from Westbrook Pegler,

surrogate signorelli lashed out, not at my "Iittle dogn,

but at my wife, who he has never met, saw, or spoken to,

by saying:
rr Incidently, Doris Sassower, the wife of
the petitioner herein, had at t'he inception of
this estate ffteq-a notice oE-sPPggran!€,
aPPearing as r' She
was exPressly dirested to bP PrePen! Eqf-lLIg
scheduled court conferences, but sne deIauIEeo

e said dates"'
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Before examining this blatant falsehood,

conceded by the Grievance Committee to be false (as

hereinafter shown), it should be noted, that before the

end of his sua Sponte published mud-slinging, he was t,o

return to the attack on my wife two more times to assure

his blows proved deadly.

Contrary to Surrogate Signorellirs statement,

Mrs. Sassower never filed a mnotice of appearance'.

As iludge Me1ia noted in his Report of August

27, 1981 (2r):

" During those two years, it is conceded
that the respondent toofis sassowerl .:;11;86;
filed a notice of appearance."

June 8, 1976

June 8, Lg76 was the first scheduled court

appearance after I was stricken with illness.

Six days before r orl June 2 | 1976r mY wif e r

Doris t. Sassower, sent an affirmation to Surrogaters
ICourt advfcing that one citation could not be served

because the person had died, and, requesting a two month

adjournment, for the additional reason of my described

illness. The other parties were also notified of my

ilIness. Consequently they did not appear either (Aug.

3, 1981, St'I 191) .

,-a/
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In the disciplinary proceeding against my

wife, the Deputy Chief Clerk testified that on the call

of the calendar, the Court noted that it had not

received any communication from us and adjourned the

matter until June 22, 1976.

That testimony eras shown to be fals€r since

two days after the calendar caI1, June 10, L976, the

Surrogate I s Court returned my wife's affirmation,

received about a week prior, because an affidavit of

service upon the adversary was not annexed to the

or ig inal

The ot,her parties were obviously sent copies

of this affirmation or made aware of its contents

beforehand, since the Surrogate's Court advised them

that they need not appear on that day.

This af f frmation vras r in -due course,

thereafter returned to the Court, with an affidavit of

service. Although in the Courtrs Possession, it was,

like the other exculpatory documents, destro

secreted.
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1. The body of the affirmation of Doris t.
Sassower, Esg., dated June 2t 1976r rndiled that same day

(as shown by a Post Office receipt on the Certified Mail

certificate *506838), will be repeated here for the

Courtrs convenience (Exhibit "Y") :

' This affirmation is in support of an
application Ito1 adjourn and fix a new date
for the return of the rCitation' in the above
matter, presently set for the 8th day of June,
L976.

That except for THOMAS KELLY, everyone
necessary t,o be cited has been timely served.

That said THOMAS KELLY survived the
deceased, EUGENE PAUL KEILYT but died
subsequently (date presently unknown), and as
far as affirmant can ascertain .there is no
estate which has been filed or administered.

That it seems that THOMAS KELLY $ras the
recipient of funds from the Department, of
Social Services of the City of New York and
since they probably would be entitled to the
funds of THOMAS XELLY, it is that Department
with whom arrangements will have to be made in
this regard

Furthermore, the executor, GEORGE
SASSOWER, Esq. $ras taken i11 with what has
been diagnosed as a Guillain-Barre syndrome,
which caused a paralysis of Dlr. Sassowerr s
hands and legs'and his hospitalization.

That although recovery is indicated, the
length of time is at present uncertain, but
affirmant believes that within two months Mr.
Sassower should have sufficiently recovered to
substantially engage in his usual working
activ ities .
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WHEREFORE, affirmant prays that this
matter be adjourned for two months in order to
complete j urisd icti.on.'
2. Nonetheless, as the Report of Judge Melia

dated August 27, 198I, states (p. 16):
rr Mr. Kuzmier [Deputy Chief Chief Clerk of
the Suffolk County Surrogate I s Courtl
testified that he was in Court, and called the
calendar, on June 8, L97 6. There was no
appearance by anyone.

The calendar reads, in relevant partr ES
follows:

rEugene Paul Ke11y. No appearance. The
Courtr on its ovrn motion, will adjourn this
matter to June 22, L976, for all purposes. The
Clerk is directed to send appropriate letter
of admonition to the attorney for petitioner
and petitioner. t (Ex. 23a)

On June 9 | t97 6, tlr. Kuzmier sent a
letter to the respondent Iporis L. Sassower]
which she admittedly received.

It reads in part as follows:
t Dear I'ladam:

On June 8, i-g76 no personal
appearance was made hor any communication
diiected to the Court t

The Court on itrs own motion
adjourned the'matter until June 22 at 9:30
A.M. and has directed that you and the
petitioner be present in Court on that date. I

(Ex.24a.l"
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3. It tras reluctantly adm,it.ted by Surrogate

signorelli that on the call of the calendar on June B,

L976, his Court had a copy of Doris L. Sassower,s
affirmation of June 2t L976.

"Q. I show you the affirmation of
Doris L. Sassower dated June 2, L976, Exhibit
Y, which was sent to your court by certified
naiI, and ask you if you saw or r{ere made
ahrare of its contents on or prior to June 8,

".':.'
Q. Do

file to show that,
by the Court?
A.

you have any notes in your
this affidavit viras received

have here a
communication, which Ea aren sent to
Doris Sassower a wntc ate
L9 tb and apparently was sent by the Cler

THE REFEREEs .-o. Whatrs the date of that?
THE WITNESS: June 10th, L976.

THE REFEREE: That indicates that, does that
indicate to your Judge, that that affidavit of
Mrs. Sassower was received prior to June lOth?

THE WITNESS: Judge, I would assume sor but I
really am not s,ure. f really am not sure.

O. WeIl, after the non-appearance
on June 8th, did the Court cause to be sent
out this letter of June 9t L976? (Document
handed to the witness. )
A. I would assume that if this

letter went out and from reading the Clerkrs
minutes of the notation that'I undoubtedly
indicated to the Clerk that such a letter
should be sent out.

of
my accounting department, Joseph Wolin.
Its subject is the estate of Eugene paul
Kelly. t I return herewith ... . The
attirmali
notice to Schacter, Abuza &'Goldfarb who have
u:::"r"u in this matter.r
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Q. Well, does this letter look
like a copy of a true letter emanating from
Surrogaters Court, Suffolk County?
A. Does iE appear to be?

o.
A.

would

Q.
A.

Thatr s right.
A copy of a letter that we

normally send out?

Right.
Yes, it does.

MR. SASSOWER: I offer this letter in
ev idence .

THE REFEREE: Any objection, Mr. Grayson?
MR. GRAYSON: No objection.
THE REFEREE: Received, AN in evidence.

(Letter dated 6/9/76 marked Respondentr s
Exhibit AN in evidence.)

Q; I refer you to Exhibit AN in
evidence where it states that on June Bth no
personal appea
communication directed to the Court. Did you

to the
witness. )
A. Thatrs right. Thatrs,what the

letter dated Kuzmier says, addressed to
Doris Sassower.

Q. But that is obviouslY in error
b;cause they o

Yes or Do.
It vras returned, apparently.

June 10th?was returned
Mr. Wolin.

On June l0th?
Thatr s right.

It
By

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.
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O. On June 9th he had it in his
possession?
A. I donrt know that. I dontt

know that. I would assume that he did. But I
donrt know that.

. THE REFEREE: The memo seems to suggest.
THE WITN_ESS: .eut fpersonally donrt know thE@

4. Missing also were the minutes of June g, L976.

This vital record surrogate signorerli testified existed
and he and his subordinates repeatedly promised the
tribunal and the Grievance committee he would produce.

He never did!

The following is his testimony in this
respect:

"Q. Sir, what was the purpose of
appearing in Surrogates Court on June B, L976?
A. June B, ,76? Is there atranscript of that date?
MR. GRAYSON: I do not have a transcript of

that date.

0. Were there any minutes taken of
the calendar cal1, stenographic?
A. There is a Court Reportern:::""''

Q. ..
minutes?
A.rther. I assume

n:::""uinss1 !€s.

. Was she taking stenographic

assume that, I think it was a
that he would record the
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Q. Could you make those minutes
available to us insofar as they regard the
KelIy estate?
A.

want?

Q.
MR. GRAYSON:

Grayson.
IUR. GRAYSON:

1981, SM 81-82)

A1I right. What dates do you

June Bth and June 22nd.
fs that agreeable with your Mf,..

Sure. No problem. 'r ( Oct . 22 ,

June 22, L976

Five days before the adjourned return date, I,
by Certif ied Mail, sent my o$rn af f irmation to
Surrogater s Court (with an affidavit of service) ,

describi-ng my paralysis, and with it, returned my wife's
aff irmation df June 2, L976 (Exhibit, nZ,,).

Additionally, I had twci conversations with the

Law Assistant regarding my condition- (admit,ted by him in

the transcript of July 6t Lg76 in the presence of
Surrogate Signore.ll i ) . My wif e, in add ition, had one

telephone conversation with a clerk in the Surrogatefs

Court as a result of which she executed and mailed her

affirmation of actual engagement (Exhibit 'AA").
' Nevertheless, t,he two af firmations which set

forth my il]ness were also destroyed or iecreted by

Surrogate Signorelli and/or,his Court, and all evidence

of such telephone conversations obliterated
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The person(s) who destroyed, secreted, and

obliterated such evidence overlooked the fact that ( 1 )

the two affirmations setting forth my illness were sent

by Certified Mail, (2) the letter from Surrogaters Court

dated June 10, L976, acknowledged the receipt .of my

wife's affirmation of June 2t L976, and (3) that there

was a transcribed session on July 6, L976, which

revealed that Surrogaters Court had these affirmations
in hand and the Law Assistant admitted that he had

spoken to me twice about my inability to appear.

Surrogate Signorelli's prepared chronology for

his testimony at my hearings did not include the July 6,

197 5 session in Surrogate's Court (Oct. . 22, 198'l , SM

100). When it became apparent to the Surrogate that the

stenographic transcript of his own Court of that day

revealed that exculpatory documents had been destroyed

or h,ere being suppressed, he was stunned and foolishly
questioned its authenticity by saying "whatrs this, a

certified transcript?" (Stl 104).

- The Surrogate found himself "hoisted by his

own petard" since the following colloquy immediately

ensued

"THE REFEREE: Mr. Grayson Ithe Grievance
Committeers Attorneyl .
MR. GRAYSON: Apparently thatrs the copy we

received from your ISurrogate Signorellirs]
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THE WITNESS: You received it fro@.
MR. GRAYSON:

apparently, before I became involved.
THE WITNESS: .O

Since the Grievance Committee d id not become

involved in this matter until March of 1978 (and Mr.

Grayson's involvement long after that date), we can fix

the date of destruction of the Surrogate's Court copy of

this transcript, from this portion of the testimonyr 6s

being no earlier than twenty (20l. months after the

events of that day, or this and other transcripts and

documents are being intentionally suppressed by

Surrogate Signorelli and/or Surrogate's Court.

There is other testimony and evidence fixing

more precisely the dates of . removal, but at this
juncture such information is immaterial.

Significantly, Surrogate Signorell i also

failed to produce the court transcript of June 22, L976,

and other transcripts and documents, although they were

.repeatedly requested by the Grievance Committee (at my

insistence), and alth

The conclusion became inescapable ! The

attorneys for the Grievance Commit,tei finally reaIil"d
they had been duped by Surrogate SignorelIi.

ersonally made a commitment to the Referee on Oetober

22, 1981 to produce such material.
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At the outset of the hearings, Judge Ittel ia
requested that both sides cooperate with each other in

an exchange of documentation and information. Both sides

made every effort to comply with the spirit and letter
of Judge Melia's request

There was one essential difference in the

exchange. I accepted seriously everything that the

Grievance Committee's attorneys gave me or told me. T,

on the other hand, lvas an accused attorney, bearing the

stigma of pariah, and therefore unworthy of belief. It

is only on hindsight that my opposing counsel recognize

how much, how accurate and precise was the information

that I conveyed to them

Evdn after Charles Z. Abuza, Esg. massacred

himself with his admissions of neverending l ies t,o

various courts (which he,described as mistakes), Iies to

the Grievance Committee attorneys, and to Judge MeIia,

the Grievance Committee attorneys vtere repeat,edly told

by me that this $ras going to be the scenario with

Surrogate Signorelli. But, 'they could not conce'ive that

the scenario would repeat itself with Surrogate

Signorelli.
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Charles Z. Abuza, Esg. was the cause of the

downfall of Charles Z. Abuza, !sq., and more sor Ernest

L. Signorelli, particularly his arrogance, h,as going to
be the downfall of Ernest L. Signorelli.

PIainly, two young attorneys, albeit, very

competent and conscientious, were not going to tel1 the

Grand I'luf ti of Suffolk County, a twenty year veteran of

the bench, anything. How dare they be so presumptous to
think otherwise!

To make things worse (or better), Surrogate

Signorelli yell'ed, screamed, and attempted to bully them

and the Grievance Committee, pdEticularly when the

subject or news vras not to his liking. Consequently the

Grievance Committee attorneys avoided him and the

unpleasantness that it'brought.

Apparently, Surrogate Signorelli does not read

Milton S. Gould or does not understand what he is saying

about hubris and its notable consequences!

The situation and the relationship, between

Su-rrogate SignoreII i and the Grievance Committee

attorney was as obvious in the hearing room as a herd of

elephants.
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Had Surrogate Signorelli invited dialogue with

the Grievance Committee attorneys or asked them what was

happening, they would have told him that I had

repeatedly insisted that documents were missing from the

duplicate set sent by the Surrogate's Court to the

Grievance Committee, that I had repeatedly refused to

consent to any certifications executed in Suffolk County

because I was claiming they were false, that if there

were going to be any criminal prosecution as a result

thereof, it was not going to be by Suffolk CounLy

prosecuting auihorities, but by New York County, and

that there was independent evidence in the file" oI

charles z. Abuza, Esg. and the surrogate court of the

existence of these absent documents.

Perhaps he was told, but chose not to listen.

As I painfully learned, no one tells Surrogate

Signorelli anything. He "directs' or "orders" you.

This affidavit, and the Surrogaters Court

transcripts, irrefutably demonstrate the Surrogate does

not listen to what you are saying. He is a martinet too

busy "commandingo.
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The irony of this entire proceeding is that I

did not win it, nor did the Grievance Commit,tee lawyers

Iose it. It was won for ln€r by Charles z. Abuza and

Ernest t. Signorelli.

Another lrony about this whole proceed.ing is

these two arch deceivers, Charles Z. Abuza and Ernest L.

Signorelli, were-themselves deceived by Judge Aloysius

J. Melia. !

Neitzsche said, one must learn to Iisten with

the "third ear", Judge MeIia listens with about a dozen

of such organs.'

Al.though never expressed, two rules

predominate with Judge Melia -- fairness and courtesy.

Judge [1e1ia permitted you to make your point,

and that was it! You could not kill and, certainly, not

overkill.
Because Judge Melia did not scream, berater oE

threaten them with PerjurY, Charles Z. Abuza and Ernest

L. SignoreIli, continued supplying their outrageous

testinonyr ds if Judge Melia were an eager buyer.
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One had to I isten to the overbearing

buffoonery of Ernest L. Signorglli seemingly serious in

expect'ing Judge lvlelia to accept his notion that it is
proper and Iawful to throw a person in jail who was

never charged, and then, without any notice, tried,

convicted, and sentenced all in absentia.

Did Ernest L. Signorelli actually expect Judge

Me1ia to accept his idea that a person in custody has no

Fifth Amendment rights, no right to present a Writ of

Habeas Corpusr ot right to an adjournment when he is

paralyzed.

Thg only real question while Surrogate

Signorelli was testifying was.how much of Surrogate

Signorellirs such testimony the Grievance Committee

Attorneys, the Court Stenographer, and Judge Melia could

stomach before they would regurgitate.

Read on and see what Judge Melia was required

to listen to:
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On June L7, L976t T executed and had mailed

(Certified Receipt #231355) the following affirmation,
the body of which is quoted hereinbelow (Exhibit "Zn).
Although set forth previously, it is repeated here as a

convenience to the Court:

This affirmation is in support of an
application to adjourn the above matter
scheduled for June 22, L976r Elt 9:30 Er.ill.
until a date subsequent to July 15, L976.

As appears in the annexed affirmation of
DORIS L. SASSOWER, Esg., dated June 2, L976t I
was taken iII with a polyneurosis which caused
paralysis of my hands and legs.

That although my physicians have advised me
that I am making f ine progress r IIly motor
nerves controll ing my legs and hips are
completely non-functiondl. Consequently,
notwit,hstand ing physical thereapy and
exerciser my muscles in that area are rwasting
awayt and until those nerves rejuvenate, I am
becoming more immobile as time progresses.

Additionally, the involvment of mY
sensory nerves causes me great pain
particularly after I overexert myself.

Under these circumstances, f wilI not be
phys ical ly able to att,end th is Court on the
aforementioned date unless these nerves
suddenly become functional.

I do believe that after a scheduled
testing and examination on July 2, L976t T

will be in a better position to advise this
Court more accurately as to my prognosis, but
at the present time from all that I have read,
seen, and been toId, I believe and hope that
by the middle of July, I should be well enough
to attend this Court.

't .
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Insofar as the scheduled appearance on
June 8, L97 6, the annexed af f irmation vras
mailed to this Court on June 2t Lg76 and on
June 7th, 1976, the office of Schacter, Abuza,
&. Goldfarb, Esqs., were advised that such
application for adjournment was made.

The said affirmation was returned by the
Clerk of the Court on June 10, L976, and I
regret any inconvenience caused because it was
not brought to the attention of the Court on
June 8, L976.

'I hope that by the adjourned date thatjurisdiction will be complete and after an
Order is entered on this iccounti.g, I expect
to expedite the FinaI Accounting and bring
this matter to a close.

WHEREFORE, affirmant prays that this
matter be adjourned until after JuIy 15,
r976. n

2. The

states (Report

tt ...
by court
Sassower.

Report of Judge MeIia of August 27, 1981

p. 17):

a letter dated June 23, 1976 was sent
personnel to the respondent [Doris L.

(8x.24b.)

;;" body of the tetter reads:

'On June g, Lg76 you and the petitioner
hrere directed to be in Court on the return
date of June 22 in regard to the above matter.

On the calendar caII of June 22 there
Lrere no appearances and t,he mat,ter was
adjourned to July 6, 1976 at 9:30 A.lt{.

You and the petitioner are direcLed to be
present at that time and upon failure of both
of you to appear the matter wil,l be referred
to the Appellate Division, and this Court witl
in addition take such action as may be deemed
necessary in the premises. t'
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3. There is no question but that on June 22,

L976, Surrogaters Court had my affirmation dated June

L7, 1975.

This was conclusively shown by the testimony

of Surrogate Signorelli and by the transcript, ante

1:Ltem motamr on JuIy 6, 1976.

I show you a copy of myo.
affirmation of June L7, L976 which has been
marked here as Exhibit Z Ln evidence, which
rrras also sent to your court by certif ied mai1,
and ask you if you saw this document or was
aware of its contents prior to June 22, L976?
A. Incidentally, this affirmation

ind icat,ls lh+was lnaiJel to. the court on June 2nd and
returned by the Clerk on June I0ah. So
apparently that, notice that I read to you is
appl icable. n

(Oct.22, 1981, SM 95)

4. After receipt of my affirmation of June 1-7,

L976r my wifers office received inquiry about her

ability to be present on the return date of June 22,

L976. As a result thereof, she caused to be mailed to

the Surrogaters Court the following affirmation (Exhibit

'AA")r repeated here for the Courtrs conveniences

" That by reason of other legal engagements
on June 22, 1976, dffirmant was not able to
appear in the above matter.

On such date your affirmant was scheduled
to appear in Supreme Court: Westchester County
on a Court ordered examination bgfore trial in
the action entitled Barone v. Barone; she also
argued a motion in S@ r of the
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same Court in Baecher v. Baecher; and was
scheduled to try ty Court:
Westchester County in GIick v. Glick.

That affirmant did appear on all three of
the aforementioned actions on such date.

That such information was conveved to
this

5. The transcript of the proceedings of July 6,

L976 in Surrogatets Court reveals the following colloquy
between myself, Judge Signorelli, Charles Z. Abuza,

Esq., and Peter Sereduker Es9. (a law assistant).
NTHE COURT: ...refer this matter to the
Appellate Division, and I am going to do that.
And, I direct the Court Reporter to complete
the Minutes - the entire transcript - and send
it to the appellate Division.

I donrt know what it takes to get either
you or your wife in court, but I intend to
find out.

MR. SASSOWER: This matter was on four or five
weeks ago ... . At that time I became very
seriously il1; I was hospitalized and I was
put into intensive care. The fact is, this is
the first time that f am supposedly working
since my illness. The next time it was ortr f
was .sti}l il1.

Now, as f ar as llrs. Sassower is
concerned, not only has she been doing her
work, but she is taking care of my matters to
the best of her abillty; in fact, I fear for
her health at this time.

As fai as the two prior appearances, your
Honor, the Court was notified on both
occasions, bo
TnEEITE to appear. Thqy werp advised

av1E,s.
My adversary was advised.
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Dubois, and she knew of my illness and my
inability to be here. And, under those
circumstances, and considering that in 25
years of practicing law, I donrt think I have
taken off more than one day - one or two days
for illness. I have tried cases when I had 105
temperature. I think, your Honor, that it is a
little unfair, under the circumstances, for
your Honor to take that position.

Now, I have tried to be brief. I can give
you medical affidavits. I can give you
hospital bi11s. I certainly did not choose
illness, and it was a dreadful experi'ence for
me; and, in fact, I am sti1l not recovered.
And, if I do fully recover it will be sometime
before that takes place.

THE COURT: Where
morning?

is your wife this

It'tR. SASSOWER: Your Honor, when f lef t this
morning, I had intended to take the train out
here, because I didnrt trust myself with the
car. The only way I could get here by train
and be in court on time, was to take a train
out of Westchester County at 12:30 a.m.; that
was the only gray to be here on time. So, I
took a chance 7 and I probably endangered my
own life as well as other people, and drove a
car.

I don t t know I know she has to be in
Supreme Courtr New York - whether it was today
or tomorrow, I donrt know. But to be honest
with your your Honor, when I read the letter,
I did not, and I donrt think she interpreted
that letter that wayr that both of us had to
be here.' (pp. 2-6r.
,!/IR. SASSOWER: ... I
have referred to the

th ink, the letter should
fact to be fair about

1t e Court ts ssession at
the t meana Iness. Now, this

. The last
time this was on the Calendar - I spoke to Mr.
Sereduke the

was no=vailable, he couldn't discuss it with
m€. I believe I spoke to him twice that day
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-the day before, and I spoke to him the
morning afLer. Now, I might be in error as to
one telephone call, but I know I spoke to him
once or twice the day before the return date.
He had my affidavit, and I spoke to him the
day after. ... ' (pp. 7-8)

"THE COURT: With respect to the letter.,
sir, I am going to submit this matter to the
Appellate Division. If you feel I am unfair,
let the Appellate Division decide who is beinq
@Court Reporter, r direct you
to type up the transcript.
MR. SASSOWER: Your Honor, in 311

would you s oart of this Record
eem mar the a avrEs

this Court orl the two prigr occasions

THE COURT: Whatever the Appellate Division
requires of this Court, in connection with
this matter, will be forwarded to the
Appellate Division.n (p. 10)

nMR. ABUZA: The reason I, was here [on June
22, L9761 , despite receiving Mr. Sa_s?owerr s
affidavit, wEs because Mr. Sgreduke tol-d me to
be here.
UR.TEnEDUKE: That is correct.

!,1R. SASSOWER: Mr. Sereduke, you knew I wasnrt
going to be here at this time.
MR. SEREDUKE: You said you weren't going to

come, and I told you that. you were di.rected to
come; that is what I told you.

!jlR. SASSOWER: Since I am on the Record, the
day before this was on and my recollection
may be incorrect as well as yours - I spoke to
you once or twice the day before.
!lR. SEREDUKE: @.
MR. SASSOWER: Andr
MR. SEREDUKE: Yes

you \ad my affidavit.
r did.

MR. SASSOWER: You knew
here because of frT-fffie-ss.

I,{R:--SEREDUTE: You told me that.

fa i rness,
mark o
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MR. SASSOWERS You mentioned I am not trying
to interrogate your I am trying to refresh my
recollection that you would take it up with
the Surrogate.
MR. SEREDUKE: You $rere directed to be here on

that date.,end
37-39 ) .

Surrogate SignoreII i said he wants the

Appellate Division to decide whether he vras unf air in
requesting that, I appear on two occasions in June of

L976 when I was paralyzed. I join in that applicationt
July 6, L976

1. This Report of Judge Melia continues as

follows (p. 17-18):
t' Mr. Kuzmier was also present in Court
JuIy 6, L976. Neither t,he respondent [Doris
Sassowerl nor her husband appeared.

2. The Report of Judge Melia of August 27, 19BI

states (p. 19-20):

' Mr. Kuzmier testified that he has no
knowledge of such a cal1. Further, he sarE
that such a calL in ordinary course, would be
brought to the attention of the Court on the
call of the calendar. This did not occur.

He states that he never sa$, the
affirmation ( Ex. 2L, IEx. AA in these
proceedingsl ) before he testified here,
although it was in the Courtrs file.

He testified that in 1976 ... It] he
practice vras for such information to be g iven
to himself or the then Chief Glerk. He finds
no indication of such a calI having been
received.

on
L.
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Cross examination developed that none ot
the three calendars in evidence bear an
notation on ariy case'concerning a telephone

Exs. d1 o' c.)".

3. It now seems c1ear, even to the attorneys for

the Grievanqe Committee, that the Surrogaterq Court

sifted and stripped their files, destroying, or

suppressing our affirmations relative to my. illness and

the stenographic minutes of themr ds wel,l as other data,
tJL-r.+(

which might have been helpful to us.

The Grievance Committee was misled first by

Charles ?,. Abuza, Esq., and then by Surrogate Signorelli

and his Court

The attorneys for the Grievance Committee were

understandably shaken, shocked, and chagrined when they

recognized that notwithstanding certifications issued

and representations made by Surrogaters Court and

forewarnings, the information forwarded to them had been

patently pruned.

4. In the transcript of JuIy 6, L976 is Surrogate

Signorelli's remark to me (p. 30):

"hope on July 20th you will advise the Court
that jurisdiction has been completed."
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If, as Surrogate Signorelli contends, I was

removed in March of irgl 6, why was he thereafter

directing me to perform fiduciary functions respecting

the estate?

If , as Surrogate Signorelli contendsr. I was

removed in March of L97 6, t{hy was he thereaf ter

directing my wifers attendance in Suffolk Countyr ES the

attorney for the then "removed" executor?

5. The attorneys for the Grievance Committee now

belatedly recogn Lze that they were duped by Surrogate

Signorelli and his sycophants. They had much of the

exculpatory information even before they forged ahead in

this gross perversion of prosecutorial power. Their

problem was they chose to accept blindly the conclusory

camouflage "cooked uP" by Surrogate Signorelli and his

Court, and give no credence to documents supplied them

by his two accused attorneys-victims.

The attorneys for the Grievance Committee

could not, unt,iI the midst of the hearings, entertain

even the possibility that this widely-disseminated

published barrage by Surrogate Signorelli could be

founded on the most outrageous falsehoods.
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In resPonse to inqulry

Committee, my wife, in part, wrote on

' I address myself only to the scheduled
conferences of June 22 and JuIy 6 which were
the only dates which your enclosures indicate
that I was notified by the [Surrogaters] court
to attend

I suggest, if this be so r that the
information given you is deliberately
incomplete and misleading, since for valid
reasons known to the complainant [Ernest L-
Signorellil I could not attend such
conf erences, nor vrrere they appropriately
scheduled as I will briefly set forth herein.

In May of l-g7 6 r IIIY husband ev idenced
severe objective symtoms of what was later
diagnosed as Guillain-Barre Syndrome, which
paralyzed his legs and hands.

The complainant was advised of mY

husband's condition, his hospitalization, and
further that if he survived without residual
effects, it would be three months at a minimum
before the affected nerves would become
completely operational .

The obvious immediate consequence was
that during that period I was burdened with
much of my husband's legal obligations in
add ition to my own, while simultaneously
having to find time to care for him and his
needs in his impaired condition.

Under such state of emergency, for the
complainant to expect my paralyzed husband to
attlnd Court 100 miles away can only reflect
on his mental stabilitv and seiEfEivity aii a
human being.

Furthermore, for him to request mY

appearance r r€gardless of ' conflicting
commitments, legal and otherwise, of which'he
was duly informed, als-o ref lects on the
compriinint' s juagment.

by the Grievance

January 26, 19792
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Enclosed is a copy of my affirmation
which sets forth three (3) other conflicting
engagements in Ylestchester County on June 22,
L976. The complainant was sent the original.

Should I have disregarded my commitments
to other courts, to other judgesrand to other
cI ients in order to go to Suffolk County, for
an appearance which had no specific purpose,
where there was littIe, if anything, to b.e
accomplished by my personal appearancer and
that could have been accompl ished by means
other than a personal appearance?

Peruse the excerpted transcript of JuIy
6th, 1976, which you forwarded to me. I really
do not know how my husband was able to go to
Suffolk County ln his condition. In any event,
would you not expect that the opening remarks
of anyone with even the slightest humanity
would be some inquiry as to my husband I s
health or some compassionate remark under the
circumstances?

Nevertheless, nothing was shown why my
presence was needed at that time or at a
subsequent date.

Despite the statement from my husband
that by going by car in his physical
condition, '(he) took a chance, and (he)
probably endangered (his) own life as well as
other people (by driving) a carr, the
complainant nonetheless wanted him to return
two weeks later.

The complainant lvas also told at that
time about my ovrn physical condition, caused
to some degree by the aforementioned ordeal
concerning my husband and my attempts to eope
with the situation, but it was apparently of
no concern to the complainant.

I believe that if you were to show the
aforesaid pages of the transcript with the
information contained hereinr'known to the
complainant, to any psychiatrist, you would
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doubtless obtain a diagnosis that would cast
doubt on the complainantts judicial competenee
and temperament.

Significantly, in order for the
complainant to furnish the remarks on Page 30
of the transcript of July 6, 1976, he had to
include a truncated portion of his remarks
which states

'hope on JuIy 20th you will advise
the Court that jurisdiction has been
completed. t

If , as the complainant now contendsr IIIY
husband was removed as executor on March 25lhl
L976, why vi,as he thereaf ter directing him to
perform fiduciary functions respecting the
estate?

If my husband had been removed on March
25th,- L97 6 as the executor of the estate, what
purpose could the complainant have in
directing my attendance in Suffolk Countyr €ts
the attorney for the then extinct executor?

I submit, that Lf, as the complainant
assertsr IIty husband was removed on March 25th,
L976, he had no authority to direct my
attendance in Suffolk County.

I further suggest that if the complainant
were directed or requested to forward all
information he has with respect to .t,y
complaint he has against rl€r there would be
litt1e necessity to make anything more than a
perfunctory response.

ls/ D9RTS L. SASSowER'r
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SIGNORETLIIS PUBLISHED tIE #9

1. Surrogate Signorelli goes on to publiely state

that the Public Administrator was appointed on March 23,

L977, without explanation for the hiatus of more than

one year since my alleged removal

Nor does Surrogate Signorelli's public

pronouncement set forth who was taking care of the

estate during that intervening year or who !{as supposed

to do so.

Specifically omitted by Surrogate SignoreIli

is any acknowledgment that he himself had directed me

during that period to perform executorial duties,

including the sale of the deceasedrs real estate, and

that I, in fact, followed such direction.

2. Surrogate Signorelli continues by stating that

on Thursday, April 28, L977, he ordered me to turn over

the books, Papers, and property of the Estate by

Thursday, llay 5, 1977; scheduled a trial f or June L,

L977; with alt examinations before trial to be concluded

in two (2) business days i.e.2 by llonday, May 2, L977-
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The Note of Issue and Statement of Readiness,

thereafter filed by the Guardian on June I3' L9771

impugns Surrogate Signorell i I s assertion that he

properly ordered this matter for trial on June 1, L977

(22 NYCRR S1830.211.

"Q. In any event, is it true that a
note of issue and statement of readiness was
filed by tlr. Wruck on June 13, L977?
A. To the best of my recollection

r believe that he did file same.

Q.

A.
date

Q.

On June 13?

Yes, that is
is correet.

correct. That

Therefore, is it correct that a
trial could not proceed on June 1, L977
because of the absence of a note of issue?

A. That is one of the requirements
prior to starting a trial."'

(Oct. 30, 1981, SM 65-66)

srGNoRELIrrf S PUBtTSHED LrE # 10

Again omitt ing h ighly relevant facts,

Surrogate Signorelli continued his published catologue

of my supposed lega1 sins, saYing:

" Mr. Sassower brought on a series of
motions seeking a disqualification of the
undersigned, the vacating of prior orders of
this court dated March 27, L975 and llarch 9 t
L976 ... . AlL of which [motions] were
denied. "
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All these (three) motions were made returnable

on llay 16, Lg77, and denied by the Surrogate, with the

opinion that f had set forth 'no facts or law to suppoft

the within application".
The three motions are duly.recited in the

decisions and orders of the Court and entered upon, their

index cards. However, the most reveal ing moving

affidavit (Exhibit 'AT') [recited in haec verba in the

Report of the Referee (68-721) was removed from the

Surrogate Court files (Oct. 22, 1981 SM 130-131; Oct.

30, 1981, SM 67 ) -.

1. It reads as follows:

: ::Y::i::::_::Y:::_: Y::::i=:::y:.
In the Matter of the

Est,ate of

EUGENE PAUt KEtLY,

Deceased.

----------x
STATE OF NEW YORK )
CITY OF NEW YORK )ss.:
couNTY oF NEW YORK )

GEORGE SASSOWER, first being duly
sworn deposes, and says:

That he is the executor of the above
estate and contends he is such notwithstanding
any Orders of this Court, whiclr reasons are
not pertinent to this application.
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This affidavit is in support of a
motion to disqualify the Hon. ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI from any further participation in
this matter.

That it is the desire of your
deponent that in the event a similar motion
dated April 30 , 1977 is granted that the
instant motion be withdrawn since clearly thg
Hon. ERNEST t. SIGNORELLI is not at liberty to
refute those matters contained herein which
His Honor may believe unwarranted.

In desiring fair treatment for
himself, your deponent equally desires fair
treatment for others.

It is the position of your dePonent
that the Hon. ERNEST L. SIGNORETLI has
conducted himself with bias and prejudice to
the extent that it would be improper for His
Honor to participate as the Surrogate in this
matter.

Only several instances of the
conduct of His Honor will be briefly set forth
herein to support the position of your
deponent

I. After much fruitless effort a
contract to seII the house owned by the
decedent was executed with the knowledge and
consent of all attorneys interested in this
estate and with the knowledge of this Court.

Although every attorney, including
the attorney for the purchaser, wanted such
sale to be completedr and desired that your
deponent deliver a deed in accordance with the
contract, His Honor refused.

That the arbitrary action of this
Court benefited no one and prejudiced everyone
including the prospective purchaser, this
estate, and the infant beneficiaries.
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?hat the Court did not advance any
rational statement for its actions nor can
ycur de.oonent f ind any rational purpose of the
actions of the Court.

2. On April 2B n 1977 Hon. ERNEST t.
SIGNORELLI set down the examination of EDWARD
KELLY for Monday May 2, 1977 although your
deponent st.ated Ehat he had other engagements
and commitments and the attorney for EDWARD
KELLY stated he did not know if his client
could be available on such short notice.

Furthermore, His Honor desired such
examination held in this Courthouse although
deponent resides in Westchester County, the
attorney for EDWARD KELLY resides and has his
offices in New York County, and the said
EDWARD KELLY resides in Queens County.

AS
EDWARD KELLY
tc this Court

?ha
was out of
Surrogate at
and pl-ace.

t on May 2,
th is state,
the time His

L977 your deponent
as he advised the

Honor fixed the time

matters turned out the said
did not appear and wrote a letter
tc that effect.

Any and all attempts to reschedule
the time and place of such examination were
patentLy in vain although there was nothing to
indicate that your deponent and the attorney
for EDWARD KELLY could not agree on a mutually
convenient time and place
examination.

for such

Furthermore, His Honor aware of the
phys ical problems of your deponent, as
hereinafter set forth, exhibited an
insensitivity, if not crueltyr,in mandating
that such examination proceed in Riverhead.

3. On ApriL 28, L977 His Honor
purportedly scheduled another conference in
this matter.
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Although the matter was set for 9:30
a.m., His Honor did not arrive until about
10:00 a.m.

At about 11:30 6r.m. of that day your
deponent was advised that His Honor would
shortly appear in the Courtroom (without any
conference having been had wherein your
deponent was a participant).

In the proceedings which ensued, His
Honor had your deponent personally served with
an Order dated April 28, L977.

Such Order was apparently prepared
by the Court and it. was Court Personnel that
was employed to effectuate service.

That aside from this one act there
was nothing which occurred necessitating the
appearance of your deponent in this Court on
that day.

In the early part of May L976' your
deponentrs legs and hands became totally
paralyzed as a result of what was then a rare
illness called the Guillain-Barre Syndrome.
For some time prior thereto imperceptible
continuous loss of function of such limbs
which evaded medical diagnosis. Thereafter
because of the number of cases resulting from
Swine-Flu vaccinations, this syndrome has
become more cognizable.

In any event your dePonentrs limbs
were either completely or substantially
paralyzed for a period of almost three months
and the period of recovery has been 1ong,
partially because the muscle tissue of these
limbs atrophied during sueh illness.

In January L977, your deponent
fractured his right elbow and as a result
thereof could not very easily manipulate the
necessary parts of an automobile in order to
drive same safely.
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To this very day, the arm of your
deponent has a very substantial I imitation of
motlon.

During this entire period from May
L976 until the present time the operation of a
motor vehicle has been either impossible or
extremely difficult.

To drive from Westchester County o-f
Riverhead poses a danger not only to your
deponent but to others.

RecentIy, while driving to Riverhead
in this matter, because of Ehe physical
limitations of your deponent, a very serious
accident was narrowly avoided.

His Honor is not unaware of your
deponentrs physical situation, nevertheless
not only does His Honor not make any attempt
to accommodate to deponent I s physical-
linitations, but seems to exacerbate the
s ituation.

There is no substantial reason that
the examinat,ion of EDWARD KELLY cannot be held
in Queens County or in New York County as
provided for in the Civil Practice Law and
Rules.

There is no substantial reason for
having your deponent travel to Riverhead in
order to be served with papers.

That your deponent could g ive
additional examples of the arbitrary conduct
of His Honor which in all fairness
disqualifies him from any adj udicatory
function in this matter, but it would serve no
useful purpose since His Honor well knows his
feelings herein.
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WHEREFORE, your deponent
respectfully prays that the Hon. ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI be disqualified in this matter,
together with any other, further, and/or
different relief as to this Court may seem
just and proper in the premises.

ffi
Sworn to before me this
4th day of ltlay, 1977"

2. Also phvsically removed from the Surrogate

Court files was my reply affidavit on this motion

(Exhibit nAUn), the body of which reads as follows:

" GEORGE SASSOWER, first being duly sworn,
desposes, and sayss

This affidavit in is reply to the
affirmation in opposition of ERNEST G. WRUCK,
Esq. dated May 6, 1977. '

Thus far such affirmation is the only
affirmation received by your deponent with
respect to the motions returnable on May 17,
L977.

1. The affirmation of ERNEST G. WRUCK, Esq.
is devoid of any factual matter nor does the
representative of the infants herein refute
the factual assertions set forth in the moving
paPers.

2. Significantly the affirmation of ERNEST
' G. WRUCK, Esq., makes no attempt to explain

his conduct in recognizing your deponent as
the executor of this estate from the date of
his appointment until March L7, L977.

3. Neither does the affirmation'of ERNEST G.
WRUCK, Esq.7 explain in what manner, if such
be the case, the conduct of the Surrogate on
March L7, L977 inured to the benefit of those
he represented.
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The fact is that the conduct of the
Surrogate on March 17, L977 was without
rational, practical r and legal justification
and detrimental to the best interests of the
infants represented by ERNEST G. WRUCK, Esq.

WHEREEORE, your deponent respectfully
prays that the motions be granted in aII
respect o -

Sworn to before me this
16th day of !{ay, L977."

3. The Report of the Referee continues (72)
n The second motion for recusal is to
sinilar effect and contains additional
factors.

He (respondent) recites that it t^,iI1
be necessary to call the Surrogate as a
witness ... (Dennis v. Sparks, 449 U.S. 24
[101 S.Ct. 1gm5]). He also
stated that he would have to call Law
Assistants and other personnel.

4. Petitioner, the Grievance Committee, in its
Memorandum, to this Court states (p. 7)t

" Petitioner does not argue with respondentrs
contention at the proceeding that the case of
Dennis _ y. Spqrks ( supra ) stands for theproposition that a i udqe doeS not lave
lmmunlty trom testltylng ...

The Grievance Committee is nizant that
testimony a ocumentary evidence int to

e fae at res ent was act, tho
not a attorneys a

the Surrosate st e executor even
after service o e Marc
removing him. . ..'
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5. The petitioner agreed that Judge Signorelli's
decisions that my papers nfail(s) to a1lege any facts or
1aw warranting the reI ief sought" was whoIly
unsupportable and, that that charge unlike those based

on other judicial opinions referred to in its Amended

Petition, should be stricken 111145, 46).

5. The bodies of my two other affidavits read as

follows (Exhibits n51" and "52"):
rr GEoRGE sAssowER, Esq., f irst being duly
sworn, deposes, and says!

That he is the executor of the above
estate r dnd cont,ends he is such
notwithstanding any Orders of this Court for
legal reasons not, pertinent to this
appl ication.

The issue that eventually will be the
subject of a plenary trial will be the conduct
of Hon. ERNEST L. SIGNORELTI, his Law
Secretary, his taw Assistants, the attorneys
for the interested partles, and the parties
themselves between March 9, 1976 until March
17 , L977, with respect to the Order of this
Court of the former date.

That your deponent intends to call the
aforementioned as hostile and/or adverse
witnesses on his behalf in support of his
contentions.

Since the Hon. ERNEST L. SIGNORETLI will
be one of the primary witnesses, if not the
prime witness, needed by your deponent, I do
not believe that it would be proper or
appropriate for His Honor to further
participate in this matter any further.
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That this appl ication is without
prejudice to other applicati.ons to be made by
your deponent in this matter. For reasons
appearing in the other applications same is
being multifurcated.

WHEREFORE, your deponent respectfully
prays that an Order be entered disqualifying
the Hon. ERNEST L. SIGNORELTI from further
participation as Surrogate in this matter
together with any other, further, and/or
different relief as to this Court may seem
just and proper in the premises.

ffi
Sworn to before me this
30th day of April t 1977."

" GEORGE SASSOWER, first being duly sworn,
deposes, and sayss

This affidavit is in support of a motion
to vacate the Orders of this Court dated March
27, L975 and March 9th, 1976 grounded on the
fact that this Court did not have jurisdiction
to enter the aforementioned Orders and
particularly to remove an executor with due
and proper notice to all parties interested in
the estate and proceedings.

That the aforementioned Orders were
initiated by application made by one of the
Iegatees.

Except for the executor no one interested
in this estate was g iven notiee of such
proceed ing s .

Deponent contends that without notice to
other part,ies interested in the estate the
executor may not be removed.

WHEREFORE, deponent prays that the relief
requested herein be in all respects granted.

Sworn to before me this
6th day of May, 1977"
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Surrogate Signorelli testified (Oct. 22, 1981,

stt 129 ) z

'Q. Yes or no. Yes or no. Were
there two motions?
A. I know the decision says that.

Q. Okay. I show you Exhibit 54 in
evidence, and ask you to produce all papers
which were used in that order where your
wherein you denied my motions? (Documents
handed to the witness.)
A. A11 papers that were utilized?

Q.
A.

file on that.

Right.
WelI, Mr. Sassower, here is the

Q. Then, I ask you to produce the
notice of motion dated May 4, L977 r my
affidavit of May 4, L977, and my affidavit of
May 16, L977, all mentioned in the order of
September L2, L977, which is here marked as
Exhibit No. 54 in evidence.

oaa

A. I do not have any notice of
motion dated May 4th. ...
0. I understand that. Let me

explain exactly what the situation is: Your
decision says, two motions. Your order
recites two motions. And yet your papers only
have one motion.

A. For disqual if ication. n
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SIGNORELTIIS PUBLISHED tIE #11

Surrogate Signorelli further compounds his

distortions as he continues his published statement:

'Mr. Sassower brought on .. Ia] motion ...
Ifor] an examination before trial of one of
the objectants. ... IThe] examination before
trial motion [was granted] . The party to bb
examined before trial, who incurred the loss
of a dayts wages2 appeared for the examinat.ion
on the scheduled dater but Sassower defaulted
in appearance.'

By Notice to Examine before Trial, I, sought

to examine Edward Kelly in Supreme Court' Queens County.

When neither Edward Kelly nor his attorney

appeared for such examination, I moved for relief.

On Thursday, April 28, L977, Surrogate

Signorelli set such examination 'down for the following

t'londay, May 2, L977, in Riverhead.

On Friday, April 29, L977, Edward Kelly wrote

to Surrogate's Court partially as follows (Exhibit

"cLt, ) :

"Kindly adjourn this matter, since I have not
been given sufficient time by the court to
prepare myself. ... I advised him [Mr. Abuza]
that I must know well in advance in order to

" notify my employer so that they might have a
replacement ready. This short notice of
appearance would be a definite hardship for
me. ...'
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In my recusal affidavit of May 4,

(Exhibit 'AT'), I stateds

L97 7

n 2. On April 28, L977 Hon. ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI set down the examination of EDWARD
KELLY f or Monday ttay 2 , L977 al though your
deponent stated that he had other engagements
and commitments and the attorney for EDWARD
KETLY stated that he did not know if his
client could ' be avaiLable on such short
notice

Furthermore, His Honor desi.red sr-lch
examination to be held in this Courthouse
although deponent resides in Westchester
County, the attorney for EDWARD KELLY resides
and has his offices in New York County, and
the said EDWARD KELLY resides in Oueens
County. .

As matters turned out the said
EDWARD KELLY did noL appear and wrote a letter
to this Court to that effect.

That on l,lay 2, L977 your deponent
was out of this stater ds he advised the
Surrogate at the t,ime His Honor f ixed the time
and pIace."

Mr. Abuzars testimony as described in the

Report of the Referee, follows (p. 75-76)z

"Q. Now do you recall that at that
hearing (June 8, L977 ) the Judge fixed the
examination date to be June 13, L977?
A. f believe so. I know he fixed a

date.

Q. And do
anythingrf said to the
at that time?
A. I donrt

you recall what, i f
Judge about that date

recaI1.
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Q. WeII, did I tell the Judge that
I would be available that day?
A. I donrt recaIl. Do you have a

transcript of that?

o.
hearing as
that date?
A.

Q.

Did I teII you after the
to whether I would be available on

I donrt recall.
Do you have any recollection of

me telling you that I was scheduled to be at
the Court of Appeals, and from there I was
going to Massachusetts?

A. You well may have. I did not
set that date. The Court set it.

Q. But you donrt recalI me telling
the Court that I have a prior appointment at
the Court of Appeals?
A. You may well have. I donr t denY

that you d i.d . '
STGNoRELL{rS PUBLTSHED LrE *12

Once more, hiding facts helpful to my legal

posture, Judge Signorelli continues his published

misstatement by saying:

"The trial dater dt petitioner's requestr had
been adjourned from June I' L977, to June 15,
L977".

On May 29, Lg77 , T executed and served the

following affidavit Ialso now similarly rgmoved from the

Surrogater s Courtr s file or being deliberately

suppresPedl, the body of which reads (Exhibit "CK"):

' GEORGE SASSOWER, Esg., first being
duly sworn, deposes, and sayss ,

1. Your dePonent assumes that the
within matter will not be on the calendar for
June 1, L977 since-f'e Surrogate exPressly
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sLated on at least two (21 occasions that the
matter may not be placed down for trial
without a Note of Issue and such Note of Issue
has not as yet been served.

2. Pending at the present time is a
mot,ion to examine EDWARD KELLY, arising out of
his default in appearing for examination May
23, 1977

3. On June 1, L977 7 lour deponent has
been assigned to pick a jury in Supreme Court:
Queens County in the action of GOTDBERG v.
GODBOLT. This action pending in Queens County
should be completed by June 15, L977.

WHEREFORE, your deponent prays that
this matter be marked accordingly.

ffi
As Surrogate Signorelli himself admitted, the

Note of Issue vras not f iled until June 13, L977 (Oct.

30, 1981, SM 55-66 ) : therefore r ds stated in my

aforesaid affidavitr the matter should not have been on

the trial calendar, in accordance with the specific rule

Court (22 NYCRR S 1 83 0 .21 ) andof the Surrogate I s

Surrogate Signorel,l

effect. In any case,

i t s express statements to that

my aforesaid affidavit of actual

engagement offered in connection with a first-time on

trial daLe (even were the ease properly on the calendar)

should certainly have sufficed to have avoided a

published judicial censure.
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SIGNORELTIIS PUBTISHED LIE *13

Surrogate Signorelli further stated in his
published statement:

" On the scheduled dat,e for trial [June 15,
L9777 , counsel representing the publ ic
Administrator advised the court that he could
not, proceed to trial because of Sassower'i.s
refusal to comply with the courtrs order of
April 28 | 19'77 | directing him to turn over the
assets of the estate to the publ ic
Administrator. tr

The nexus between turning over the assets of
the Estate and proceeding to an accounting triaI,
neither Surrogate Signorelli nor his appointees ever

explained, nor is there any rational or necessary

connection.

If this were, in fact, the reason

counsel Iwho had been Signorellirs campaign

could not proceed to trial, he should have

vacate the Statement of Readiness filed by the

Ianother appointee of Surrogate Signorelli]

s1830.21).

that the

manage rl

moved to

Guard ian

( 22 NYCRR

The purpose of a Statement of Readiness is to

prevent'such agplications at trial. Certainly, if anyone

were unable to proceed to trial, there is a duty to

advise beforehand, and thereby avoid wasted preparation

and a needless trip by me travelling from New Rochelle

all the way out to Riverhead.
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STGNoRELLI'S PUBLTSHEp r{rE * 14

Surrogate Signorell i continues in his

inj urious publ ished fabrication of the facts, as

follor*s:

'when questioned by the court, Sassower
informed the court that he would not accede to
the courtts direction ...'.

Petitioner, in its Memorandum to this Court'

sLates (pg. 8):

" CHARGE EIGHT alleges that respondent was
contemptuous of the Suffolk County Surrogate's
Court and the Surrogate.

On June 15, L977, the day respondent
turned over documents on the Estate of Eugene
Paul Ke11y, a colloquy took place between
Surrogate Signorelli and respondent, which is
the basis of CHARGB EIGHT.

As Surrogate Signorelli testified on
October 22, 1981 at this disciplinary
proceed ing, the respondent t . . . stated he
would not obey the order.' (p. 31)".

Significantly, the Grievance Committee does

not allege that I would not obey the order (because it

knows that it is untru€)r but rather it rests on the

patently perjured testimony of Surrogate Signorelli when

he falsely swore at the hearings that I nstated that tll
would not obey the order'.
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The Court transcript upon which Surrogate

Signorelli relies for his published and testified-to
statement, reads as follows (Amended Petition tt54):

"THE COURT: ...Th€ direction of this
court is not negotiable. You have been removed
-I reiterate and remind you you have been
removed as fiduciary in this case, and further
ordered by the court to turn over the assets
and books and records pertinent to this estate
to the Public Administrator; notwithstanding
that you may consider my order un1awful, I
have asked you to do this. Nowr rny question to
you is: Do you intend to obey this order? You
have not done it up to now.
MR. SASSOWER:

THE COURT:
order?
MR. SASSOWER:

THE COURT:
MR. SASSOWER:

Right.

Do you intend to obey this

I would make

I am asking you right now.
I dontt know, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Just please answer
question. I want it answeied now.
MR. SASSOWER: When the papers come

from Mr. Berger -

my

in

THE COURT! r You 'don I t know? You, a
lawyer and member of the Bar? will you obey my
order?

It{R. SASSOWER: I didn't say that. I will
determine after looking it over, based on what
1,1r. Berger puts in the papers, as to whether I
am correct and whether the order is lawful or
un1awfuI.

THE COURT: I am not concerned with
what you are going to do. I am asking you now.
Are you going to turn over in conformity with
this order, the assets, the books and records
of this estate to the Public Administrator

Insofar as - -MR. SASSOWER:
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THE COURT:
directed you to do?
Yes or no?
MR. SASSOWER:

no.

THE COURT:
my order?
!IR. SASSOWER:

THE COURT:
MR. SASSOWER:

THE COURT:

-which I have so
Are you going to do that?

I couldn I t answer yes or

Then you j ust won't obey

I cannot say that.
You cannot say that?
No Sir.
You realLze, as a result

of your wilful refusal to obey the order of
this court, that that will result in your
being held in contempt of this court and fined
in the amount of $250.00 or thirty days in
jail r of, both? Now, I ask you once again, Mr.
Sassower, and I might, add parenthetically, in
eighteen in the eighteen years that I have
been a Judge, I never saw fit to judge any
lawyer to be held in contempt. I hope I donrt
have to do that today, but I tell you that
now, and I ask you: Do you intend to obey the
order of this court, and turn over the books
and records, assets and property of this
estate to the Public Administrator?

II,IR. SASSOWER: Again, Your Honor, dt this
point, at this point in time, I couldnr t
answer t

THE COURT: Mr. Wruck, I am
this matter to June 22, L977, at
wanL ful1 compliance by that date.

MR. SASSOWER: The next train
8:30, and doesnrt get me here until

THE COURT: Allrighti make

adjourning
9:30 AM. I

starts at
11:30.

it 11:30"
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SIGNORELLIIS PUBLISITED LIE # 15

Surrogate Signorelli also published:

" IGeorge Sassower] assured the court that he
would comply and was granted an adjournment to
June 22, 1977, for that purpose."

1. Surrogate Signorelli omitted to state" that
even before the colloquy quoted hereinabove, f had

substantially complied with his turnover directive.
2. The Report of the Referee states (p. 62-65)z

" [On June 15, L97 6 ] t tl here was
considerable colloquy. The conclusion was
reached that the respondent would go to the
basement, where the Public Administrator's
office was located, and turn over documents
for photocopying. This was to be done by Mr.
Berger.

Berger and the respondent proceeded to
the basement and the task was commenced. The
respondent had two brief cases.

An employee of the Administrator's oifice
started the process. This went on from some
time in the morning unt.il some time in the
afternoon. So far', aII parties agree.

Berger claims thatr dt some point in the
afternoon, the respondent plcked up his brief
cases and ran out of the building.

The respondentrs version is that he told
Berger that he had to leave to catch the last
train that would get him to New York City. He
left many documents behind for photocopying.
He advised Berger that he would contact him
shortly to arrange for resumption of the
process. ,
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A further conplication arose, according
to the respondent, due to a light outage.
Berger recalls no such incident, but the
Surrogate does. However he did not know
whether this interfered with the photocopying.

aaa

In addition, the respondent testified
that he telephoned Berger on June 20 [should
be 211 for the purpose of arranging to turn
over the balance of the papers. Berger never
r:::rn"u his cal1.

The Public Administrator ... is not aware
of any missing or outstanding paPers. ...

While the Surrogate and Mr. Berger allege
that the order to turn over all documents has
not been compl ied with, there is no evidence
to support that belief, unless you credit
those transmitted in June 1981.

Accordingly, it
respondent substantially
directing the turnover of
Administrator.

appears that the
complied with orders
papers to the Public

It, is therefore respectfully recommended
that charge four be dismissed."

3. Petitioner, the Grievance Committee, in moving

to confirm the Report of the Referee on this charge,

stdtes (p. 5):
o Neither Berger nor llastroianni Ithe
Public Administratorl had a clear picture of
what documents respondent neglected to turn
over. FataI to this charge is Mastroianni's
testimony of November 4, 1981 (p. 741 that he
does not know if there are any missing
documents.

The Grievance Committee moves to confirm
the recommendation of dismissal of CHARGE
FOUR.'t
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4. Surrogate Signorelli testified (Oct. 30, 1981,

sM 31-3) :

"Q. But, in any event, were you
a$rare, prior to June 22ndt L977, that I did
turn over to Mr. Berger some books and records
and documents of the estate of Eugene PauI
Kelly?
A. I was aware you had turned over

some papers, yes.

Q. So that at least prior to June
22, 1977 there was partial compliance with
your direction, is that correct?
A. I donrt know if that would

consist of partial compliance. f learned you
turned over some papers. Now, what, those
papers specifically were, I do not know. So
whether that was partial compliance I am not
in any position to telI you that.

Q. Were you also advised that when
I left the courthouse to catch the last train
from Riverhead to New York City that I left
behind sufficient papers to keep the PubIic
Administratorrs office busy the rest of the
afternoon photostatingi yes or no?

A. No.

Q. By tnot, 'do you mean you were
not so advised or you $rere advised to the
contrary?
A. I was not advised that you had

left sufficient number of papers, as you put
it, to keep the PubIic Administrator busy that
afternoon.

0. Did T., when
courthouse on June I5, L977,
papers and documents in
Administratorr s office?
A. I have already

you left some papersrr .

I left the
leave certain

the Publ ic
testified thaL
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SIGNORETLIIS PUBLISHED LIES * 15

Surrogate Signorelli further published:

'Pursuant to a warrant of committment [George
Sassower was epprehe4ded by the Sheriff of
Suffolk County on June 13, L977, and brought
before the court, whereupon he $ras given an
opportunity to purge himself of contempt. When
he persisted in his refusal to comp-}yw:L.!! thE.

tne Suffolk
ffi serve his sentence.r'

1. The manner by which I came to be before the

Surrogaters Court and Surrogate Signorelli on June 23,

L977 is legally irrelevant (Gefstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S.

103, 119r 95 S.Ct. 854, 865, 43 L.Ed.2d 54, 58), except

to one bent upon inflicting maximum harm to me. Such

damage would be the natural, indeed, inevitable result
of making it public.

I am certain that every member of this Court

is aware that the almost invariable practice is for the

law enforcement authorlties to first telephone you and

request that you appear voluntarily.

I am certain that this Court recognizes that

Surrogate Signorelli doubtless instructed the Suffolk

County Sheriffrs Office that they should not telephone

rner but ratherr of taxpayers expense, make the long trip

from Riverhead to New Rochelle and arrest me without

advance warning.
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In giving that, instruction to the Sheriff rs

Offlce, he was plainly performing not a judicial, buL a

police function.
If there be any question of police functions

being performed by the j udiciary, o:." need only to

examine the circumstances surrounding my arresE pursuant

to a second warrant'of.commitment. Incidently, this was

also as a result of an in absentia trial, conviction,

and sentence, rendered the first time it rras on for

hearing and while I was in the midst of a trial in

Supreme Court, Bronx County.

Despite written notice to the Sheriff of

Suffolk County that I would voluntarily submit to arrest

in Supreme Court, New York, Bronxt oE Westchester

Counties, or at any other place where f could obtain an

immediate Writ of Habeas Corpus, 8t a time conyer\ient to

them, they refused the offer. Instead they made

countless forays (at taxpayersr expense) over a period

of several months into Westchester County and New York

City'in futile attempts to arrest under circumstances

that would be embarrassing to me and my family.
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There was never any question that such police

actions were as a result of instructions of Surrogate I s

Court, Suffolk County. All this Court or Mr. Justice

MoIIen need do is request the Suffolk County Sheriff for

an explanation, including the cost incurred for such

activities, and it will become evident that there was

improper judicial involvement.

When t,he Second Jud icial Department does

nothing about such outrages and the First Judicial

Department does nothing to protect attorneys on trial in

that Department from Judges in the Second Department,

then federal intervention to protect federal

constitutional rights seems cIear, even under the

standards of Mr. Justice Rehnquist.

Nevertheless, the Surrogateis choice of the

word "apprehended"; rather than the simple 'arrested"
(as a result of the first warrant) , suggests that I was

'Public Enemy *1", secreting myself to avoid arrest.

Unknown to the reader ls that this could hardly be true,

since not only was there never any charge lodged against

me, but the trial, conviction, sentencing were all in

absentia,withoutanypriornoticewhatsoever,@
aware of any ar,rest warrant.
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2. Since the warrant, of arrest provided I was to

be committed to the County Jail (Exhibit. rrBTrr), why was

I not taken directly there, where I could obtain a Writ
of Habeas Corpus, but instead taken to Surrogate

Signorelli, where I could no=t?

3. The reader is also unaware that the statement

that I "persisted in [my] refusal to comply" is a

blatant falsehood, as shown by the stenographic minutes

of Surrogaters Court.

Surrogate Signorelli testified (Oct. 30, 1981,

sM 5l):
. tQ. Is everything you told the

Deputy Sheriff, once the court proceedings
commenced, on the transcript of that day?
A.

Q.
A.

Once the proceedings commenced?

Right.
Everything to my knowledge was

transcribed.

The transcript of'June 23, L977, in this
respect reads as follows (pp. 8-11 [Rec. oD Appeal,

A68-A71, 65 A.D.2d 757, 4O9 N.y.S.2d 762112

"THE COURT: ...What I want to know
from your Mr. Sassower, is : Are you going to
comply with my order?
IjlR. SASSOWER: Sir, I will comply. Right

now I am a defendant who hhs bEen convicted by
order of this court, and I reluctantlf-mus!
tahe.Jny lega1 rights an@
privileges. In any event, Your Honor, I have

-

no doubt in my mind that Your Honor has
disqualified himself.
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THE COURT: ... I an asking You again,
is it your intention to comply with my order?
MR. SASSOWER3 ... A11 I want is a trial

right no!{, or a writ of habeas corpus signed
by a j udge so that I can pursue my legal
remedies just like anyone else.

THE COURT: ... what I want to know
from you if you are going to comply with my
order ... I told you that I want my order
complied with unconditionally.. . o. Are you
going to eomply with the order?
MR. SASSOWER: Your Honorr may I --

THE COURT: Are You going to comPIY
with my order?
MR. SASSOWER: I would like to make a

phone call, and be given the 'liberty in the
company of the Sheriff, or anybody else you
agree to, as I am desirous of pursuing an
application for a writ. of habeas corpus..

THE COURT: A11 You are to do, as far
as I am concerned r You are to comply with my
ordgr. . . .

It{R. SASSOWER: Could I go
justice of the SuPreme Court?

THE COURT: You are not to be
transferred anywhere but to the county jai1,
my friend."

before a
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The shocking and palpably false resPonse of

Surrogate Signorelli at the hearing of October 30, 1981

to a question posed by Judge MeIia, after Surrogate (a

former County Court Judge) Signorelli, responded to ny

qL!est ion in his usual evasiveT enignatic manner, tells

an unbelievable story (SM 63-64):

"THE REPEREE: That was not the question.
ti:E-lueEffin was: Did you believe that he
lGeorge Sassower] had a rig.ht to advance the
5 th Amendment and
@e point that he interposed the
5th Amendment?
THE WITNESS:

@-"
Ne, I bel ieve he d id not

The highpoint of these hearings occurred on

October 30, 1981 (SM 54-54), with Surrogate Signorelli

testifying under cross-examination.

Judge MeIia listened patiently over many

sessions to a constant stream of lies and deceptions by

Charles Z. Abuza, Esg. and Surrogate Signorelli, both at

the hearings and as shown to have been committed

elsewhere by them, but His Honor never lost h is

composure or in any way showed disrespect for any

witness.

It had been fully established and conceded by

everyone, including Surrogate Signorelli that on June

22, Lg?7, I had been tried, convicted, and sentenced,

all in absentia ( St'l 45-45 ) .
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After Surrogate Signorelli gave several dodges

to my question as to whether I had been 'charged" with

criminal contempt, the following was asked of Surrogate

Signorelli (SM 48):
ITTHE REFEREE: Just a moment. The question is
whether or not on that day you Iegally charged
him [George Sassower]. That is what we are
down to. rr

Surrogate Signorell i continued with his
guilef uI equivocations to Judge Meliars quest 

-tons. C--
Finally, when he could no longer S_"_:_Id avoid a

direct response, and after admitting that I was not

"charged" in writi.g, this former Assistant District

Attorney, County Court Judge, and presently Acting

Supreme Court JusticeT Ernest, L.'SignorelIi, in response

to Judge Meliars bluntly-put question as to whether I

'was charged orally' actually stated (SI,1 50):

"WeIl, J donrt know what thd word rcharge'
means pr

Everyone, including Judge MeIia, Iistened in

dumbfounded silence as Surrogate Signorelli

non-responsively rambled on. Ironically, the following

comment was included in his remarks:

'I might add, lrP IGE?rqejgassoyer] never
answered Fny questions directly ...
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After stiIl more obvious shiftiness
Surrogate Signorelli, the following appears (SM 5l ):

,Q. At any time prior to June 22,

by

L977 [the date I was tried, convicted, and
sentenced in q!_Eg_nEel , did you advise me that
a hearingrc:Gll-would take place on the
contempt on June 22, L977?
A.

Q.
A.

No, but I did advise you --
Yes or no?
Irm sorry, I cannot answer that

question in that way."

At t,hat, the Ref eree, himself a former

Assistant District Attorney and Criminal Court Judge,

looking directly at former Assistant District Attorney

and County Court Judge, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, sternly,
but without raising his voice, stated (SM 51):

" Yes r you can , Jrudge . "

It took another two pages of testimony before

Surrogate Signorelli finally admitted that the answer

was 'No" (SM 53).

The point having been made very clearly, the

Referee, probably correctly, but to my disappointment,

would not permit a final blow when Surrogate Signorelli
was flat on the mat, and deservedly so. The question

that Judge llelia would not permit to be asked at that

point, but I respectfully suggest that it should be
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asked by Presiding Justice Mollen or the Commission on

Judicial Conduct is:
'Q. Did you know on June 22, L977
that the procedure that you followed was
unlawful? "

Another question that should be asked of
Surrogate Signorelli is what lies did he convey to

Associate Justice FRANK A. GULOTTA on June 23, L977,

when, a colleague of mine learning of my predicament,

presented a Writ of Habeas Corpus to the Appellate
Division?

Obviously, Surrogate Signorelli, not only

fatsely stated in the Contenpt Order and Warrant of
Commitment that my alleged conduct was "committed during

a sitt,ing of the court and in its immediate view and

presence', but, undoubtedly, made such false

representation to Mr. Justice Gulotta also.

Former Assistant District Attorney, former

County Court Judge, now Acting Supreme Court Judge,

Ernest t. Signorelli knew that my alleged contemptuous

conduct did not take place in his "immediate view and

presencen, since he took a perjurious inquest in order

to establish that fact.
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Does t,his Court bel ieve that had ilustice

Gulotta not been misinformed as t,o the procedural truth

about my incarceration, the former Presiding Justice and

former District Attorney Gulotta would have denied me

bail pending a hearing?

The picture I document portrays a tyrant who

cares not for any constitution or law, except his own.

He has lied to and about me- He has lied about

my wife. He has lied to Justice Mollen and Justice

Gulotta. He lied to the Grievance Committee. He lied to

Judge llelia, and to others.

He duped Justice MoI1en, Justice Gulotta,

Judge ltishler, and the Grievance' Commlttee.

For his own ulterior ends he has usurped the

authority of his office to defame me and my wife. He has

exceeded his authority, abused his influence, and

direct,ed the sheriff of suffolk county as to how he

should operate his office. He has imposed his will uPon

the Attorney Generalts Office to opPose my writ when

they knew that it, had to be granted eventually, and then

compelled that office to take an appeal when they knew

it was meritless and told him so.
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Ee has breached the integrity and independence

of other courts, as we11, intruding therein his

behind-the-scene tentacles wherever another jurisdiction

had control over my actions

This is not a disciplinary proceeding against

rn€ r but Surrogate S ignorel l i ' s retal iatory attempt to

destroy me for resisting him, his methods, and

everything he stands for.
I intend to cont inue setting forth my

documentation so that his true portrait is seen to be as

ugly as the final visage of Dorian Gray at the end of-\
that story. Nevertheless, in putting together t,his

document, I have only included evidence of high-quality

and omitted situations wherein he has involved others,

essentiatly innocent, in his intrigue, for I am mindful,

as Mr. Justice Cardozo stated in Berrizi v. Krause 1239

N.Y. 315, 318), that "misbehavior though without taint
of corruption or fraud may be born of indiscretion.'

Surrogete Signorellirs incredible testimony,

briefly set forth hereinbefore, is nol, given in greater

deta i1 ( St't 45-54 ) :

"Q. Did you on that date [June 22,
L9771 charge tn€r try ffi€r find me guilty and
sentence me to the county jail for crimlnal
contempt?
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THE REFEREE: Yes, that is repetitious. That
is a matter of record here.
!lR. SASSOWER: So it is conceded that the

anshref iS yeS?
THE REFEREE: Yes, it is a matter of record

here.

MR. SASSOWER: Then I was found guilty of
criminal contempt is one aspect of it; t,hat I
was charged on that day, that I was tried on
that day, that I was found guilty on that day,
and I was sentenced on that day?

THE REFEREE: Yes. All right.
Q. Or was I charged on that day?
THE REFEREE: Did all of those things happen

on that, day?
THE WITNESS: No.

Q. 'What happened insofar as the
charge, the trial, the finding of guilty and
sentencing, what happened on June 22nd?
A. I wlll have to go back to June

I5th to ansvrer your question because the two
dates are related. There was a chain of
events that took place commencing on June 15th
and culminating on June 22nd.

THE REFEREE: The question is: What happened
on June 22nd?

THE WITNESS: On June 22nd, I conducted a
hearing, and, after conducting this hearing, I
made a determination that you had violated my
order directing you to turn over to the Public
Administrator the books, records and property
of the estate; and once having made that
determination, I then adjudged you to be
guilty of criminal contempt.
.Q.
I charged with
What date?

A.

Q.
A.

provis ions
750 of the

Okay --
I gave you

and the admonitions
Judiciary Law.

the Notice
as required by

The question is, sir: When was
the crime of criminal contempt?

June 15th.
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Q. And could You show us where in
the transcript on June 15th I was charged with
criminal contempti and would you read from the
transcript, if you contend the transcript is
correct?

THE WITNESS: No, nor the charge is
interspersed in that entire transeript; there
was a long colloquy that occurred between you
and me. '

THE REFEREE: Just a noment. The question is
whether or not on that day you Iegally charged
him. That is what we are down to.

THE WITNESS: If your Honor please, the way I
did it that day, as I advised him I asked
him whether or not he had conplied with my
order.

THE REFEREE: No, no --
THE WITNESS: I gave him all of the

admonitions and I said if he continued to
violate my order he could be adj udged in
contempt of court. 

.

THE REFEREE: You Put him on notice?
THE WITNESS: I did.

THE REFEREE: IS it fAiT
charge him that day?

to say you did not

THE WITNESS: Then, if Your
then, just before I was going
in contempt, he then assured
comply and I therefore staYed
of contempt.

II{R. SASSOWER:
question.

THE REFEREEI

Honor please,
to adjudge him

me that he would
my adj udication

l,tR. SASSOWER: I move to strike that, your
Honor, not only as it is not within the
record, but --
THE REFEREE: JUSI A MOMCNI.

It is not resPonsive to the

I'lotion granted.
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0. Sir, can you
June 15, L977 you charged
contempt?

show us where on
me with criminal

THE REFEREE: As a matter of law, was he
charged that day with criminal contempt by
you?

THE WITNESS: We11, if your Honor please,
first -- was he charged in writing? No. No,
he was not charged in writing.

THE REFEREE: WeIl, was he charged orally?
THE WITNESS: WeI1, I donrt know what the

lvgrd t ctrerge t mea?s, pr
the contempt provisions as contained in 750,
they require, when there is a contempt
committed in open court, that the judge advise
the contemnor about his actions and what those
actions are 1ikely to result in because of his
violation of a court order in open court; and
that is what I proceeded to do on that day. It
was a long and extensive colloquy, and I might
add, he never answered any questions directly,
but I had to engage in that colloquy and f
gave him all of the admonitions and the
required notices. '

THE REFEREE: That is a conclusion. Next
question.

Q. Did you try me on June 15,
1977?
A. I have already said that I did

not try you on June 15th.
THE REFEREE: The answer is tnot.

Did you charge me on June 22nd?
I had already advised you

Judge, please, I am anxious to
here as quickly possible.
No, I did not charge you on

Q.
A.

THE REFEREE:
get you out of

THE WITNESS:
June 22nd.

Q.
A.

Did you try me
I conducted

on June 22nd?
a hearing and
complied with my

in contempt.
determined that you had not
order and adjudged you to be
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a.
L977, d id
trial would
22, Lg77?
A.

Q.
A.

THE REFEREE:
THE WITNESS:

question in that h,ay.

THE REFEREE:
ISignor,elli].
THE WITNESS: With all due respect, Judge

THE REFEREE: Now, please, please. Now, I
have given both sides latitude, but a lot of
questions can be answered simply. In many
instances you want to make explanations and
many instances I have permitted it. Now, that
unfortunately leads to greater argumentation.
Those matter which are worthy, of necessity,
to be explainedr cdn be done on redirect.
Ordinarily I like to avoid that, but
unfortunately we get into confrontation and
argumentation so we wi.Il stick to the
question. Was he advised between the 15t,h and
22nd that this hearing would be conducted on
the 22nd, is t,hat your question?
IrtR. SASSOWER: Thank your your Honor.
THE WITNESS: By me, is that by me?

Q. By anybody.
THE REFEREE: Now --
MR. SASSOWER: Irm sorry, your Honor.
THE WfTNESS: Vincent Berger sent you a

letter on June 17th.

THE REFEREE: To your knowledge or on
information and belief : iffi
have rrras he advised that there would be a

-ur Honor.
THE WIfNESS: I told him on June 15th --

At any time prior to June 22,
you advise me that a hearing or
take place on the contempt on June

No, but I did advise you --
Yes or no?
Irm sorry, I ca,nnot answer that

Yes, you can, Judge

No, nor please!
June 22nd?
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THE REFEREE: In belween?
THE WITNESS: !9.
THE REFEREE: All right.
THE WITNESS: &.
Q. After the hearing you conducted

on June 22, L977, did you find me guilty?
THE REFEREE: That is in the record, the

answer is tyest.

Q. Did your between the time you
found me guilty and the time you sentenced flr€r
did you give me any opportunity to make any
motions and an arrest of j udgment, off the
':::'u'
Q. Okay, between the time you

found ne guilt,y and the t ime of sentencing,
how much time elapsed?
A.

day.

0.

You were sentenced that same

was I given any opportunity to
make any motions or make any plea?

THE REFEREE: That is really redundant. The
record demonstrates you were not there and you
were sentenced the same day. That is
unnecessary burdening of the record.

Q. Did you know on June 22, L977
that the procedure that you followed was
unlawful?
l,lR. GRAYSON: Objection.
THE REFEREE: Sustained.

STGNoRELLI PUBLISHEp LrE # 17

Surrogate Signorelli continues :

'On the same day, E procured a writ of habeas
corpus from a Justice of the Appellate
oivision, Second Department, who scheduled ttre
matter for a hearing on the following day,
June 24Eht 1977, in the Suffolk County Supreme
Court. The said Appellate Division Justice
denied his application for bail. Later-, that
same aav, rrs-lpplied for and receiTffi'nother
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writ of habeas corpus from a Suffolk County
Supreme Court Justice which contained a
provision for bail. In both hab3a" cgrpg"
appl ications, he aI1
application had been mad- fo--Ehe EeIief

1. Obviously since the Surrogate knew I was in

the Suffolk County Jail, he had to be aware that I'could
not physically have applied to the Appellate Division

for a Writ of Habeas Corpus in Brooklyn, New York. But

this flagrant defamation is lost to the ordinary reader,

as it was to the AppellaLe Division.
2. The time stamp of the Appellate Division, the

records of the Supreme Court, Suffolk County, the County

Jai1, and of the Appellate Division, all reveal, beyond

any doubt or dispute, that the applicatlon was initially
presented to Special Term of the Supreme Court, which

gave me all the relief I had requested, including bai1.

3. Obviously, also, the person who presented the

Writ of Habeas Corpus to the Appellate Division was

ignorant. of my application to the Supreme Court and

certainly would not have pursued it at the Appellate

Division had he known that all the relief desired had

already been granted by another Court.
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The average reader would not be expected,

however, to come to this evident conclusion, since the

Appellate Division, Second Judicial Department, with all
its staff, time and opportunity to deliberate, did not

recognize the obvious. In an opinion wherein (1). this

matter was not raised as an issue, (2 ) was not in the

record; (3) was 1ega11y irrelevant (Gerstein v. Pqgh

Isupra] ) and where ( 4 ) Signorell i's o]rn attorney Ithe

Assistant Attorney Generall himself admitted the falsity

of the statement privately on several occasions,

nevertheless, the Appellate Division gratuitously

adopted and incorporated it in its o!{n decision ( 65

A.D.2d 756. 757, 409 N.Y.S.2d 762, 7631 by saying:
n He then petitioned this courL for a writ
of habeas corpus and asked for bail pending
the hearing. A hearing on the writ r,vas
directed for the following day (June 24,
1977), but bail 1ras ge4!eq.

Within a few hours of that determination,
petitioner made application for a writ of
habeas corpus to a Justice of the Supreme
Court in Suffolk County, without mentioning
the prior application to this court. This was
in violation of the statute that requires t.hat
the petition for a writ I shall state * * * the
date, and the court or judge to whom made, of
every previous application for the writ, Iand]
the disposition of each such applicationr
(CPtR 7002, subd Ic], par. 6). The Justice
before whom the second application was made
directed a hearing on June 27, L977 and set
bail at $300." (Emphasis in the origlnal)
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Ironically, the only published appellate

decision that states that it is improper for an attorney

to falsely set forth that nno previous applications have

been madeoT is Sassower vo Signorelli (65 A.D.2d. 756,

409 N.Y.S.2d 7621 , a case where I, the attorney
involved, did not, and demonstrablyrphysical14 could not

have, set forth such false statement.

llust I, and my family name, forever bear that

unjustified "badge of infamy", frequently cited by my

professional peers, in support of their contentions in

other cases that such practice ( in _which I d id not

engage) by their adversaries is legaIly, as well as

morally, wrong?

The despicable aspect about the aforesaid

opinion of the Appellate Division (besides incorporating

defamatory facts not supported in the record) is that,

amazinglyr lt refused to correct such error when I

brought it to the Court I s at,tent ion on a motion to

reargue (even imposing cost,s on me for such righteous

effort ) .

u/
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When Surrogate Signorelli malls his libelous

tirade to Justice Mollen, he gets a 'Thank You' letter.

!{hen I advise the Appellate Division of an error in its

decision by seEting forth the truth, I get rebuffed and

socked with costs imposed upon met Unfortunatelye truth
is an expensive commodity in this community.

Suffice it to state, that the Grievance

Committee found no evidence that this false assertion

made by Surrogate Signorelli, and improperly adopted by

the Appellate Division, had any truth whatsoever, and to

their credit did not lodge any charge against me based

uPon same.

Eow did all this extraneous defamatory matter

not in the Record as presented to the Appellate Division

find its way into the published opinion of that Court?

Presumably from the statement that Surrogate

Signorelli sent to Presiding Justice Milton Mollen on

February 24, 1978, a'time when his appeal was pending ln

the Appellate Division or from some other ex parte

Signorelli source.
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STGN9RELLT'S PUBITSHED LrE * 18

Surrogate Signorelli continues:

'The hearing was ultimately conducted by
Supreme Court Justice Mclnerney who then
d ismissed the court I s contempt order on
technicel_g:cggg3 without plejudice to a
ffiempt proceedings.'

Surrogate Signorelli, a judge of twenty years,

r*ith six years in the county court, actually makes the

incredible published statement that the right to be

charged, and the right not to be triedr coovicted, and

sentenced, in absentia, in violation of the

constitutions of the United States and State of New

York, statutes of the State of New York, and Appellate

Division RuIes, are but 'technical" grounds for

dismissal.

Such a description manifestly reflects a moral

and ethical unfitness fof service on the bench of any

court, let alone the supreme court of New York state.

Even Archie Bunker would not describe

Surrogate Signorelli's procedures as only "technically"

de f icient.

S-IGNORE{,Ij.r I S PUBLT,SHE9 .trE, t, J 9

Judge Signorelli continues:

'r It is the contention of the understgned
Lhat, the said Supreme Cr:urt Justice preempted
the function of the ApPelIate Division in
choosing to act as an appellate court and
reviewinE the order of the Surrogate, a judge
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of coordinate jurisdiction. Since a proper and
complete record has been, in fact, compiled in
the Surrogate's Court, the contemnor's sole
recourse was to seek review of the. contempt
order by the Appellate Drvrsron. People v.
Zweig, 32 A.D.2d 659 (300 N.Y.S.2d 65) l2d
Dept.J; PeopJe v. Clinton, 42 A.D.2d 8I5 (346
N.y.s.2d ffiwaterhouse v. Ce}li,
7L Misc..2d 600 (336 N.m.
Monroe] . "

1. These three cases cited by Surrogate

SignoreIli, as well as every case.citing these three

cases, actually stand for the contrary proposition, to

that advanced by him.

There is no .poss ible h,ay that Surrogate

Signorelli can credibly contend to anyone that he did

not know that he turned a basic legal proposition around

one hundred eighty degrees, as shown by his own three

cited cases and the cases citing them.

Here again, Surrogate Signorelli has boldly

misrepresented the law in the same perverse manner as he

has been shown to have misstated or concealed the

relevant facts.

6. The relevant portions of the opinion of this

Court in Peoble v. Zweig (supra) are as follows:

" The People urge that the order is not
appealable and that the only way to review it
is by a proceeding under article 78 of the
CPLR. f,le disagree.

It is true that 5752 of the Judiciary Law
provides that a summary contempt adjudication
is reviewable by an article 78 proceeding; and
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in Matter of Douglas v. AdeI , 269 N.Y. 144

lan was held that
summary punishment for a criminal contempt
committed 'in the immediate view and presence
of the courtrr during a trial, is reviewable
only by an article 78 proceeding and ngt by
E-al. But the rationale of those cases (most
ffiE'ich involved contemptuous conduct during
a trial) was that there ordinarily is no
adequate record for review on a direct appeal
from such a contempt adjudication, so that an
article ?8 proceeding ordinarily must be
brought in order to create an adequate record
for Cfre appellate court. Moreover, 5752 of the
Judiciary Law does not say that an article 78
proceeding is the only way to review a summary
iOjuAication for cfinal contempt; -it merely
says that such adj ud icat ion can be so
reviewed, and several of the above-cited cases
seem to ind icate that such contempt
adjudication may be reviewed by a direct
apfeal if a -record haF alreadY been made which
is adequaEe for appellate review-

In the case at bar there clearly is a
record adequate for appellate review, since
the minutei of the proceedings before the
County Court disclose that the relevant issues
rrere lhoroughly discussed and the reasons for
appel I ant' i re fusal to answer were fu1 1y
sliteO and explained. fo addition, the parties
agree that there is nothing more lh3t they
c5uId state in an article 78 petition and
answer that is not already in the record
before us on this appeal. Hence, if we were to
hold this contempt order non-appealable and
were to relegate appellant to an article 78
proceeding, we rrould merely invite circuitous,
iedundant-Proceedingsr which in our opinion
are not required under exist,ing law."
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Can anyone

compeh,tency ln the law
V

the aforesaid case which supports Surrogate's

Slgnorellirs publlshed misrepresentation of Iaw that my

osole recourse was to seek (direct) review of the

contempt order by the Appellate Division"?

PIai.nly, ' th is case suPPorts the opposite

proposition, particularly where I was not charged, but

was tried, convicted, and sentenced, all in absent-iq.

Nine months before Surrogate Signorelli

published his invective against my wife and myself,

People v. Sanders 
1U, 

A.D.2d 515r 395 N.y.S.2d 190 [lst

Dept.J ), was rendered, wherein the Court stated (515,

191):

" Parenthetically, we note t'hat while we
are of the view t,hat the most apPropriate
procedural vehicle for review of summary
iontempt is an Article 78 proceeding
(Judiciary Law, S755), we nonetheless find
that in the case at bar there exists an
adequate record for appellate review and
therefore review by direct appeal may obtain
(Peoplg v. Zweig, ?2 A.D.2d 569, 300 N-Y-S-2d
e , 42 A.D.zd 815, 345
N.Y.S.ffi

with even minimal read ing

state that there is anYthing in
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Also to be noted is

published in the same volume,

as People v. Zweig (suPra),

Cahn v. vario (32 A.D-2d 564,

that decided the same dayt

official and unofficial,
is this Courtrs oPinion ln

300 N.Y.S.2d 657,659 t2d

il

Dept.J). wherein it stated:

" Appeal from an order of the County Court
wnich summarily adjudged appellant in

criminal contempt of court for conduct
comm j.tted in the Presence of the court. On
oral motion of the District Attorney ..., the
appeal is dismissed ...

No appeal from such order ordinarily
lies, the proper method of review being a
proceeding pursuant to article 78 of the CPLR

lpeople. v" l,olgo, 30 A.D.2d 828t 293 N.Y.S.2d
?ffi a summary Proceeding the
contemnor may not have adequate opportunity to
develop a competent record for appellate
review and in such circumstances may need an
article ?B proceeding to give him the chance
to develop the fuIl record reguired (People
v.Zweis, 32 A.D.2d 569, 300 N.Y.S.2d 651
#

TaEffie-a herewithl ). In the instant matter,
appellant apparently concluded that the record
of his appearance in the County Court lras not
full enough to suPport his views that he was
improperly punished for contempt of that
tribunal and so he bfo.ught on 3 hebgas, c.orpus
oroceed inq , which $ras transf ormed into an
article 7B_Irsssedlng and transterreo to Enls

ourt, Nassau CountY.

Under'-the circumstances, the instant
appeal is moot, and thls court will pass upon
the issues tendered in the art icle 78
proceeding (see People ex rel. Vario, Sf..v.
kreuser, 32 A.D.2A-5fl;-0O N;Y;s- 2d 655 [also
AecIae- herewithl )."
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b. Surrogat,e Si9norell l also cited People v'

CIj.nton (supra), in suPPort of his assertion.

In that case, the court st,ated ( 81 5,

345-346 ):
' Although an article 78 Proceedi-ng is the
usualffiew of a 'iudqment of

t .(JudiciarY i..*, SJ?21I
the parties here agree that, sr.nce tnere ls an
adequate record for appellate review in the
case at bar, review by aPpeal is apPropriate
(People v. ZYreigr 32 A-D.2d 569, 300 N.Y'S'2d
651)."

Certainlyrthiscase(whichwasalsocitedin

People v. Sanders [supral ), does not stand for Surrogate

Signorelli's assertion that my "sole- recourge' was a

direct appeal. It stands for precisely the opposite

propositionr 6s Surrogate Signorelli weII knew.

c. The third case cited by surrogate signorelli

was Waterhouse v. CelIi (suPra)

very similar to mY case -- wherein

stated (602-503, 963-954 ):.

a faetual situatlon

l,lr. Justice Rosenbaum

" Bot,h CPtR S 7801 ( 2 ) and Jud ic iary Law
S5752 and *"755 provide for Article 78
proceedings to review orders punishing. persons
ir*marily for contempt of court committed ln
the immediate view and presence of the court.
In order for this Court to have jurisdictlon
of this matter pursuant to Article 78,
therefore, it must determine whether the
contempt orders r4rere made summarily a-nd
secondliy, whether they were committed in the
immediate view and presence of the court.
Respondent maintains that the orders were not
maaL summarily but in fact after a fu11
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hearing which provided an adequate record uponappeal. The Court disagrees, It is obviousfron the record that neit,her of thepetitioners vrere present at the so-calIedhearing between respondent and counsel. Thatfailure to properly notify petitioners so thatthey would have an opportunity to be heard toexplain their actions and to offer a defense
to the charges. Therefore, unlike the recordin People v. Zweig , 32 A.D.2d 569 , 300N.Y.S.2d 651 where ttre def endant was present
at all tines and had an opportunity to be
heard, this case involves a record wfricfr iswoefully inadequate and impossible for anycourt to review on appeal. An Article 7gproceeding is not only proper here but is
necessary so that the record can be completedby signed affidavits and the taking oftestimony if the court deems it necessary.
Respondent argues, however, that Article 7B
does not lie for the reasons that the failure
of the petitioners to appear in court pursuant
to the respondentrs order was not committed in
the immediate presence of the court. This isessential in order for this Court to havejurisdiction of the matter ('case cited).

In spite of the fact that neitherpet,itioner was personally seen by the
respondent or in his immediate view orpresence, it still cannot be said that theacts held to be contemptuous were not
themselves performed in the immediate view and
presence of the Court. Judiciary Law SS752 and
755 do not say the person held in contempt be
in the Courtrs immedTS'Efriew and presence but
only that the acts forming a basis for the
contempt order be so. Cf. 22 Carmody-Wait 2d,
S 140: 15; People v. Higg ins, TTilIET6., 16N.Y.s.2d @s alleged to be
contemptuous were the failure to thepetitioners to appear, not before some other
body or court as in the matter of Alberti v.
Dickens , 22 A.D.2d 770, 253 N.y.S.Fffi[Etl
other cases cited by respondent, but before
the trial judge himself. It is this absence
which of course was readily discernable to the
respondent which therefore makes this casequalify for Article 78 treatment. o.. people
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v. Zwei a) where the Appellate Division
eEermtne at slnce e avenue taken there

nt rst instance and not
Art icle t nou eep the matter since
reg arcl l. es s e oroer vras e]-na
summary or non- s ummar manner, there was in
act an uate reco es ot revlew

e Iense a en ven
rtun to ex av 1()r

resen ense. rest to note
that e on case an e we

sEr 1c torney a n
the acts there oresent onlv an Art
proce ng rrou e and not an appeal.

Once again, this case stands for the exactly
opposite proposition to that asserted by Surrogate

Signorelli and, further, patently, reveals that,
substantively, as well as procedurally, his criminal

conviction of me hras unquestionably invalid.

In Dillon v. ComeIlb (34 A.D.2d 1097, 312

N.Y.S.2d 568 [4th Dept.] ), the Court stated:

" [A] ppe]lant was entitled to invoke the
privilege afforded by Lhe Fifth Amendment
(cases cited).

We disagree with respondent's contention
that appellant has not chosen the proper
method of review of the determination (People
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v; Zweig, 32 A.D.2d 569 t 300 N.y.S.2d 651)."
3. Since my trial, conviction, and sentence were

all rendered in absentia and thereforer on defaurt,
there was no review from saner ds surrogate signorelli
was well aware. His diaborical motive was to enthrall me

in jaiI, 'slowly twisting in the wind,r waiting for his
decision (whenever he might deign to render it.) based on

a motion to vacate he anticipated r wourd have to make

returnable before him.

Surrogate Signorelli bluntly revealed this to
be his strategem, in his Brief to the Appellate
Division, Second Department, stating (p. 13):

" It is evident on the face of the contempt
order that the relief contained therein was
granted on default. ... (His) procedure (was)
to move to vacate the default. If that motion
is denied, an appeal lies from the order
denying the mOt,ion.,

Surrogate Signorellirs arguments and actions

fly in the face of the existence and manifest purpose of
the sacred Writ of Habeas Corpus (Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S.

391,83 S.Ct.8221 9 L.Ed.2d 837; people ex rel Keitt v.
llcMann, 18 N.Y.2d 391 , 273 N.y.S.2d Bg7). Surrogate

Signorelli evidently believes himself entitled to powers

denied to President Lincoln during the Civil War (Ex

parte Mil1igan, 7L [4 WalI] U.S. 2, IB L.Ed. Zg9).
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In Poulos v. New Hampshire (345 U.S. 395r, 73

S. Ct . '160 , 777 i 97 L. Ed. 1 105, 1124) , Mr. Justice
Douglas [dissenting] stated:

" What Mr. ,Justice Roberts said needs to be
repeated over and again. ... [H] istory proved
that judges too were sometimesffi

The Assistant Attorney General handling the

case ( as well as every other Assistant Attorney General

famil iar with the matter ) knew that the criminal
contempt conviction was invalid, but yielding to the

extra-judicial pressure exerted by Surrogate Signorelli
on the Office of the Attorney General, they opposed my

writ of Habeas Corpus.

The Office of the Attorney General knew that
an appeal on behalf of Surrogate Signorell i was

meritless and told him so. But Surrogate Signorelli, who

to my knowledge, never denied to them that he knew such

appeal had no merit whatsoever, nevertheless, insisted
that they prosecute such appeal. After a long delay,
they finally succumbed to the Surrogaters continuing
coercion (and other contacts within that office) and

perfected the appeal.
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Surrogate Signorelli evidently believes that
such extra-judicial manipulation of the office of the
Attorney Generar and the Grievance committee is an

emolument of his office.

Had there been oral argument, and h"9 the
AppeIlate Divisionr Second Department asked the

Assistant Attorney General why that office had

prosecuted a clearly meritless appeal, he would have had

to (assuming his candor) tell the court that this was

upon the instruction and insistence of Surrogate
Signorelli (needless to sayr at taxpayers expense).

Point blank, in my presence, a federal judge

to whom I had presented a Writ of Habeas Corpus, told
the Assistant Attorney Generar that on the admitted
facts, the criminal contempt conviction was a

constitutional outrage. The Assistant Attorney General,

in so many words acknowledged that he knew it, and so

did his office, but said that he does not make the

decisions of his office.
The federal j udge then stated that he would

not intervene at that point with a state judicial

proceeding pending, but if my writ were not sustained,

and if I were given one telephone call to make, I should

telephone him. The Judge then turned to the Assistant
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Attorney General, and instructed him that if r courd

not, for any reason, make that telephone caIl, he wanted

him to make it on my behalf.

The events that occurred in federal court were

transmitted to the state triar j udge. The message was

crear and my writ of Habeas corpus sustained before the

completion of the hearing.

In my brief to the Appellate Division, I
stated:

" This adjudication was eminently correct,
as respondents and their attorneys are welI
aware. This meritless appeal represents*another egregious attempt by respondents to
harass (me) at public expense.,

The footnote in my brief reads as follows;
n * The day f ol lowing ttri s 'mock I tr i aI ,adjudication, and sentence, (I) without prior
notice was arrested in Westchester County,
abducted to Suffolk County, was prevented from
immediately presenting a Writ of Habeas Corpus
or right to communicate with counsel, and
deprived of other basic constituional rights.

On March 8, 1978, the same Court, on the
same charge again conducted a rmock' trial,
adjudication, and sentence in (my) absence
when they knew ( I ) was trying a case in
Supreme Court, Bronx County. Again (I) was
arrested in Westchester County, abducted to
Suffolk Countyr EDd deprived of (my) right to
present a Writ of Habeas Corpus or to
communicate with counsel or family for many
hours.
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When eventually a writ of Habeas Corpus
was presented which released (me) on (my) own
recognizance, respondent-respondent refused to
honor same for f ive ( 5 ) hours unt i1 the
Supreme Court Justice who signed such Writ
te I ephoned
midnight.

respondent-respondent after

nq without access to orcllna
amenities.

There is much more to this "horror story",

including a physical assault by Suffolk County Deputy

Sheriffs, which they attempted to cover uPr by claiming

t.hat I , ( at 55 years of age ) , and , while handcuf fed '
beat up one of two fully armed Deputy Sheriffs, which

allegedly resulted in his hospital treatment and loss of

about ten days of work.

The judge (in Westchester County) needed

little more than to look at the imposing Arnotd

Schwarzenegger physique of this alleged}y injured Deputy

Sheriff to throw this concocted second degree assault

charge against me out of court.

Simply Putr Surrogate Signorelli's idea,

apparently, was to get me automatically disbarred by

having me convicted of a felony, that being the law at

that time.

In the interim, for presenting suc.h Writ
of Habeas Corpus, (my) -wife and daughter were
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This Court, Judge Mollenr or the Commission on

Judicial Conduct can further corroborate the truth as I
have outlined lt herein by merely calling upon former

Assistants Attorney General, Leonard J. pugatch, Esq.

and Emanuel M. Kay, Esq., for a detailed "inside story"
and requesting the stenographic minutes of the criminal
complaint against me, which I wilI gladly forward.

To the credit of the State Attorney-General's
Office, I understand they refused to have anything to do

with the second criminal contempt conviction.

This Court, Judge Mollenr oE the Commission on

Judicial Conduct can further confirm the truth about

this proceeding and Surrogate.Ernest L. Signorelli by

merely requesting the Chairman of the Grievance

Committee and the attorneys who handled this matter on

behalf of the Grievance Committee to submit a detailed
statement setting forth their experiences with Surrogate

Ernest L. Signorelli in this matter.

If this Court desires to know why the

Grievance Committee has moved to partially disaffirm,
and why rio attorney has placed his name on such

memorandum on behalf of the Grievance Committee, I
respectfully request this Court to call upon it for the

answer to such probing question.
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SIGNORETLIIS PUBLISHED LIE * 20

A personrs subsequent conduct is not the legal

result of an acquittal or the dismissal of an

ind ictment.

Thus, for Surrogate Signorelli to blame my

subsequent conduct on the legal determination made by

Judge llclnerney nullifying the Surrogate's contempt

finding, (an order affirmed by the Appellate Division),

is knowingly falser Particularly when made by a Judge.

The testimony before and the Report' of ME.

Justice Melia (which petitioner itself moves to confirm)

reveals that I d id not continue to' flaunt" ( the

Surrogate presumably meant "flout'r which I did not do

either) the Order of Surrogaters Court, and had, in

fact, substantially complied with Surrogate Signorellit s

directivel €v€o before his first criminal contempt

proceed ing .
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The intention of Judge Signorelli in making

the published statement, hereinafter quoted, was not so

much to criticize his colleague, Judge Mclnerney, but

IIr€r for Judge Signorelli further stated:

' As a result of the above decision [by Mr.
Justice Mclnerneylr Sassower hasT with
impunity, continued to flaunt the orders of
this court and severely hampered and unduly
delayed the resolution of this estate at great,
harm and expense to the legatees and the
infant beneficiaries named in the Wi11."

SIGNORELLIIS PUBLISHED LIE .* 21

As the Report of the, Referee states (p. 49):

" Parenthetically, it should be noted that,
Anthony Mastroianni, the Public Administrator,
replaced the respondent on March 29, L977. He
did not file any accounting until April 1980,
though he had no more information in 1980 than
he did in March L977.

That accounting had not been acted upon
by the court as of November 1981."

As the Report of. the Referee also states (p.

2l neither "respondent ... nor his wife ... has received

any fee or expenses for a great deal of work performed."

Contrariwise, the appointees of Surrogate

Signorelli, ln this $75r000 estate, have submitted

claims for fees and expenses of approximately $30r000.
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Has the Signorelli-appointed guardian of the

children protested the fees requested by the attorney

for the Public Administrator Isurrogate Signorelli's

campaign manager] ?

Has the Signorellt-appointed guardian of the

children protested the fees or expenses of the Public

Administratorr. another Signorelli appointee?

Has the PubIic Administrator or his attorney'

both Signorelli-appointees, protested the fees of the

Guardian of the children?

Has anyone ' of Signorell i's appointees

protested the Surrogate's actions, which did result,
ironically, in "great harm and expense to the legatees

and the infant beneficiaries'?

That is confirmed bv the Report of the Referee

(p.51 ), which found that:

after pavin
Administrator
for the Eame

price.'

Who is the Suffolk County Surrogate's Court

Stenographer, and how did she get her job?

I know the answer to a number of questions,

took legal action with respect to some of them, which is

part of the reason that Surrogate Signorelli's has made

feverish attempts to discredit lue.

' More than a year Iater,
additional taxes, the PubIic

-

sold the house to the same party
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There '1s much valldity in the child's ansh,er

to the guestion as to who Has Socratest Socrates, said

the child, was a man who went around telling the truth,

so they kiL1ed him.

Unquestionably, partially for being a nice boy,

obeying Judge Signorelli's wishes rather- than advancing

the int,erests of hts wards ( incLuding not objecting to

the fees requested by Mr. Berger)r Mr. Wruck is now

counsel to the Public Administrator (cf. The famous

Captain of the Queen's Navy, immortalized by Gilbert and

Sullivan's, H.M.*S. Pipafore) .

It is a generally accepted truism that when

someone is at the cash register, there is often a lot of
noise made to divert the shopkeeper's attention.

SIGNORELLIIS PUBLISHED LIE * 22

Judge Signorelli. then added insult to injury:

' In addition to the foregoing, Sassowerrs
inexplicable conduct ...".

tet usr to this point examine t,he conduct of

George Sassower and question rhether it was, indeed,

'inexplicahle'.
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1. In the words of .Iudg9-_Melie (Referee,s Report
(p. 49b-50 ) :

n As earl ier set f orth, Mr. Abuza $ras
aware, both from knowledge obtained from his
client and from the respondent, that Barnovsky(the decedentrs accountant) was uncooperative
and that the respondent was endeavoring tosettle claims of creditors and difference
between the parti.es.

However, Mr. Abuza takes the position
that the respondent should have haled Mr.
Barnovsky into court and forced him to divulgethe requisite information.

The respondent countered that such action
would have been costly to the estate,
estranged the most knowledgeable person about
estate assets, occasioned delay and thwarted
the respondentrs efforts to woo Barnovsky. In
these efforts he ultimately prevailed.

The respondent takes .the position that it,
is not customary to file intermediate
accountings in rsmallr estates such as thisone, absent unusual circumstances. None such
existed here. The better practice was to file
only a final accounting. This. procedure, he
argues would save court time, lawyersr fees
and benefit legatees.

This argument was not seriously
challenged here by anyone. Nor hrere unusual
circumstances demonstrated. The genesis for an
accounting arose from adversarial attorneys
with no showing for need, other than a clamor
for an accounting. This, despite the fact that
all had knowledge of the practical problems
facing the respondent in this regard."
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2. In June of 1976, George Sassower was i11,

hospitalized, and paralyzed and, therefore, could not

attend pro forma conferences in Riverhead, Long Island,

a roundtrip journey of some 200 miles.

3. George Sassower sold a house owned by the

deceased at the specific direction of Surrogate

Signorelli, who, thereafter, held that George Sassower

had no authority to seII such house. I do not suggest,

but strongly assert, that it is Surrogate Signorelli's

conduct which is bizarre and, indeed, "inexplicable".
4. I make a request that I be served with a

proper motion on formal papers by Mr. Berger, the

Attorney for the Public Administrator before I take a

definitive stand as to how I will proceed. Such papers

had to be issued and served since r ds Surrogate

Signorell i admitted, the alleged contemPt htas not in

"its immediate view and presenc€'r his patently false

assertion in his Order and warrant notwithstanding. Such

request, is falsely termed by Surrogate Signorelli a

"refusal to comply".

5. I am not, charged,

convictedr and sentenced,

and receive a Writ of Habeas

but neverthelessr dIIl tried,

all in absentia. I apply for

Corpus, which is sustained.
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6 . Judge ltel ia d id not f ind my cond uct

"inexp1icable", but ratherr €ls the Record reveals, it
hras obvious that he fert it was surrogate signorellirs
behavior and test,imony which called for explanation
before a disciprinary tribunal. A few particularry
egregious examples, out, of so many set forth herein, and

still more which are not included solery for space and

time limitations.

€1. Surrogate Signorell i I s insistence that I
attend his court for a pro form.a conference knowing of
my semi-paralyzed condition.

b. Surrogate Signorelli's direction that I sell
the estaters rear property, then voiding the transaction
on the ground that I had no authority to enter into a

contract of sale r c€lusing needless Ioss of t ime and

money to the estate.

c. Charles Z. Abuza, E.sq.7 requests an

adjournment because of a conflicting engagement, and I
am requested to choose one of three alternate dates for
such adjournment. One date I give as ',c1ear and

available', another date I give as "possibly clear and

available", and a third date I announce I will be

engaged in the Appellate Division, Second Department,

arguing an appeal, am scheduled to hold an examination
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before trial later that day in New York County, and then

scheduled to hold an examination before trial in
Westchester County, for a cl ient, who has made

arrangements to come in from Florida.

The Court chooses the l.ast described. date

taken up by the three described already conflicting
engagements. In Surrogate Signorell i I s publ ished

statement, he notes that I defaulted and gives no

explanation for same, as he similarly omits any possibly

sympathetic fact in connection with any of the other
so-called "defaults" he attributes to me or my wife.

d. In Surrogaters Court, I advise Surrogate

Signorelli in open court (confirmed in the stenographic

transcript) that the next day I am scheduled to argue an

appeal in the Appel late Div is ion r Second .Iud ic ia1

Department. Nevertheless, when f fail to appear the

fol lowing day, Surrogate S ignorell i publ ishes a

dlstorted version of such non-appearance.
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SrGNoRE-LLI'S, PUqLISHEp LrF * 2.3

Surrogate Signorelli, continuing his published

insult, states:

'He [George Sassowerl caused Justice Burstein
of the Supreme Court, Nassau County to issue
an order to show cause requesting the staying.
of a warrant of commitment allegedly issued by
this court, without first verifying that the
warrant of commitment had in fact been
issued. "

1. Court records indicate that was not the only

reason or purpose of thls Order to Show Cause.

2. when, ln the mldst of a trlal in Supreme

Court, Queens County, the clerk announces that he has

received a telephone call from Suffolk County that a

'body attachment" has been issued against r€r I submit

that such public announcement .is sufficient t,o trigger
preventive measures on my part before further

embarrassment and irreparable professlonal injury is

done me.

The subsequent conduct of Surrogate Signorelll

unquestionably convinces me that he had someone calL

Supreme Court, Queens County and give that message.

Whether it was true or not is irrelevant. Sueh

announcement is hardly one that would have been

contrived by the Court Clerk.
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3. The relief requested was more extensive then

that set forth by Surrogate Signorell i. lfy petition of
June 6, L977 reads as follows:

'IAS AND FOR A E'IRST CAUSE OF COMPTAINT

1. That your petitioner is admitted to
practice law in the courts of the State of Nei.r
York.

2. That the Respondent, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI, ls the Surrogate of Suffolk County
of New York.

3. That in the afternoon of June 2l
L977 r ;ts your petitioner was about to select a
j ury in a trial in Supreme Court: Queens
County, he learned from the Clerk of Trial
Term Part I of that Court that he had received
an inquiry from the Sheriff of the County of
Suffolk as to the whereabouts of your
petitioner since he had a Body Attachment
against your petitioner

4. That your petitioner has not seen
such Body Attachment (or Order of. Arrest) nor
the papers upon which same may be based, but
verily believes that same was issued directly
or indirectly from the respondent, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI.

5. That the Respondent, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELTI, has issued several sua sponte
directives, ... without any prior notice at,
all, and without any hearing or trial which
your petitioner believes to be unlawful and
unwarranted.

6. That because your petitioner has not
fully complied wit,h some of the directives of
the respondent, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, and
without further notice or hearing, and without
first finding your petitioner in contempt, has
caused to be issued the aforementioned Body
Attachment, which provides for the
imprisonment of your petitioner t ot restraint
of his Iiberty.
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7. That it is the position of your
petitioner, that a Body Attachment or Order of
Arrest may not be issued without notice or
hearing where the underlying directive was
made without notice of hearing (except
possibly in exceptional circumstances not
present in the case at bar).

8. That the position ln this respect of
your petitioner seems to be supportable by
Vail v. Quinlan (405 F. Supp 951 [later
ffi grounds sub nom .luidice v.
vail , 430 u. s. 327 , 97 s . ct .WsT-f:tA=i
3761 ), wherein it was held that the person to
be imprisoned must be given radequate notice
or warning of the consequences of (his)
failur€...', that rdue process requires more
than the mere opportunity to be heard when the
interest involved is deprivation of ...
libertyt , t a finding of contempt can be
properly made only upon a hearing with both
parties presentr, and t a hearing .. . must be
held beforer Dot after, imprisonment' (p.
9s9 )

9. That the aforesaid Body Attachment
or Order of Arrest does not, at a minimum,
comply with the constitutional mandates as set
forth hereinabove.

10. That on information and belief the
respondent, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, has not nor
does he intend to commence any proceedings to
adjudicate your petitioner in contempt as a
means of avoiding a hearing on this matt,er.

11. That very early in the morning, the
day following knowledge by your petitioner
that there was a Body Attachment, and in order
to gontinue with his trial in Supreme Court:
Queens County without being interrupted with
any Body Attachment, your petitioner presented
a substantially similar application to the
Appellate Division as is contained in this
cause of action, and although same was signed,
your petitioner was advised that because of
the language contained in CPLR S506 (b) tll
( which does not mention 'surrogate' as an
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incl uded category ) that th i s appl icat ion
properly should be brought in this Court. That
it is for that reason that your petitioner
believes that the stay was stricken. After
concluding that the Appellate Division did not
have initial jurisdiction over a rsurrogater
under CPLR S505 (b) [1] , your petitioner
abandone?--Fuch application in the Appellate
Division by not serving copies of such Order
and is now proceeding in this Court which'
petitioner believes to be the proper forum.

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF COMPLAINT

L2. Petitioner repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in this petition and further alleges:

13. That while it is your petitioner's
belief that the respondent, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI, is not following the mandate of
law as in such cases provided, that in the
event it is found that he has followed the
statutory mandate or scheme, that such
statutory scheme which permits such action by
the Surrogate be adjudicated nulI, void, and
unconst itut ional .

AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF COMPLAINT

14. Petitioner repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegatlon heretofore
made in this petition and further alleges:

15. That prior to and in particular
between the 9th day of March, L976 and the
25t,h day of March, L977 t your petitioner was
reocognized as the sole executor of the Estate
of Eugene PauI Ke1ly, deceased.

15. That such recognit,ion of your
petitioner as the sole executor was given,
without exception; during such period by the
respondent, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, his legal
secretary, d11 the law assistants of that
Court, and every party and every attorney to
every party in that estate.
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17. That during such period of time your
petitioner performed many acts as such
executor with the express knowledge, consent,
request , and/ox direction of the respondent,
ERNEST t. SIGNORELTI, the law assistants, and
all the attorneys representing the parties
interested in such estate including the making
of mortgage payments, securing a purchaser for
the real property involved ( sub j ect in.g
petitioner to third parties for commissions)
and other necessary and proper acts.

18. That during such period all of the
aforementioned recognized and treated an Order
dated ttlarch 9, L976 as a conditional order
rendered nuII by reason of compliance by your
petitioner.

19. That more than a year later, and
against the express wishes of all the
attorneys for the parties interested in the
estate, the respondent, ERNEST t. SIGNORELTI,
changed his interpretation and accepted
interpretation adopted by all to the order of
I'larch 9 , 197 6 and d id not permit your
petitioner to consummate the sale of the real
property involved

20. That such unilateral, sua sponte,
change of interpretation, is improper in 1aw
and prejudiced your petitioner because his
time to appeal had expired.

2L. The aforementioned is set forth
without prejudice to petitionerrs contention
that the Court was without jurisdiction to
remove your petitioner under the Order of
Ivlarch 9, 1976.

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF COI.{PT,AINT

22. Petitioner, repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in this petition and further alleges:

23. That in order to Prej ud ice
petitioner and contrary to the Rules of the
Appellate Division and practice in his own
Court, the respondent has placed t,his matter
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down for trial witho.ut a Not,e of Issue when he
knows that the petitioner desires, but has not
had an examination before trial caused by the
default of another, and in other ways has
acted in violation and contrary to the
practice and rules of the Court.

24. That furthermore, on informat,ion and
belief, the respondent, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLIT'
has interfered, directly or indirectly, with
the ability of your petitioner to obtain
transcripts of proceedings which petitioner
has desired, since two requests for
information about a certain transcript has
gone unanswered.

25. That no previous application for
this or similar relief has been made to any
Court or iludge except as set forth herein.

WHEREFORE, your petitioner, respectfully
prays that an Order be entered enjoining and
restraining respondents from issuing or
enforcing any Body Attachment or Order of
Arrest against your petitioner, that the
statutory scheme under which the respondent,
ERNEST L. SfGNOREtLI, issued. such Body
Attachment or Order of Arrest be adjudicated,
nul1, void, and unconstitutional, that the
respondent, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, be
restrained from enforcing the Order of llarch
9, L976 except for the manner such Order $ras
recogni zed and enforced during the year
subsequent to such Order, that the Ru1es of
the Appellate Division and practices of the
Surrogate's Court be adhered to, together with
any other, further, and/or different relief as
t,o this Court may seem just and proper in the
premises.

Dated: New York, New York
June 6, L977

ffi
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SIGNORELTIIS P.UBLISHED tIE # 24

Justice Signorelli continues his published

peregrinations:

"Sassower then commenced a civil action in the
Federal District Court against the undersigned
... . The action was dismissed by the court,
and Sassower then f.iled an appeal of the order
of dismissal with the Second Circuit Court.
During the pendency of this appeal Sassower
saw fit to file a second suit essentially in
dupl ication of the actionffi

l.Smts

1. Inspection of the complaints in both actions

reveals that the second (Exhibit, "56"), was not

essentially in duplication of the first (Exhibit "55")
as falsely asserted by Judge Signorelli.

2. I further intend to show that my complaints do

set forth a "case or controversy", even under the

stringent standards of the most liniting Justice of the

Supreme Court of the United States on this subject.

3. I further intend to show that my Second

Complaint was not barred by res judicata (cIaim

preclusion), and to the extent it did, it was necessary

to replead such matter to preserve the issue on appeal.

Initially noted is the fact that the Grievance

Committee was chronologically in error in its

llemorandum, which fact was brought to its attention and

it has corrected same by separate affidavit.
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[ly second federal action was brought prior to

review by the Second Circuit, not afterward. Both

actions were simultaneously before the Second Circuit
after the District Courtfs disposition of the Iater
complaint.

Rehnquist,

December

s.ct. 284,

In the recent ehamber opinion of Mr. Justice

the author of OrShea v. Littleton Iinfra] r oD

9, 1981 (C1ements v. Logan, u. s.

to order Lhe issuance of a permanent
injunction is, I think, open to serious
question. Although respondent has suffered an
injury sufficient to establish her standing to
seek damages ' Ip] ast exposure to illega1
conduct does not in itself show a present case
or controversy regarding injunctive relief .. o

if unaccompanied by any continuing, present
adverse affects.' O'Shea v. Littleton.- 414
u.s. 488, 495-496r , 38
t.Ed.2d 6'14. As OrShea makes c1ear, standing
to seek injunctive-TE[Gf depends on a showing
of 'a real and immediate threat of repeated
injury.' Id. at 496. Respondent has not
al leged that she ant ic ipat,es be ing arrested
again and again subjected to slrip search at
th Arlington County Detention Center. Even if
she had made such an allegation, it would
I Itake] us into the area of speculation and
conjecturet Id. at 497. See F.izzo v. Goodet
423 u.s. 362t 371-373t gG ffie
L.Ed.2d 561)."

, 102

286-287, 70 L.Ed.2d 461, 465), he stated:

The jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals
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Since my complaint alleged facts showing

continuing, present, and adverse effect, in addition to

my money damage claims, (which by itself makes it a

federal j ud iciable issue ) , it presents a federal

constitutional "case or controversy'r.

Presently, my second Writ of Habeas Corpus has

been dismissed by a Trisi prius Justice of Suffolk County

lwithout a hearingl, notwithstanding the fact that I was

not present at the trial, conviction, and sentencing

(a11 on the same day), since I was actually engaged, in

the middle of a trial, before t{r. Justice JOSEPH DiFEDE

in Supreme Court, Bronx CountY.

While I was on trial in Supreme Court, Bronx

Countyr IIry contempt hearing appeared on the calendar for

the first time, and was all rendered in absentia'

notwithstanding that a previous similar conviction had

been overturned and affirmed by the Appellate Division.

This is law and justice in Suffolk County!

The warped reasoning of the Suffolk County

Judge, who denied my Writ of Habeas Corpus, was that by

being in the midst of a trial in Supreme Court, Bronx

County, I voluntarily waived my constitutional right to

be present at my Suffolk County trial on a date that

they, not I chose.
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The Suffolk County Judge, who unquestionably

is learned in the Iaw, did not even give me a trial on

my Writ.
Simply putr. the issue I am putting to the

Appellate Division, Second Department is:

"Was I supposed to risk contempt in Supreme
Court, Bronx County by abandoning a pending
trial in its midst and prejudice my client's
cause in order to appear in Surrogate's Court,
Suffolk County, the first time it was on the
calendar? "

I thought of suggesting to Honorable FRANCIS

T. MURPHY, JR., that, following the example of Ex Parte

Young (209 U.S. 123, 28 S.Ct. 441 , 52 L.Ed. 714), he

send one of his representatives to Suffolk County and

loudly and clearly advise them that His Honor intends to

protect litigants and their attorneys in their

constitutional rights while engaged in the courts of his

j ur isd ict ion .

A recent dream revealed a more daring thought.

In it, a representative of Honorable FRANCIS T. I{URPHY,

was granted Permission to address the Court in Suffolk

County (or the Appellate Division, Second Department),

and stated:

"On behalf of Honorable FRANCIS T. Ii{URPHYt
Presiding Justice of the Appe1late Division of
the Supreme Court and aII members of that
CourL, we wish to respectfully advise this
Court that if GEORGE SASSOWER, Esq. is to be
incarcerated because of his failure to be in
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Surrogaters Court, Suffolk County by reason of
his being in the midst of a trial in the
Supreme Court within the jurisdiction of the
First Jud icial Department, then all the
members of that Court wish to join him in such
incarceration. "

Perhaps if were thaEjto happen, I would not be
!

compelled to seek the aid of the federal courts for

federal constitutional rights and privileges that this
Court is mandated to uphold!

I am frankly tired of the numerous inquiries
that have been made over the years of my wife and

myself, as to how I am doing with my (or your husbandrs)

battle out in Suffolk County?

It is not only g; battle. It is sur battle
against tyranny, arrogance, and corruption as exhibited

by the Surrogate of Suffolk County.

I would not have had this battle, had Mr.

Justice llilton Mollen and his Court done their job.

Nevertheless, the federal courts wil 1

eventually recognize that state courts are reluctant to

protect federal constitutional rights, whenr ds here, a

court or judge is the transgressor 
/^-

lly federal obstacle, if dtry, is not, "case or

controversy", as contended by the Grievance Committee,

but "federalism, comity, and abstention" (Juidice v.

Vail Iinfra] ), which it does not raise.



The body of the First Cause of Action in the

First complai-nt, f iled July 12, L977, is as follows:

" 5. There is only one Surrogate of
Suffolk Countyr €rs he adjudicates aff cases
and controversies in that j urisd iction
relating to estates, appoints or has the power
to appoint all or substantially all of the
employees of the Surrogaters Court: Suffolk
County, including assistants, clerks,
attendants, and court reporters, who serve at
his pleasure.

6. The Surrogate of the County of
Suf folk appoints the PubIic Adrninistrator who
in turn appo.ints his attorney.

7. The Surrogate appoints and removes
guardians and other fiduciaries.

8. The Surrogate of Suffolk County
passes on the disbursements of the public
Administrator, f i.xes the f ees and passes on
the disbursements of the attorney for the
Public Administrator, guardians, and other
fiduciaries.

9. The Office of the Publ ic
Administrator is located in the same building
as the Surrogate's Court, Suffolk County,
which is maintained by The County of Suffolk
and/or The State of New York and they share
common expenses.

1 3. On information and be1 ief, a
substantial portion of the time, energy, and
activity of defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI,
if not the major portion, is making
appointments and passing on applications for
fees and disbursements for his appointees and
others.

14. The importance of the position of
Surrogate of Suffolk County is due to the
extraordinarily Iarge patronage power and
authority controlled by the Surrogate.
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15, That the nexus between the
Surrogate, the PubIic Administrator, and the
PubIic Administrator, by 1aw, custom, and
usage is such that they are the agents and
servants of the Surrogate.

16. That on information and belief, the
monies supporting such patronage as
aforementioned, comes from The State of New
York, The County of Suffolk, the litigants,
the attorneys for the Iitigantsr and the
estates being administered.

L7. ThaL on information and belief, the
Surrogate of Suffolk County in adjudicating
cases and controversies, involves in
substantial number persons and attorneys who
have been appointed directly or indirectly by
the Surrogate of the County of Suffolk and it
is he who fixes their fees and disbursements.

18. The cases and controversies
adj udicated by the defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI, were cases and controversies
adjudicated by the courts aL and prior to the
formation of the United States and State of
New York.

19. On information and be1 ief, in
adj.udications between the appointees of the
defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI and others,
the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, is not,
in law or factr €rn impartial and disinterested
judicial officer; has inconsistent obligations
as to his friends and political affiliates
with that of his judicial function; does not
hold a detached and neutral position; is
partial; profits indirectly from his
appointments, adjudications, fee allowances,
and expense allowances; presents an
intolerably high and unconstitutional
invitation for the defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI, to prefer his personal, social,
and politj.cal obligations to that owed to his
judicial obligation for a fair trial and
adjudication.
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20. Plaintiff is a non-judicially
designated 1 it igant in Surrogate I s Court:
Suffolk County involving the Publ ic
Administrator and a guardian appointed by the
defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI.

2L. On information and belief, the
appointees of defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI,
to insure future appointments, favorable
allowances, and other inconsistent reasons
with their office, also have subserved and
tend to subserve their obligations towards
their clients in favor of defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELTI.

22. That by reason of the job and
economic power that defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLI has over the employees of
Surrogaters Court: Suffolk County and the
nexus between the defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLf, the employees of Surrogate I s
Court: Suffolk County, and his appointees,
directly or indirectly that Court is not
fairly, impartially, or constitutionally
administered.

23. That by reason of the aforementioned
these defendants under color of statute,
regulation r custom, and usage deprive
plaintiff and others similarly situated, and
continue to do so of their rights, privilges,
and immunities secured by the Constitution and
Laws of the United States."

Ivlr. Chief Justice Jacob Flishler, pursuant to

Rule 12 ( b) ( 6 ) , the federal counterpart of CPLR

3211(a)(7), stated in his decision of September 20, 1977

( Exhibit "64" ) :

" This cause of actions fails to satisfy
the threshold requirement imposed by Article
III of the Constitution that those who seek to
invoke the power of federal courts must allege
an actual case or controversy. Flast v. Cohen,
392 U,S. 83, 94-101, 88 S.Ct.@3
( 1968 ) . ' [P] laintiff must allege some
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threatened or actual injury resulting from the
putatively itlegal action before a federal
court may assume jurisdiction.r Linda R.S. v-
Richard D. and Texas et aI., 410 U.S. 6L4,

973). Abstract
injury is not enough. It must be alleged that
the plaintiff '... has sustained or is
immediatety in danger of sustaining some
direct injury' as the result of the challenged
statute or official conduct. O'Shea v.
Littleton , 4L4 U.S. 488, 494, 94 T_.Cft6t
6-7-f--TT974), citing Commonwealth of
ttassachusetts v. Me11on, 262 U.S. 447 | 488, 43

Plaintiff fails to demonstrate how he has
been inj ured by the alleged partisan
administration of the Surrogate I s Court.
Nowhere in his claim does plaintiff show how
he was injured by the impartial adjudications
of defendant Signorelli or by the misconduct
of defendant Signorelli's appointees. This
omission is fatal to plaintiff's claim and
mandates its dismissal.

In O'Shea v. Littleton, suPrat -..__:
Accord r r- 500
ilfr-Ir2, ied,
423 U.S. 841,, 96 S.Ct. 73 (1975).'.

I respectfully submit thatl corltrary to the

opinion of Mr. Chief Judge I'tishler, sufficient evldence

has been set forth {cIearly more fuIIy established by

subsequent facts) to establish a constitutional "case or

controversy", besides my money damage claims.-

The egreg ious nature of the "Grievance

Committee t s Memorandum" , which no member of the

Committee nor any of its attorneys wish to sign,

notwithstanding my repeated demands, is that the Amended
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Petition does not even allege that I commenced any

federal action which d id not assert a 'case or

controversy'.

Neither do I recalI this iss,ue being brought

to my attention or to the attention of Judge Melia. If
lt appears in the tianscript as an issuJ raised, it nust

be very nebulous, stnce I cannot locate it.
Had the lssue been raised by the Grlevance

Committee in its Amended Petition or at the hearings in
any substantial manner, I would have insisted on

personal appearance of Mr. Chief Judge Jacob llishler,
,-: -.'[-

&fif 
:-mong 

other questions, would have respectf uIIy
lnquired about hls opinion ln Sig.norelli v. Evans,**
wa,g affirmed in 637 F.2d 853 t2d Circuii-l2/23/801.

fn that case, the Circuit Court ironically held

that the potential 'reputational taint' faced by

Surrogate Signoretli/ possibly running athwart certain
New York rules (by his contemplated commencement of a

congresaional race without resignation from the bench)

created a justiciable 'case or controversy'.

In my second action, dlleged on behalf of
nryself and 'all non-judicially appointed litigants,
estatese aod beneficiaries wherein judicial appointees

are involved'r rrising after the Surrogate's Court vas

_7.*
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trying to hold me in contempt a second time,
substantially rearleged my previous first cause of
action, heretofore dismissed, but which was pending on

appeal, and further alleged (Exhibit "56,'):

" 19. That by force of state law, persons
who reside in Suffolk County ... are compelled
to have their estates administered in
Surrogaters Court: Suffolk County and no place
eIse.

22. Plaintiff is presently andpersonally subject to various criminal and
civil proceedings in that [Surrogate's] Court.

24. ?hat because plaintiff was not ajudicially designated litigant, has by voice
and actions protested the i1legal procedures
of these defendants, has sought redress in
other courts of the State of New york and
United States of America, and otherwise
lawfully exercised his rights and privileges,
the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, has made
adverse adjudications against the plaintiff
and used the legal procedures to harass him
and continues to do so.

25. That furthermore the defendants to
further harass and denigrate plaintiff have
inst ituted several criminal proceed ings
against the plaintiff, all of which have been
successfully defended by plaintiff at great
cost of time and expense. Nevertheless these
defendants are continually reinstituting same
despite their lack of success.

26. Furthermore the defendant, ERNEST L.
SfGNORELLI, has set January 25, 1978 as the
date for the cotnmencement of a trial involving
plaintiff and plaintiff expects adverse
adjudications and rulings because of the
aforesaid.
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I

29. That for the reasons heretofore and
hereafter mentioned there exists many cases
enE- controversies between the-larties
herein. "

t"Ir. Ch ie f Justice l'lishler, in his decision of

April 20, 1978 (Exhibit "67"l, stated:

'l
for

and

.. o Plaintiff now petitions this court
leave to file a second amended complaint
which purports to add another defendant
two more causes of action

... Plaintiffrs failure was met by an
order of the Surrogatets Court dated Ivlarch 9,
L976 which purportedly removed him as
executor.

On June 22, L977 . . . Sassower failed
to appear. The court held a hearing on the
application, found plaintiff in contempt of
court, and sentenced him to thirty days
imprisonment. A warrant of committment
thereupon issued.

. . . On June 23, L977, plaintiff was
arrested at his home by defendants ...7 both
Deputy Sheriffs of Suffolk County. Sassower
was transported forthwith to the Surrogaters
Court, the officers rejecting his request,
after conferring with supervisors, that he be

upreme
Court to file a writ of habeas corPus..

for more than two hours and denied access to

to file a writ of habeas corpus and denied the

Sassower was ultimately brought before the

the contempt. He refused and was thereuPon
remanded to the Suffolk Colnty Jai1.

That very afternoon, plaintiff petitioned
the State Supreme Court for a writ of habeas
corpus .... . By order dated July 28, L977
the adjudication of contempt was annuIIed.
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. . .Judge Signorelli immediately appealed
from the July 28th order In the meantime,
with the appeal of Judge Signorelli stil1
pendi.g, Acting Surrogate Seidell instituted
contempt proceedings grounded on Sassower's
continued refusal to comply

Sassower, having received notice of the
impending contempt proceedings, failed to
appear on the scheduled return date because of
a previous trial committment. Acting-ffi@
Seidell conducted a hearing Iin absentia],
found Sassower guilty of contempftffilGed
a thirty day prison term

The allegations of the amended complaint
in this action track the events leading up to
the second adjudication of contempt. To say
the 1east, plaintiff I s claimr s are far
reaching, multifarious in nature

Plaintiff I s first cause of action
consists of a broad based attack on the
structure, practices, and administration of
the Suffolk County Surrogate's Court. In a
large part, it all but mirrors word for word
count one of the complaint in Sassower's prior
action ... which this court dismissed as
failing to comply with the 'case or
controversy' requirement of Article III. ?o
the extent this claim is a mere restatement of
allegations previously asserted, it is barred
on IS-s judicata. grounds. Expert Electric, Inc.
v. Levine, 554 F.2d 1227 , L232-3 3 ( 2d Cir. )

Effiied, 434 u.s.903,98 s.cr. 3oo
(te77 ).

Plaintiff attempts to remedy the defect
by raising the claim on behalf of himself and
' ...aII non-judicially appointed litigants,
estates, and beneficiaries wherein judicial
appointees are involved ...' (Amended
Complaint SI Ib] ). Plaintiff maintains that the
Surrogate's'obligations' to appointees taints
the fairness of proceedings to the prejudice
of non-judicially appointed litigants.
Accepting the truth of the allegation, the
claim nevertheless remains insuff icient.
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FirstIy, the class definition is too
indefinite in scope. DeBremaecker v. Short,
433 F.2d 733, 734 (5
that, the claim does not al1ege specific
instances of injury to any of the so-ca11ed
members of the purported class, O'Shea v.
Littleton, 4L4 U.S. 488, 494, 94 S.Ct. 6@
TT5_[E?1_. rnjury is atteged only in the mosa
general terrns.

On his own behalf, plaintiff claims
injury by adverse ruling of the court. Suchrinjuryr however does not give rise to a civil
rights claim. Medved v. Hallowq, 392 F. Supp.
656, 658 (8.D.
Stern, 25L E.2d 49,50 (3d
plaintiffrs first cause of action insufficient
on its face, and it is therefore dismissed."

The Circuit Court of Appeals in its opinion
dated December 19, 1978 (Exhibit '68') stated:

" The actions, insofar as they seek to
enjoin proceedings in the Surrogaters Court of
Suffolk County, New York, NY, fail to satisfy
the threshold raetual case or controversyr
requirement of Article III of the Constitution
imposed upon those seeking to invoke federal
jurisdiction. See OtShea v. Littletonr'414
U.S.488 (1974). luo the
plaintiff-appellant from the alleged illegal
or partisan appointment of administrators by
the SurrogateIs Court is alleged."

I submiL that the factual events since such

decision have shown that opinion to be in error.
In my second cause of action of the first

complaint, I alleged, inter aIia (Exhibit "55"):

" 28. In addition to other infirmities,
the aforesaid Order of Contempt and the
sentence thereof h,ere both made without the
presence of plaintiff, without due and proper
notice to plaintiff, for acts which did not
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all occur in the Courtroom of the Surrogate's
Corrt: Suffolk County or ln the presence of
the defendant, ERNESI L. SIGNORELLI.

29. Except for the arbitrarY and
unexplained omission relating to Surrogaters
Co:rt, the State of New York has provided in
every other similar conviction, a defendant
may apply for bail pending such appeal
(Criminal Procedure Law S 460.50).

30. That by reason of the aforementioned
ar:itrary omission, persons similarly situated
ha;re a bail remedy not accorded to plaintif f
only because the alleged contempt took place
in Surrogatets Court, and standards for bail
for other courts are not aPPl icable to
plaintif f . u

As to this cause, ME. Chief Justice Mishler

held that:

"Since the order of contempt was annulled on
JuLy 23, L977, and plaintiff is no longer
incarcerated, this cause of action is
dismissed as moot. (cases cited). For the same
reason plaintiff's motion for a judgment on
th: pleadings with respect to this cause of
ac:ion is denied."

In the second cause of the second action

(Exhibi-- "56" ), in addition to the matters contained in

the fir:t complaint, I alleged:

" 37. That before the order adjudicating
ti:.e aforesaid Contempt Order nuII and void was
ent.ered and while the Contempt Order was stilI
in fuIl force and effect, the defendants,
EPJIEST L. SIGNORELLI, VINCENT G. BERGER, and
AIiTIIONY !,lASTROIANNI, d irectly or ind irectly
caused another Contempt Proceeding to be
instituted against plaintiff before another
judge against plaintiff with knowledge t.hat
sane constituted double jeopardy and was in
v:olation of the Constitution of the United
S-.ates.
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38. That after the Order adjudicating
the fact that the Contempt Order of the
defendant, ERNEST t. SIGNORELLI, was null and
void was ent,ered, the said defendant, ERNEST
L. SIGNORETLI, caused a Notlce of Appeal to be
filed.

39. That as a result of suclr Notice of
Appeal. the Contempt Order against plaintiff is
still in ful} force and effect because of the
stay provided in CPLR 55519(a) [ll.

40. Despite the fact that such Contempt
Order is in full force and effect and any new
proceed ing based on the same facts would be
double jeoparQy, the defendants have attempted
to institute such new proceedings; knowing
same are unconstitutional.

41. That because bail procedures are
unavailable to plaintiff and because of the
l imited term that defendant, ERNESt t.
SIGNORELLI may impose uPon plaintiff (thirty
days), it, is the ulterior intention of the
defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI to incarcerate
plaintiff for the maximum term', which term
rill have expired before appellate review can
be had.

42. That because of this fact r 6nY
lncarceration of plaintif f wiIl e'scape review
if same 1s reviewed, Plaintiff will have
served his ent,ire term in prison prior to
appellate adjudication and any reversal will
be meaningless to the plaintiff.

{3. That de fendant , ERNEST L.
SIGNORETLI, is proceeding in bad faith,
contrary to the Constitution of the United
St,ates in violation of the rights and
privileges of plaintiff herein.'

Chief Judge ltishler stated ( Exhibit '57') :

' Plaintiff complains in his second cause
of action of defects in bot,h contempt
proceedings and asks thie court to enjoin
execution of the warrant of conrmittment issued
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on llarch 8, 1978. Only }ast' year, the Supreme
court 1n Juidice y. vail, u.s.t.97 s-Ct- 1211
(1977) cffi aPPlicabilitY of
federalism and comity priciples enunciated in
taa a

Following the mandate of Juidice, w€
decline to enj-oin execution of tne-:fiffit of
committment. Sassower clearly had the
opportunity to present his double jeopardy
clalm in the context of the second contemPt
proceeding and can still be way of ''a motion to
vacate Pursuant to CPLR S50I5. If committed,
plaintiff can Petition the stat,e court for a
lrit of habeas corpus and be admitted to bail
pending its determination. Thus, there is no
LIear threat of irreparable inj ury ( case
cited), and no basis for injunctive relief .
Plaintiffrs bald and conclusory allegation of
bad-faith is insufficient to rescue the claim
from dismissal. s€€ Grandpo Corp. v. Rochford,
s3G F.2d itt-itr

The circuit court of Appeals stated (Exhibit

"6g. ):

' Plaintiff-apPellantrs aPplication for a
stay of incarceration pending aPpeal from the
st,ate court ' s ad j ud icat ion hold ing h im in
criminal contempt must be dlsmissed as moot,
in view of the state courtrs annulment of the
contemPt adj ud ication and its release of
plaintiff-aPPellant on bail.

The district court did not abuse its
discretion in refusing to enjo,in the state
court, criminal contempt proceedings, in view
of the availability of the staEe court as the
forum for adjudication of the issues raised by
plaintiff-appellant with respect to those
proceedings and plaintiff's actual invocation
of state court procedureg- See Juidice- vt
Vailr 430 U.S. 327 (1977).'
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Suffice it to sdy, that the State procedures

are patently inadequate when the presiding Justice of
the First Judicial Department makes no attempt to
intervene when r am convicted in absentia because r am

in the midst of a

Department.

Supreme Court trial in that

Suffice it also to say, that the State
procedures are patently inadequate when the presiding

Justice of the Second Judicial Department makes no

attempt to even investigate a situation wherein my wife
and daughter are incarcerated for the simple reason that
they served a Writ of Habeas Corpus upon the county
j ailor.

The third cause of action in the first
complaint reads as follows:

31. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in every paragraph of the complaintr €rS
if more fully set forth at length herein and
further alleges:

32. The defendant, ALLEN KROOS, is an
employee of the Sheriff of the County of
Suffolk and at all of the times hereinafter
mentioned he acted under color of State law,
statute, ordinancer regulation, custom or
usage.

33. The defendant, ANTHONY WISNOWSKI, is
an employee of the Sheriff of the County of
Suffolk and at aIl of the times hereinafter
mentioned he acted under color of State law,
statute , ord inance t regul at ion, custom r or
usage.
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35. That under color of State Iaw,
statute, ordinancet regulation, custom or
usage and on information and beI ief the
defendants did conspire and by their joint,
activity did impede, hinder, obstruct, deprive
and/or defeat the due course of justice. with
intent to deny plaintiff and other citizens of
the equal protection of the 1aws, to injure
Lhem or their property for 1awfully enforcing,
or attempting to enforce, their right to the
equal protection of the laws and other rights
under the Constitution and the laws of the
United States and/or having knowledge of the
wrongs conspired to be done or about to be
committed and having the power to prevent or
aid in the prevention of the commission of the
samer o€9lected or refused to do so in that
the defendants, ERNEST L. SIGNORETLI, ANTHONY
MASTROIANNI and VICTOR G. BERGER, JR., did
and/or conspired to alter records of Court,
had Orders made and entered in which the Court
patently did not have jurisdiction, obstructed
plaintiff's right to obtain public records,
unconstitutionally orchestrated a criminal
proceedi.g, made and permitted to be made
false statements and certifications on the
records of the CourL, caused plaintiff to be
denigrated, disparaged, and defamed through
the publ ic press and otherwise r cdused
plaintiff to be improperly detained and
imprisonedi in that the defendants, except for
defendant, LEONARD J. PUGATCH, tried to
defeat, hinder and obstruct plaintiff's right
for a Writ of Habeas Corpus from the State and
Federal Court, assaulted and permitted the
assault of plaintiff while in custody,
i11egal1y detained plaintiff against his
wishes aC places other than the County Jail of
the County of Suffolk, in that the defendants,
ALLEN KROOS and ANTHONY WISNOSKI, failed to
make official judgment or executive decision,
and without hope of ultimate success and in
dereliction of his duty to the Court, the
defendant, LEONARD J. PUGATCH, at the behest
of the defendants, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, and
VICTOR BERGER, JR., has failed to disclose to
the Court that the Order of Contempt was
jurisdictionally and constitutionally invalid
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rnd undertook other aetlons and eourses of
conduct to harass plaintiff in tlne, money and
effort.

WHEREFORE, wlth respect to the first
cause of action enjoining the defendant,
ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI from hiring any further
employees for Surrogate I s Court: Suf fol.k
County, directly or indirectly, except for
personal assistants, enjoining the discharge'
of any employee of that Court, except personal
assistants, except for causei mandating that
impart,ial reportere be assigned to such courti
enjoining the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORETLI,
from awarding any fees or passing on any
disbursements, except such fees as may be
provided by statute, to hls appointees or
otherwise i enjolning any appointments,
directly or indirectly; restraining
defendants, ANTBONY I{ASTROIANNI and VINCENT G.
BERGERT JR.1 from acting as PubIic
Administrator and Attorney for the Public
Administrator respectively, enjoining then
from receiving any fees or disbursements,
d irectly or ind irectly, from Surrogate's
Court: Suffolk County; eompelllng them to
account for any and all fees and disbursements
so received. with respect to the second cause
of action staying and' compel I ing the
defendants, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI and JOHN P.
FINNERTY, to stay the incarceration of
plaintiff until a final determination on
appeal. With respect to the third cause of
action awarding judgment in favor of plaintiff
against the defendants for $5 r 000 r 000
compensatory and punitive damagesr with costs
and disbursements of this actioni together
with any o-ther, further, and/or different
relief as to this Court may seem just and
proper in the first and second cause of
act ion.

Obviously, it was this federal complalnt that

Surrogate Signorelli escalated from skirmish lnto a

nuclear war.
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Success in this complaint (see Ward v., Village
of Monroeville, 409 U.S. 57, 93 S.Ct. BO , 34 t.Ed.2d
267i Tpmey v. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510, 47 S.Ct. 437, 7L L.Ed.

7 49') might have meant the end of the Surrogate, s

patronage systemr ES practiced in places like Suffolk

disciplinary proceeding against me.

The Surrogate published attack on rr€r which

went so far as to include my wife, and the pressure to
bring Grievance committee charges her was a diaborical
attempt to increase the pressure on me.

In constitutional terms, because I sought to
exercise my righL of access to the federal court to
secure redress for the wrong done me by a j udge crazed

with judicial power, I had to be discredited and

destroyed.
c*-

And '/-,oL7 I came to understand too well the

meaning of the word "vendetta', for the Surrogate spared

no expenditure of ( taxpayers') time and money to ',get"

rn€r abusing the lega1 machinery in the process.

County. That is essent ialI what started this
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The Third Cause of action in the second

complaint is only against the County of Suffolk and

Charles Brown (neither of whom were defendants in Lhe

first complaint).

44. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in every paragraph of the complaint as if
more fully set forth at length and further
alleges:

45. That on information and belief the
defendant, CHARLES BROWN is a former employee
of the County of Suffolk.

46. That the defendant, COUNTY OF
SUFFOLK, has and exercises various police
POWerS.

47. That on information and belief the
defendant, County of Suffolk permits certain
former employees to carry and exhibit certain
badges, shields, and other documents which
superficially resemble those carried by police
officers and having police powers.

48. That on information and belief, the
defendant, CHARLES BROWN, is a civil ian
without police authority or power, but carries
such badge, shield, and documentation as if he
is such police officer.

49. That the said defendant, CHARLES
BROWN, is on informat ion and bel ief an
employee or agent of defendants, ANTHONY
MASTROIANNI and VINCENT G. BERGER, JR., and
indirectly of ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, and with
their knowledge and consent the said CHARLES
BROWN has been used (with his spurious badge
or shield) to harass and embarrass plaintiffl
as more fully set forth hereinafter.
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T!-re Fourth Cause of Action in the second

complaint was against the county of suffork onry and

there is nathing in the first action based on the
allegations set forth therein:

5G. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in every paragraph of the complaint as if
more f:1ly set forth at length and further
alleges:

5I. That with respect to the Writ of
Habeas Corpus secured on behalf of plaintiff,
the plaintiff had to deposit a cash bail of
$300 which as yet has not been returned.

52. That with respect to the return of
said S300 the defendant has an onerous
procedur€r deducts a service charge, and does
not pay any interest on said deposit.

53. That on information and belief such
bail funds are deposited by the County of
Suffolk and it does or shoul_d receive interest
on same.

54. That the refusal or failure to pay
interest on said monies to plaintiff and
others similarly situated constitutes a
depriva'-ion of property without due process of
law ard violates the Constitution of the
United States.

5:. That furthermore, the onerous
procedure employed is such that many persons
forfei: their bail money rather than go
througa t.he time and expense to justly recover
same.

55. That in effect, monies that areposted for baiI, are non-returnable payments,
partially or completely.
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The Fifth

complaint was against

of Suffolk County, and

cause of action in the

follows:

Cause of Action in
Ernest L. Signorelli,
Suffolk County. There

first complaint and

the second

the Sheriff
rvas no such

it reads as

57. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in every paragraph of the complaint as if
more fully set forth at length and further
alleges:

58. That by 1aw, custom or usage in the
State of New York and County of Suffo1k, the
Sheriff serves judicial processes on behalf of
Iitigants and their attorneys.

59. That for the purposes of trial
alternate means of service through the use of
private persons is not feasable if assurance
is desired that service witl not be disputed
or inability to serve is to be asserted.

60. That on information and belief,
through the influence of the defendants,
ERNEST L. SIGNORETLI, the Office of the
Sheriff refuses to serve or property serve
subpoenas on behalf of the plaintiff, as more
fuI Iy set forth here inafter , thereby
obstructing plaintiff's access to the courts
where service must be made in Suffolk County.

61. Furthermore, because of the bias
shown by the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI,
and his conduct, as more fully set forth
hereinafter, the plaintiff cannot receive a
constitutionally proper trial in any court
presided over, controlled or influenced by Lhe
defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI.
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tly Sixth Cause of Action in the second action

against Ernest L. Signorelli, Vincent G. Berger, Esq',

and the PubIic Administrator, for which there v/as no

corresponding cause in the first complaint

alleges:

62. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and
realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in every paragraph of the complaint as if
more fully set forth at length and further
aI leges :

53. That heretofore the plaintiff herein
has proceeded against these defendants in the
courts of the United States, and continues to
do so.

64. That in retaliation for proceeding
in the courts of the United States and in
order to obstruct and hinder such further
proceedings these defendants have been using
tfre funds and credits of the Estate of EUGENE

PAUL KELLY and Surrogate's Court: Suffolk
County for their private purPoses in order to
annoyl harass, embarrass, and investigate
plaintiff and for their private purposes'

65. That further in retaliation for
proceeding in the courts of the United States
lnd in order to obstruct and hinder further
proceed ings in the courts of the United
States, these defendants have been misusing
the authority of the Surrogaters Court:
Suffolk County for their personal purposes'
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I'ly Seventh Cause of Action in the second

complaint, corresponds to my Third Cause of Action in
the first action, but updates defendants reign of

terror, dlleging:
u66. Plaintiff repeats, reiterates, and

realleges each and every allegation heretofore
made in every paragraph of the complaint as if
more fully set forth at, length and further
alleges:

67. Prior to and until March l'l , 1977,
plaintiff was recognized as the sole executor
in the estate of EUGENE PAUt KELLY having been
so designated in the Last WiII and Testament
of the deceased.

68. Prior to and until March L7, L9771
plaintiff as such executor had the express
authorization of all attorneys representing
all the parties in the aforementioned estate
to enter into a contract of sale with respect
to a certain property owned by the estate and
assume liabilities as a result thereof.

69. Prior to and until March L7, L977,
plaintiff was recognized as such executor by
the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORETLI, the
officials and employees of the Surrogaters
Court, Suffolk County - and they knew,
authorized and consented to such conLract of
sale by plaintiff on behalf of the
aforementioned estate.

70. Prior to and until March L7, L977,
there were payments made under a mortgage
obligation of the deceased, taxes and other
charges that had to be paid which were paid by
plaintiff with the knowledge and consent of
defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, the attorneys
and parties involved in the aforementioned
estate.
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71. Prior to and until lvlarch L7, L977,
plaintiff had been authorized and directed by
the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, some of
the attorneys representing parties interest,ed
in the aforementioned estate to perform
various other acts as executor of such estate.

72. That as late as I'larch 14th , L977 ,
Certified Copies of Letters Testamentary were
issued to plaintiff as executor in the
aforementioned estate by the Surrogate's
Court: Suffolk County.

73. That in March of L977,
notwithstanding all of the aforementioned in
this cause of action, the defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNOREttf, state that plaintiff had been
removed as executor in March of L976
(approximately one year earlier).

74. The defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELTI
knew that he had no jurisdiction to remove
plaintiff as executor in March of L976 and
this orchestrated proceeding in March of L977
was based in part on false and tampered
documents in Surrogate's Court.

75. That because plaintiff would not
silently comply and cooperate in this illegaI
and irregular procedure, the defendants,
SIGNORELTI, BERGER, and MASTROIANNI (and
thereafter others)r acting jointly and in
concert, conspired to hold a "mock trial" in
plaintiff's absence, try plaintiff for
criminal contempt, illegaIIy arrest him and do
such other necessary acts as might be
warranted to cause plaintiff to silently
submit to the ir wishes knowing that
jurisdiction did not exist over plaintiff for
such purposes.

76. On June 22, 1977, the defendants,
SIGNORELLI, BERGER, and MASTROIANNI, without
proper notice to plaintiff held this "mock
trial" in his absence, took testimony, and the
defendant, SIGNORELLI, found plaintiff guilty
of criminal contempt in accordance with the
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aforementioned preconceived plan, knowing that
they did not have j urisdiction over the
plaintiff under the circumstances.

7'7. Immediately thereaf ter and on June
22, 1977, stilI in the absence of plaintiff
these defendants, in accordance with their
preconceived plan, dispensed with plaintiff's
right of allocution and sentenced him to be
incarcerated for 30 days in the Suffolk County
Jail, with the knowledge that no jurisdiction
existed to lmpose sentence upon plaintiff
without, such allocution or proper waiver of
same.

78. Thereupon on June 22, L977, the
defendants, SIGNORELLI, BERGERT dod
MASTROIANNI, drew up a Contempt Order
asserting false and contrived facts on t,he
face thereof.

79. On information and bel ief, the
defendants, SIGNORELLf, BERGER, and
Ir{ASTRoIANNT together with the def endants,
FINNERTY, CROCE, and GRZYMALSKI, agreed that
defendants, CROCE and GRZYMATSKI would journey
to plaintiff's residence in the early hours of
June 23, L977 , and without prior notice to him
would cause his arrest, bring him to the
defendant, SIGNORELTI and not to the Suffolk
County Jail as provided in the Contempt Order.
AII these defendants mentioned in this
paragraph knowing that jurisdiction did not
exist for such arrest and removal of plaintiff
to defendant, SIGNORELLf, instead of the
Suffolk County Jail was contrary to the
Contempt Order.

80. That on information and belief, it
was further agreed, expressly or impliedly, by
defendants, SIGNORELTI, BERGER, MASTROIANNf ,
FINNERTY, CROCE, and GRZYMALSKI, that they
would not permit plaintiff access t,o any other
court or j udge, directly or indirectly,
knowing that such course of conduct was
illegal and unconstitutional.
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' 81. That in the morning of June 23,
L977, the defendants CROCE & cRZYMALSKI,
despite repeated requests by plantiff, refused
to communicate with their superiors while at
the place of arrest for instructions as to
whether they should permit plaintiff access to
any judges or courts other than the defendant,
SIGNORELLI, or the Surrogaters Court: Suffolk
County.

82. That in the morning of June 23,
L977, the defendants, CROCE & GRZYMALSKI,
despite requests by plaint,iff refused to go to
any impartial court or judge, State or Federal
for instructions under the circumstances.

83. That in the morning of June 23,
L977 , the de f endants , CROCE & GRZYI,IAISKI ,
while at the plaintiffrs home and while he was
under arrest, refused to permit plaintiff to
communicate with an attorney or advise him of
his constitutional rights.

84. That during plaintiffr s forced
journey from Westchester County of Suffolk
County, the defendants, CROCE and .GRZYMALSKI,
repeatedly refused plaintiffrs requests for
access to various courts or judges for the
purpose of securing a Writ of Habeas Corpus
and further refused plaintiff's demands that
they seek advice from their superiors as to
the legality of their conduct until these
defendants were in or near Suffolk County.

85. When plaintiff and defendants, CROCE
and GRZYMALSKI, were in or near Suffolk
County, these defendants d id request
instructions with respect to plaintiff's
requests that he be permitted access to a
court or j udge to pres6nt his Writ of Habeas
Corpus and they were advised that on
instructions from the defendant, SIGNORELLI,
that they should not permit plaintiff such
access, and the defendants, CROCE and
GRZY!{AISKI knew or should have known that such
advice was illegal.
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85. Thereupon plaintiff demanded that he
be taken to the Suffolk County Jail in
accordance with the Order of Contempt but the
defendants, CROCE and GRZYMALSKI, wiIfully
disobeyed such Order of Contempt, and instead
took plaintiff to the building housing the
Surrogaters Court: Suffolk County, the office
of defendant, ANTHONY MASTROIANNI, and various
other governmental departments.

87. That for approximately two (2) hours
while plaintiff was kept under arrest in the
aforementioned building, and no! in any
courtroom, the defendants, CROCE and
GRZYMALSKI, refused plaintiff I s repeated
requests that he be permitted to present his
Writ of Habeas Corpus and make telephone calls
to an attorney from a pay telephone booth only
a few feet away at plaintiffrs costs and
expense, but all such requests were refused.

88. That during such period of
approximately two (21 hours, three (3) times
the defendant, CROCE, did honor plaintiffrs
requests that he go and speak to the
defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, and each time
plaintiff was informed that such requests were
denied by the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI.

89. That immediately after the last
request made of defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELTI, came out of his office, Iooked at
the plaintiff wlth a big grin of glee on his
face.

90. That during such two (2) hour
period r dt no time i{as Surrogate I s Court:
Suffolk County in session, and the status of
defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELLI, rdas at best,
that of a jailor.

91. That at about 12230 p.m.7 the
defendant, VINCENT G. BERGER, JR., emerged
from the office of defendant, ERNEST L.
SIGNORELTI, and while in the custody of
def endants, CROCE and GRZYI.{ALSKI, they
permitted defendant BERGER to wilfully assault
plaintiff, and in fact one of them put a
restraining hand on the plaintiff.
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92. That shortly thereafter on June 23,
1977, the defendant, ERNEST L. SIGNORELTI
eonvened the Surrogaters Court during rhich
time he knowingly and wilfully attempted to
intimidate pLaintiff, knowingly and wilfully
violated plaintiff constitutional and
statutory rights, including the right to have
counsel, the right not to be guestioned on
incriminat ing subjects, access to an
appropriate court or j udge for habeas corpus
relief, and other similar rights.

93. After the court session was recessed
rith instructions from defendantl ERNEST L.
SIGNORELLf, to remove plaintiff to Suffolk
County Jail, plaintiff was permitted to nake
only one ( f ) telephone ca11, which was
fruitless because of the absence of the
attorney-recipient. When plaintiff wanted to
make further telephone calls in view of the
aforementionedr dt his own cost and expense,
the defendants, SIGNORELLI, BERGER, CROCE and
GRzYI{ALSKI, objected and refused, particularly
when plaintiff expressed a desire to telephone
the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of
the Second Judicial Department.

96. By State Iaw, customr and usage,
complaints made to the Grievance Committee of
the Bar Association are eonfidential prior to
the imposition of discipline in recognition of
the fact that, such complaints may not resulE
in censure yet unj ust ifiably damage the
reputation of the attorney involved and hinder
his earning ability in his profession. Despite
this knowled"ge of def endant, SIGNORELLI and
defendant, BERGER, of such fact and practicer
the defendant, BERGER, made complaint to the
Bar Association against plaintiff (which was
his right ) mail ing sufficient copies to
various other persons so as to assure that
same would receive extended publicity (whlch
was not their right ) with the int,ention of
denigrating plaintiff's reputation and earnlng
ability, which it did.
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97. SimilarIy, the defendant, BERGER,
acting in concert with the defendants,
SIGNORELLI and MASTROIANNI, also made
complaints to the District Attorneys of
Westchester County and Suffolk County in such
way as to give such complaints wide publicity,
also with the intention of denigrating
plaintiff rs reputation and earning ability,
which it did.

98. Thereafter when one of such
complaints was rejected by the District
Attorney of Westchester County as a 'fishing
expedition' and when the District Attorney of
Suffolk County found no evidence of wrongdoing
these results were suppressed by defendants.

99. That the defendants further caused
false and misleading facts to be circulated to
the publ ic press in order to damage plaintiff
personally and in his profession, and to
prejudice plaintiffrs rights in the criminal
and habeas corpus proceeding. That during such
period of time the defendants, SIGNORELTI,
BERGER, and MASTROIANNf, assumed the role of
prosecutors.

d. Prej ud ic ial , irrelevant , and/or
false statements were made to representatives
of t,he public press shortly prior to June 27,
L977 ,by def endants r' SIGNORELLI, BERGER, and
II{ASTROIANNI, or on their behalf and with their
consent.

c. On June 27, L977, by defendant,
BERGER, who was not a party or recognized
at,torney in the proceedings in Supreme Court
and who volunt,arily and gratuitously making
prejudicial and irrelevant statements in open
court with the knowledge that a representative
of the press was present and for his benefit.

f. By inviting interviews with the
publ ic press and conveying false and

:::judicial 
information at times and places
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101. In attempting to preJudiee the
rights of plaintlff, the defendants,
STGNoRELLI, BERGER, and ITiASTROIANNT, they
impeded and obstructed plaintiff's right to
obtain court minutes from a court stenographer
which in fact did prejudice the rights of
plaintiff since he did not obtain same untll
many months Iater and only after the
intervention of the Judicial Conference.

106. Continuing this reign of terror and
harassment

I10. Obstructing plaintiffrs right to the
Supreme Court ...

111. Although plaintiff and another
advised defendantl CHARLES BROWN, who
masquerades as a police official that if
papers were mailed to plaintiff he would mail
a Notice of Appearance ... the defendants,
SIGNORELLI, BERGER, and MASTROIANNI, conspired
to harass, embarrass, and interfere with
plaintiff I s business, by Ioitering and
annoying those with whom plaintiff has
business relations at their place of business
with ostensible purpose of serving meritless
Iegal papers

112. Defendants, SIGNORELLf, BERGERT and
IIASTROIANNI, caused a representative of theirs
to loiter around plaintiffrs residence for
many hours, making embarrassing inquiries of
neighbors ...

I14. That the defendants have done many
other acts and continue to do so violative of
plaintiff 's- constitutional and civil rights,
in retaliation for plaintiffrs availing
himself of his legal rights in the Court of
the United States and in trying to impair and
impede redress in such courts.

9{HEREFORE, . . . en joinlng def endan t ,
ERNEST L. SIGNORELTI from hiring any further
employees for Surrogate I s Court I Suf folk
County, directly or indirectly, except for
personal assistants, enjoining the discharge
of any employee of that Court except personal
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assistants, and except for cause; mandating
that impartial reporters be assigned to such
Court; enjoining the defendant from awarding
any fees or any disbursements, except such
fees as may be provided by statute, to his
appointees or otherwise; enjoining any
appointments, d irectly or ind irectly;
restraining defendants, ANTHONY !,IAStROIANNI
and VINCENT G. BERGER, JR., from acting as
PubIic Administrator and Attorney for the
Public Adminitrator respectively; enjoining
them from receiving any fees or disbursements,
directly or indirectly, from Surrogaters
Court: Suffolk County, and from the Estate of
EUGENE PAUL KELLY, in particular; compelling
them to account for any and aIl fees and
disbursements receivedi ... restraining
CHARLES BRowN from using any shield, badger oE
identification which resembles that used by a
pol ice or peace officer and compell ing
defendant, COUNTY OF SUFFOLKT to prohibit such
use thereof. ... directing that COUNTY OF
SUFFOTK include interest on any bail money
returned, dispense with onerous conditions
with respect to the return of such monies as
may be appropriate to the consideration of the
amount involved ... enjoining the defendants,
ERNEST L. SIGNORELI, VINCENT G. BERGER, JR.
and ANTHONY I,IASTROIANNI from using any funds
except their on personal funds in any
proceeding involving plaintiff and without any
color of authority except that which may be
given by an impartial court or judgeo ...

SIGNORELLTIS PUBLISHED LIE * 25

Judge SignoreIli, continuing in his cunning

commentary sayss

' On December
sched uled t,h i s
conference, and a1
for Sassohrer. "

13th, 1977 , the court
matter for pre-triaI
I parties appeared excePt
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The actual scenario prior to the Surrogaters

December 13th scheduling was as follows:

CHARLES Z. ABUZAT Esg. wanted an adjournment,

which Surrogate Signorelli granted. Three dates $rere

transmitted to me for such purpose.

I stated that ( 1 ) one date was 'cIear and

perfectly acceptable" i (2 ) the second date I had an

engagement but I expected it to be disposed of and it,
probably would be "clear and acceptablei (3) as to the

third date, D€cember 13th I L97'l t I was scheduled to

appear in the Appellate Division, S€cond Judicial
Department to argue an appeal before Judge Tit,one,

Hawkins, SuozzL., and Mollen; thereafter I was supposed

to attend an examination before trial in Civil Court,

New York County, and then I had an examination before

trial in Westchester County wherein my client.was coming

in from Florida. After enumerating the aforementioned

engagements very specifically, I added that under the

circumstances, December 13th, L977 was decidedly out of

the question insofar as any appearance required of me in

Suffolk County was concerned.
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I might have exPected which date Surrogate

Signorelli would choose -- December 13t,h, L977.

The words of Justice Holmes, in The Common t3w

(p. 3), are apt:

"Even a dog distinguishes . between being' stumbled over and being kicked. "

Obviously , T , too, $ras able to make the

distinction, as should the Appe}Iate Division, First and

Second Departments.

S ignorell i Publ ished f,re # 2.9.

Surrogate Signorelli perpetuates his published

account of my peccadillos:
It On January 25th, 1978 | all parties
appeared for trial. o.. Prior to recessing for
the day, the court directed Sassower to return
the following morning at 9:30 to continue the
trial, and to resolve the further question of
his contemptuous conduct.

The transcript of January 25th I L978 of

proceedings Uetore Judge Signorelli reveals the

following ( Exhibit rrCMrr , Sl'l 44) z

"THE COURT: ... Tomorrow morning you
appear with your counsel, and $re will proceed
with regard to this Point.
MR. SASSOWER: tilay I j ust state this,

Your Honor - do I understand --
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THE COURT:
hearing or trial.

We are not suspending the

It{R. SASSOWER: I understand that.
(Mr. Wruck stood up to address himself to the

court. )
THE COURT: PIease, t'lr. Wruck, let me

f inish. I would be glad to hear you
afterwards. Proceed.
I{R. SASSOWER: Initially, I am du.e 1n the

Appellate Divisi.on tomorrow morning.

THE COURT: You are before me now, and
you are to appear. I am directing you to
appear. After we complete what we are working
on today -- tomorrow morning at 9:30 with your
counsel . t'

The following day, I
Division of the Second Judicial
behalf of the respondent in

appeared in the Appellate

Department and argued on

the case of Baecher v.

Baecher, which I had handled from its inception in L975 t

except for the period when I was ilI or recovering

therefrom.

As the transcript of Surrogaters Court shows,

Surrogate Signorelli was informed of this engagement,

but deliberately flouted it.

In more than thirty years at the bar, I have

never had or witnessed an occasion, wherein a trial
j udge did not honor an appellate engagement,

particularly in a non-jury proceeding. Yet, Surrogate

Signorelli made it his regular practice to schedule my
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appearances on $rhatever date I had verbalized a

conflict, as the transcript by his own Court Reporter

reveals.

SIGNORELLIIS PUBLISHED LIE * 27

Continuing his overt omissions, Surrogate

Signorelli statess

"Petitioner failed to appear in court the
following day, and a telephone communication
was received by the court from the
petitionerts wifer dr1 attorney and his former
counsel in this estate. She stated that
[Georgel Sassower could not appear because he
was in the Appellate Division on another
matter . . .'

As heretofore quoted, Judge Signorelli was

advised the previous morning that I had an engagement in

the Appellate Division and therefore he should have

reasonably assumed that I (as well as he) was bound to

honor the higher court's engagement.

The assertion of what my wife stated is made

to appear as if it were spoken to him directly when in

fact my wife spoke to Mr. Berger outside the presence or

hearing of the Surrogate.

The transcript the next day reveals the

following (SM 257-2621:

" About a quarter to twelve last night, she
IDoris L. Sassower] again contacted me and
indicated that her husband had contacted her -
George Sassower - and he had told her he would
not appear this day because he had an
engagement in the Appellate Division. I am not
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aware whether she knew which AppeIlate
Division I{r. Sassower had an engagement in, or
what judges he would be beforer or what case
he was going to be on. We didn't -discuss that;
but she-gave me this in

Just about fifteen minutes a9o, I
attempted to reach her again - for the record,
it is approximately eleven o'clock but
because of the telephone lines being out of
order, I was unable to get through. However,
the Public Administrator's office is still
attempting to reach Mrs. Sassower, and I told
them to let me know in the court room as soon
as she is reached.

THE COURT: lfhen I arrived at the
court house this morning, it had been
indicat,ed t,o me that Mr. Sassower would not
appear, notwithstanding the fact that
yLlterday I directed him to be present in
court this morning ... . I was told that he
had told someone he had an engagement in the
AppeIlate Division Ithe Court transcript
reveals that I told it to Judge Signorelli
himself in open court the previous d.yl ... I
dontt know wtry Ur. Sassower is not present in
this court this morning. He has offered the
court no legaI excuse for his not being
present.

THE COURT: Gentlemen, I have been
advised that Mr. Sassower is in the process of
arguing an appeal in the Appellate Division of
the Second Judicial Department in the case of
Baecher v. Baecher, wherein his wifel Doris
Sassowerr appears as attorney of record."
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SIGN.ORELLTTS PUBTISHED LIE * 28

Judge Signorelli continued:

"She IOoris L. Sassower] stated that lGeorge]
Sassower could not appear because he was in
the Appellate Division on another matter, but
refused to identify the case or the particuE?

sower 
-*i=

arguing a case in the Second Department that
morning, and the counsel of record in the case
was petitioner's wife [Doris L. Sassower]."

1. The published statement by Judge Signorelli
that my wife "refused to identify the case or the
particular department of the Appellate Division" is just
another blatant falsehood as reveared, ante litem motam,

by the Surrogate Court transcript itself.
As shown hereinabove, l,lrs. Sassower's

conversations was with ,.: Berger only, not with the
Surrogate, and Mr. Berger stated, ante litem motam, that
my wife gave him the information he requested. At no

time did he state that she "refused,'to identify the

case. On the contrary he stated that he and my wife
"didnr t discuss that".

2. The record of the the Appellate Division (58

A.D.2d 821 , 396 N.Y.S.2d 447 | leave den. 43 N.y.2d 645 |

402 N.Y.S.2d 1026i 61 A.D.2d 1021r 403 N.y.S.2d B2i 70

A.D.2d 87 1, 417 N.Y.S.2d 212i 78 A.D.2d 894, 433

N.Y.S.2d 22Oi 80 A.D.2d 629, 436 N.y.S.2d 325) and other
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various courts will reveal that I handled

aspect of the Baecher Y. Baecher matters,

trials before !1r. Justice John C. Ivlarbach,

Quinn, lrlr. Justice James H. Cowhey, and

Walsh. The only time I did not handle t,his

when I was ill and or recovering therefrom.

srcNoREttr's PUBLTSHED LrE * 29

Judge Signorelli continues:

"The court accordingly adjourned the trial
until the next day, and [George) Sassower once
again failed to aPpear on the adjourned date.
Ha called the court in the morning and stated
that he would not appear because of other
court engagements which he refused to
identif y. Due to the petitioner's ref usal t'o
appear in court, and in the absence of an
atiiaavit of other engagement, the court
attempted to continue the trial in his
absence. "

The affidavit of services of Vincent Berger,

Jr. reveals that he knew that I was at the APpellate

Division the following day also. This is just another

instance of Surrogate Signorelli's stream of published

conscious lies.

SIGNORELLITS PUBLISHED LIE # 30

Judge Signorelli continues:

' l'1r. Sassovrer r a member of the
impeded the orderly administration
estate, and has caused it to incur
gr.EE.'

almost every

including the

Mr. Justice

I{r. Justice

matter was

bar, has
of this
needless
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The 'needless expense' caused to the estate

was, as noEed by the Referee, caused by Surrogate

Signorelli and as the Referee further noted no monies

have ever been received by us for our extensive services

and disbursements. The records of the Surrogaters Court

(as established at my hearings) reveal that in this

estate of about $75r000, his appointees have applied for

fees and commission of apProximately $3OrOO0 (Exhibit

"59").
Since Surrogate Signorelli desired to become

Congressman Signorelli (Si9norelli v. Evens, 637 F.2d

853 l2d Cir.l), the need for funds and suPPort for such

a campaign was certainly a subject he could not help but

consider when making his deeisions as Surrogate.

With absolut.elv Smazing arrogance Surrogate

Signorelli saw absolutely no improPrietv in being

Surrogate and running for Congress simultaneously.
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This in and of itself reveals his total lack

of conprehension gf the ethical, as well as

constitutional co,ncept (Ward v. Village of lvlonroeville,

409 U.S. 57, 93 S.Ct. 80, 34 t.Ed.2d 267), of what is
due a J-itigant under due pr,ocessl

The taxpayer has been saddled with tens of
thousands of dollars investigating and prosecuting me

and my wife. It will prove to be a worthwhile

expenditure if it has revealed Surrogaters Signorelli's
practices in the "administration of justice'.
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SURROGATE'S COURT ONDER SURROGATE EILDRETE

Surrogate Signorelli testifie9 that the

personnel in Surrogaters Court were not very careful or

diligent under the stewardship of his predecessor,

Surrogate Hildreth. But,

'IUJnder my direction, they are more carefult
my personnel in the taw Department, in
checking orders to see that they correctly
recite all of the papers upon which the order
is pred icated. I In 1975] ttl hey werenr t that
d il igent. I must confess to the Court.
Particularly in 1976. Thatrs when I first
became Surrogate'. (Oct . 22, 198I, SM f38 )

Nevertheless, in reviewing the f,elIy
proceedirg, prior to L976, while Judge Hitdreth was

Surrogate, one finds that all papers are in the file,

all legal documents were microfilmed, al1 records are

correct, and Orders correctly reclte the PaPers upon

which they were made.

E. SURROGATEIS COURT UNDER SURROGATE SIGNORELLI

Under the 'improved" conditions of Surrogate

Signorelli's tenure, I have compiled three Iists of

missinq docu*.nI", sEenographic minutes, and records

from the files of or pertaining to the Estate of Eugene

PauI Ke11y, deceased (F11e No. 736 P 1972) ln

Surrogaters Courtr Suffolk County.

D.
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1. Documents, stenographic minutes, and records

whose existence is confirmed by other records of

Surrogate's Court, Suffolk County, but which are now

missing. The Grievance Committee I s attorneys should have

a substantially similar list.

2. Documents, stenographic minutes, and records

whose existenee in Surrogaters Court, Suffolk County is

confirmed by the testimony and records of Charles Z.

Abuza, Es9., but which are now missing. The Grievance

Committeets attorneys should have a more complete list

than I, since they had access to all of Mr. Abuzars

files.

3. Documents, stenograph ic minut.es, and records

whose existence in Surrogate's Court, Suffolk County is

indicated by my own records and recollection, which are

now missing.

A11 missing documents, stenographic minutes,

and records have a common attribute: they either

exculpate my wife and myself or incriminate Surrogate

S ignorell i !

The fair conclusion should not be hard for

this Court to draw.
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l,[y compilation will be turned over to Mr.

Justice Mo1len, the Commission on Judicial Conduct, or
this Court upon request, after the files in this Estate

have been officially inventoried or impounded and a ful1

explanation received from Surrogate Signorelli on this
subject.

Surrogate Signorelli and his Court succeeded

in misleading the Grievance Committee. fn view of the

Referee's find ings, it is doubtful whether any

disciplinary proceeding would have been brought against

me or my wife, had his complaint not been so thoroughly

fallacious.

During the hearings, Judge MeI ia heard

testimony and saw documentation of a seemingly endless

stream of outright lies and misleading statements

perpetrated upon various courts by Charles Z. Abuza,

Esq. and his law firm.
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After listening to such testimony for days,

Judge lvlelia asked lvlr. Abuza in a very soft and polite

manner whether he bel ieved he had a duty to set forth

the truth in crystal clear terms in his statements to

the court, when the charges and their consequences were

so serious?

This same question should be posed by this

Court, the Commissionl and by Justice !1o11en to

Surrogate Signorelli with respect to the information he

published, gave to Justice !1o1len, and the Grievance

Commit,tee.

Er THE TESTIIT,IONIAL LIES OF SURROGATE SIGNORELLI

As establ ished hereinabove, Surrogate

Signorelli's testimony is replete with conscious

deception, equivocation, evasion, feigned ignorance, and

bald-faced lies.

The thrust of almost every series of questions

revealed his difficulty in coming to grips with the

truth.

Surrogate Signorelli would be hard pressed to

justify some of his testimonyr €v€D using Penal Code

standards.
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1. Could anyone believe that Surrogate

SignorelIi, a former Assistant District Attorney and

County Court Judge, after many evasive answers, would

testify that he does not know what a accusatory "charge"

is "precisely"?
Yet, that is what, he testified to!

2. Could anyone believe that Surrogate Signorelli

( a former Assistant District Attorney and County Court

Judge ) could not ans$rer "Yes" or rNor to the simple

question of whether I was charged with criminal contempt

prior to the inquest which took place on June 22, L977?

To this resPonse, the patient Judge Melia

stated t'Yesr you can, Judge".

3. Could anyone beI ieve that Surrogate

Signorelli would repeatedly claim that he followed the

requirements of the Judiciary Law, when he tried,

convicted, and sentenced fi€r all in absentia, for an

alleged criminal contemptr outside his presence, and

wherein I hras never "charged" with the crime or given

notice of the hearing? That was his testimony!
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4. Could anyone believe that Surrogate Signorelli

would testify, in response to Judge MeIia's inquiry,

that I did not have 5th Amendment rights, when I was

taken into custody and brought before him? That was his

testimony!

As heretofore mentioned, Judge Melia's obvious

procedure in these hearings was to permit a point to be

made, not to ukill" or" overkill", but I wonder what his

thoughts were while listening to such testimony?

One shudders to think what even a paralegal

could have done, had further cross-examination been

permitted on such testimony.

5. "Audacious" is the most favorable term for

Surrogate Signorellirs pretended justifi_cation for

publishing the' lie that I defaulted on the motion

returnable before Judge Hildreth on March L7, 1975, when

the records show, plainly and undeniably, that I

submitted an affidavit in opposition and the very Order

incorporates such affidavit in its recitation clause.

The excuse itself was a bald faced lie.
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6. Surrogate Signorell i's distortion that I

requested three adjournments during Surrogate Hildrethrs

tenure, when the documents on their face reveal that

they were at the request of both sides. Surrogate

Signorelli ran out of excuses for this and many other

1ies.

7. Everyone present agreed that Charles 7,. Abuza,

Esq. (including the Grievance Committee attorneys) gave

probably the worst testimony they had ever heard. It was

such an affront to the truth that the Grievance

Committee requested dismissal of the charges before

completion of his testimony, and denounced him as a liar

in no uncertain terms. Judge MeIia not only explicitly

accepted the diagnosis and recommendation of the

Grievance Committee attorneys on those charges, but

added his own choice words of excoriationr os the

t,ranscript and the Referee's Report expressly show.

With that setting, any wi.tness who followed

had to be an improvement.
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When Surrogate Signorelli t,urned out to be

worse than Charles Z. Abuza, Esq., one h,as reminded of

the comforting story about the priest who always found

kind words for the departed. When an individual with no

redeeming features died, the community turned out for
the funeral merely to witness the priest at a loss for

words. He came through the crisis, however, eulogizing
->*..the deceased with the words: "His brotherf is yrorse."

At least, Mr. Abuza had the intelligence to

try to excuse his lies to various courts and j udges as

"mistakeso . Surrogate Signorell i, r{ith his incredible

brazenness, could never admit he made a mistake, and,

thereby, sank as unmistakably as the Titanic.

Surrogate Signorellirs attempts to rationalize

his conduct in directing me to seIl the property,

directing me to perform executorial functions all after

the date of his alleged removal of me as executor, were

incomprehensible to everyone present and to everyone who

has read his testimony.

Clear1y, the rationalization is contrived and

fa1se.
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Having tortuously "explained", in his
irrational wdy, his direction for me to se11 the

property, although I was then supposedly an executor

"defunctus', Surrogate Signorelli was "checkmated" when

he had to explain lrhy he had cancelled the contract on

the ground that I was unauthorized.

The reason gradually occurred to everyone,

even those who still believed in "the tooth fairy". It
was crass greed!

When the property could not be easily sold, he

was content to direct me to seII. When I had a buyer, he

wanted the commission to go to his appointee.

How else does one explain the sale of the

property one year later at the same price to the same

person. As the Referee noted, the Surrogate I s

"switcheroo" caused the estate to incur an additional
year of expenses maintaining this empty house, not to

mention the loss of interest on the money available at

prevailing market rates.
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In our' cynical world, there are many who will

tell you that this was ind still is part of the system.

I reluctantly accept this. What I can not accept is the

published defamatory accusation by Surrogate Signorelli

that f, who never received one cent for any of my

considerable legaI Services and disburiements, caused

the estate to incur 'needless expenser', when, ill the

while, the Surrogate was scheming for his aPpointees to

be in charge of the till.

To say anything more would belabor the point'

G. THE NCiTET PRAYED FOR

I was one of the first soldiers to enter

Versailles, France, during World War II --tumultuously

greeted as a liberator, by faces long since forgotten.

one man, whose face I will never forget, who had lost

everything during Lhe occupation, simply and

embarrassingly asked why it took us so long to wake up

to the situation and come to the rescue.

Had Surrogate Signorelli focused his animus

only.on &€r no matter how intenSely, that would have

inflicted more than Pain enough.
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He did not. He publicly defamed my wife who

he knew was not directly involved in the matter. He

spread his lies over the pages of the New York Law

Journal, to be read by her colleagues, and the judges

before whom she appeared.

He smeared r€r my wife and children by lies
that he transmitted to a reporter for the New York Daily

News.

On litarch 3, 1978, while my wife cried bitter

tears on seeing the publication in the New York Law

Journal , T had faith that ultimately Surrogate

Signorelli would be properly dispatched by those in

authority.

I was prepared for Surrogat,e Signore1li. But,

I was not prepared for those who, albeit, unwittingly,
gave him succor.

I did not expect that Justice Mollen would

"thank" Surrogate Signorelli when he violated the legaI

requirement of confidentiality by publishing his
professional misconduct charges against me and my wife.

I did not dream that all the letter writers to

the New York Law Journal would silently permit this and

similar violations of the statutory mandate of secrecy

so openly being violated by a member of the judiciary.
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I was unprepared that no one was there when

Writs of Habeab Corpus were being disobeyed so

fI ag rantly.

I am stilI unprepared to believe that the

Appellate Division, First Department, is unconcerned

when an attorney reports to them that he was tried,

convicted, and sentenced, in absentia, while on trial in

the First Department. What will their response be on

June 24th t 1982 when I .f ight such conviction in the

Second Department?

I am stiII unprepared to believe that the

judiciary is unconcerned when I report that my daughter

came home for a week-end from Harvard, and found herself

incarcerated, along with her mother, because she helped

serve a Writ of Habeas Corpus.

I will not request, ask, prayt ot plead that

this Court conf irm the Report of the Ref eree. Itiere

confirmation wilt not begin to compensate for the injury

and damages done to me and my innocent family because of

judicial transgression of the 1aw.
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H. CONCLUSION

I have demonstrated, unguestionably, the utter
frivolousness and malice of the charges levelled at me;

Judge Melia -- as this Courtrs appointee -- meticulously

heard the evidence, and sustained my position in every

possible respect. It is now this Court's duty to
fashion the appropriate remedy to deal with the true

subject of this disciplinary matter Surrogate

Signorelli.

Only a Kafka could adequately describe the

nightmare this man created for me and my family in the

past five years. The damage he recklessly and wantonly

infl icted upon us by his unfounded, publ icized
accusations has touched every aspect of my and my wifers
personal and professional life. lluch of that damage is
irreparable, uncompensable and frightening to believe

that it actually did happen here in America.

The lawrs cumbersome machinery is, perhaps,

too often the unintended ally of cynical litigants, who

capitalize on delays and obfuscation the legal process

can promote. That end is even easier to achieve,

however, when the litigant wears a black robe and speaks

with all the power and majesty that robe automaticalty

invests in its wearer.
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It is just because the real transgression in
the matter did so via tragic and despicable misuse of
judicial power that this Court -- in its proper use of
judicial power -- should resoundingly deal with the case

to provide, at least, the partial redress herein
requested.

More than seventy years ago this Court said:

"The duty of this court towards the members of
the bar, its officers, is not only to
administer discipline to those found guilty of
professional conduct, but to protect the
reputation of those attacked upon frivolous or
malicious charges". (Matter of Stern, 137 App.
Div. 909, at 910, r2r@, g4g tlit
Dept.l )

I await

"protdction". When

Versailles, ask why

eag er1 y

it comes,

it took

Court' vene rated

the man in

th is

I m]-

c

e

Sworn to before

MUrirEL eoro"Enl
Notary Public, State oI lilew

No 60-45154?4 Westchegter

e this
I L982

Coaoisrion Erplres March 3Q
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